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PREFACE-

The object of this little volume is to place in the hands of farmers
the accumulated results of trustworthy research in the science of soil
fertilization and manure-making. Much of the recent literature in
this department of agricultural chemistry is found only in the techni-
cal writings of professional chemists, or is scattered through innumer-
able scientific and agricultural periodicals, many of which are not
accessible to the farmers of America.
The work of collecting and reducing to a system this vast literature

has involved an enormous amount of labor and has enforced upon the
author not only a close study of late scientific investigation in America
and England, but has also made necessary a careful review of the lit-

eratures of other lands in which agriculture rests upon a sure and
advanced scientific foundation.

It will be observed that the book contains much about manure-
making upon the farm and that considerable space has been given to
formulas for the mixing of chemical manures by farmers themselves.
Some terms of chemical technology which farmers should clearly
understand are explained and simple methods are given for converting
one chemical compound into an equivalent of some other chemical
ctimpound

;
brief rules are also given for determining the commercial

values of unmixed chemicals, raw materials, and commercial fertiliz-

ers
;
and the closing chapter is given up wholly to the subject of soil-

tests with fertilizers on the farm.

In these and several minor particulars the work differs from any
other upon the subject hitherto published in America.

In the formuLos for special crops great care has been taken to indi-
cate those forms of raw materials and of agricultural chemicals
which by practical field trials have been demonstrated to be the best.

The numerous formulas found throughout the book are based upon no
theoretical estimations, but are in all cases the results of carefully

O^V^X^'i



i PREFACE.

conducted experiments by investigators of the highest scientific attain-

ment and repute.

Care has been taken to exclude all questions in controversy among
chemists, and to advocate no particular system of culture or of farm
management.

In writing this treatise every available source of information has

been brought into service. The writings of American, English,

French, and especially of German agriculturists have been freely con-

sulted and used, but in all instances the author has conscientiously en-

deavored to trespass on the domain of none ; on the other hand, he
has aimed to give full acknowledgment to every authority from
which materials have been drawn.

In the preparation of the work the Annual Reports of the United
States Department of Agriculture and the reports of the various State

experiment stations have been of inestimable value. Recent reports of
every experiment station in the country have been carefully examined
and much suggestive information has been drawn therefrom. And, in

the acknowledgment of a great personal obligation to these institu-

tions the author would take advantage of this opportunity to urge
upon farmers everywhere the importance of familiarizing themselves
with the work and literature of the State agricultural experiment
stations. In emphasizing the manifest importance of mutual coopera-
tion between the farmer and his State experiment station no more
fitting reasons can be given than those recorded in the Third Annual
Report of the Secretary of Agriculture. In this report the
work and purpose of the State agricultural experiment station is thus
defined :

—

**(!) It acts as a bureau of information regarding all questions of
practical interest to the farmers of its locality; (2) it seeks by practical tests

to devise better methods of agriculture and to introduce new crops and live

stock, or to establish new agricultural industries ; (3) it aids the farmer in
his contest with insects and with diseases of his crops and live stock ; (4)
it defends the farmer against fraud in the sale of fertilizers, seeds, and
feeding stuffs

; (5) it investigates the operations of nature in the air, water,
soil, plants, and animals, in order to find out the principles which can be
applied to the betterment of the processes and products of agriculture.^^

The limitations of the present volume have made necessary the
omission of many interesting details, but the author has labored faith
fully and to the best of his ability to exclude no important researches
that would add to the practical value or scientific accuracy of the

r 1 PREFA CE. Vll

r>
work. His aim has been to place before the great body of intelligent

American farmers, in simple language, the pregnant results of accu
mulated experience in agricultural science a» recorded in our own and
foreign literatures.

A list of the authorities used and quoted from in the preparation of
this work is appended on a subsequent page.

F. W. S.

FORDHOOK Farm, December, 1892.
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MANURES.

How to Make and How to Use Them,

V

''In the plant lies the principle of life ; in the envi-

ronment are the conditions of life. Without the fulfil^

ment of these conditions, which are wholly supplied by

environment, there can be no //>.—Herbert Spencer.

A

>

CHAPTER I.

THE CHEMICAL ELEMENTS.

The Diaterials of which the earth, the air, and the waters of our

globe are composed have been found by chemists to consist of about

seventy distinct elementary bodies or primary forms of matter.

These elementary or primary bodies are known as the Ohemioal

Elements, and are so called because they cannot, by any known

chemical process, be separated into two or more different kinds of

matter. The common metal, iron, is an element ; so is the invisible

gas, nitrogen, of the atmosphere. Both of these very unlike substances

are'elements because when in their pure condition we can by no means

known to chemistry find in them anything but iron and nitrogen.

To chemical analysis we are indebted for all that is known about

the elementary composition of the earth and of its life, and of the vast

stores of knowledge which we now possess the last one hundred years

have contributed more than all the preceding ages of history. Less than

eighty years ago not a single vegetable substance had been accurately

analyzed, and the use of artificial fertilizers was practically unknown.

The rapid growth of accurate knowledge of plant chemistry began

about the year 1840, when the celebrated German chemist, Justus von

Liebig, published the results of his researches in the relations of Chem-

istry to Agriculture.

A few elementary bodies form the structural basis of our planet and

of its life, and out of these are built up all the multitudinous forms

of matter with which we are familiar, -the rocky crust of the earth,

the great continental seas, the invisible air, and, lastly, the complex

animal and vegetable life of the globe.

2 17



18 MANURES,

It is believed that the number of different kinds of plants growing
upon the earth somewhat exceed 200,000. Of this large number only
a i^w have been subjected to careful chemical analysis, but in that
number are included all our familiar farm-plants. And from what
is known of the uniform methods of nature in plant building, it may
be safely asserted that the structural composition of plants has been
quite definitely determined.

Only fourteen, or about one-fifth, of the total number of elements
appear to be essential to the perfect growth and development of plants.
These elements are :

—

I

Carbon, Hydrogen,
Phosphorus, Sulphur,
Calcium, Iron,

Potassium,

Oxygen, Nitrogen,
Chlorine, Silicon,

Magnesium, Manganese,
Sodium.

The elements, aluminium, fluorine, barium, bromine, iodine, and a
large number of the rarer elements, occur in minute quantities in
plants, but the presence of these elements is not regarded as of practical
importance, nor are they known to be essential to the life of plants.

ORGANIC AND INORGANIC ELEMENTS.
For many years writers on agricultural chemistry have divided the

plant-forming elements into two classes :

—

First, the Organic Elements, or those which appear to be destruc-
tible by fire ; and.

Second, Inorganic Elements, or those which after combustion remain
as a residue or ash.

But the barriers between organic and inorganic chemistry have, in
recent years, been rapidly giving way, and it is now universally 'ad-
mitted among chemists that an element may be organic or inorganic,
according as it is or is not a part of an organized body.
The plant-forming elements naturally group themselves into two

distinct classes, which are marked by clearly defined and widely dif-
fering characteristics :

—

The first are those elements which are derived exclusively from the
air, and the second are those furnished exclusi vely by the soil. Thus
we have two distinctive classes of elementary substances entering into
the composition of plants, both of which are equally essential to'^their
life and growth. In this little work we shall classify the elements

<f.
\
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according to the sources from which they are derived by plants. We
nave, therefore

—

First—Elements derived from the Air.
.

Second,—Elements derived from the Soil,
The elements derived from the air are Carbon, HydrogenOxygen, and Nitrogen. These elements, long known in agricultural

chemistry as the organic elements, are derived exclusively from the air
either directly or indirectly; they constitute the greater part of phvnts!
forming from ninety five to ninety-nine per cent, of their entire weight.
In the processes of combustion or burning, the air-derived elements
mostly paas oflf into the atmosphere in the form of gases. It must
not, however, be supposed that the elements furnished by the air are
always derived by plants directly from the atmosphere. Plants do
obtain terge quantities of food directly from the air, but the air-derived
elements are always present in soils, and, in combination with other
elements form chemical compounds which are gathered as food bv the
roots of plants.

•'

The elements furnished to plants exclusively by the soil are alsoknown as the inorganic dements. They are phosphorus, sulphur
Chlorine, siUcon, calcium, iron, potassium, sodium, mag-
nesium, and manganese.
The soil-derived elements all occur in small proportions in plants

yarying in quantity from a fractional part of one per cent, to ten
or twelve per cent. Though present in such small proportions, the
soil-denved elements are just as important as the more abundant
air^Jenved elements

;
both are essential and equally important in the

elaboration of plant tissue.

When plants are burned, the soU-derived elements remain as a resi-
due, or ash. Slight traces of chlorine, phosphorus, and sulphur may be
dnven off as gases in the combustion, and in the ash there always
remain minute quantities of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen

; but the
quantities, in either case, are very small.
We have, thus far, seen that out of a few primary or elementary

bodies the whole vegetable kingdom of nature baa been elaborated •

that over ninety percent, of all the parts of plants are built up from'
the four air-derived elements, carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen,
and that the total number of elements actually necessary to the vege-
tation of the globe is about fourteen, or one-fifth of all the elementary
substances known to chemists.

We find that the atmosphere and the air derived elements are most
unportant agencies in vegetable physiology, but, as we proceed with
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the study of plant life and plant nutrition, we must not assign to these

elements an undue importance, nor presume them to be more impor-

tant factors in vegetable nutrition than the less abundantly occurring

soil derived elements. We soon discover that the life-functions of

plants are twofold ; that the atmosphere, after all, is a kind of aeriform

soil, from which the leaves of plants absorb nutrition just as truly as

the roots gather in food from the soil ; that both are essential to life

and healthy growth, and that one is not less important than the other.

With the single exception of nitrogen, which is the most elusive and
costly element of plant-food, it is with the soil-derived elements, phos-

phorus and potassium, and with the soil itself, that man has mostly to

deal. These and other elements are taken from the land in crops and
are not returned by nature, and, unless restored to the soil by man,
the time comes when the land is exhausted and cannot furnish the

neceasary food to crops. We must not lose sight of the fact that the

deepest and richest soil is but as a mere film of dust on the rocky crust

of the earth
;
yet from the soil all the animal and vegetable life of

the globe must be fed. And, hence, the most important problems in

agriculture to-day are economy in soil management and the mainte-

nance of soil fertility. In virgin soils there is usually an abundant
supply of plant-food, for the elements taken from the soil are returned

to it when plants decay. As soon as land is brought under cultivation,

however, animal and vegetable products are taken from the soil in the
form of farm animals, grain, hay, fruits, vegetables, etc. Under this

drainage the land, in time, becomes infertile and refuses to yield its

increase. On very poor soils it is sometimes necessary to make a com-
plete return of the elements of plant food taken in crops, but, fortu-

nately, in most soils there is an abundant supply of some of the ele-

ments and, consequently, only a partial return is necessary.

It will be found generally that a poor or worn soil will be deficient

in one, two, or all three of the elements, nitrogen, phosphorus, and
potassium

;
and sometimes the soil will contain these elements in

forms that cannot be taken up by plants. In most all soils, rich or

poor, the elements, sulphur, magnesium, sodium, iron, etc., are found
in abundance. Calcium or lime is sometimes deficient, but in most
cultivated soils lime is rarely deficient as a plant food.

The Plant-formingr Elements are grenerally Combined
with Oxygen in the Soil.

The food elements which plants take from the soil are usually com-
bined with oxygen, and, therefore, instead of using the names of the
elements we use the names of their oxides. We say phosphoric acid

r
THE CHEMICAL ELEMENTS, 21

instead of phosphorus because plants take up this element in the form
of an oxide of phosphorus ; or, we use the term potash instead of
potassium because the element potassium is never used by plants in
the elementary form, but is combined in the soil with oxygen or with
an acid.

And for like reasons we say lime instead of calcium, soda instead
of sodium, and magnesia instead of magnesium.

/
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CHAPTER H
METALS AND METALLOIDS.

ACIDS, SALTS, AND BASES, OR METALLIC OXIDES.
The chemical elements are divided into two classes, known as metals

and metalloids,* or non-metals. Of those essential to plant
nutrition, seven are metals and seven are metalloids. They are :—

Metals.

Hydrogen.
Calcium.
Potassium.
Sodium.
Iron.

Magnesia.
Manganese.

Metalloids.

Carbon.
Oxygen.
Nitrogen.
Phosphorus.
Sulphur.
Chlorine.

Silicon.

Until recently, it has been the custom to include hydrogen among
the metalloids, but this element is now known to be a metal, several
of its alloys with other metals having been obtained by chemists.
Long before actual proofhad been obtained, chemists were ofthe opinion
that hydrogen was the gaseous form of a metal.

The seven metalloids and the metallic element, hydrogen, are the
acid-forming elements.

An acid is a chemical compound formed by the union of an acid-

Acids, forming element with hydrogen and oxygen^ or^ in

some instances^ with oxygen alone.

Thus, the three elements, nitrogen, hydrogen, and oxygen, unite to
form nitric acid. Chlorine and hydrogen combine to form hydrochloric
acid (muriatic acid, or the old spirit of salt).

In ordinary usage, an acid is believed to be any substance having a
sour taste. It is true that all sour bodies are acids, but all acids are

* The terra, metalloid, is from the Greek, metallon, a metal, and eidoi, like-

ness, that is, likeness to metals, but the name is inappropriate, for these ele-

ments have no likeness to the metals.
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not sour. Some are sweet to the taste, some are bitter, and others have
no appreciable effect on the nerves of taste at all.

Nitric, phosphoric, sulphuric, and hydrochloric acid are all very sour
and corrosive bodies.

A salt is a chemical compound formed by putting a metal in the place
occupied by the hydrogen of an acid. Thus, we take the nitric acid
formed by the union of nitrogen, hydrogen, and oxygen, we put the
metal, sodium, in the place of the hydrogen, and we have the salt,
nitrate of sodium. An impure form of this salt, known as nitrate of
soda, or Chili saltpetre, is familiar to every farmer.

Again, we may take phosphoric acid, which is composed of phos-
phorus, hydrogen, and oxygen, we replace the hydrogen by the metal,
calcium, and we have the calcium salt, phosphate of calcium, or what

is more commonly known as phosphate of lime.
Salts. Or if we take sulphuric acid, which is a com-

pound of sulphur, hydrogen, and oxygen, and
replace the hydrogen by the same metal, calcium, we have sulphate
ol calcium, or sulphate of lime, gypsum, or land plaster. If we replace
the hydrogen with potassium we have the sulphate of potassium, or if
we repkce the hydrogen of hydrochloric acid by the metal, sodium, we
have a compound of chlorine and sodium, called chloride of sodium,
muriate of soda, or common salt.

And so it is with all salts known to chemistry, they are all sub-
stances in which some metal has taken the place of hydrogen in an
acid.

Bases may be regarded as just the opposite of acids, or, a base is

simply another name for metallic oxide. When soluble the strongest

bases have a bitter, biting taste, and a caustic or
Bases. corroding effect on the skin. Lime, soda, potash,

and ammonia are soluble bases Magnesia, silica,

and oxide of iron are insoluble bases.

PLANT FOOD AND FERTILIZERS.
Plant-food is a general term under which all substiinces that increase

crop-production may be included.

The term fertilizer, as used among farmers, is generally applied to
the artificial commercial fertilizers, while the word manure is indis-

criminately given to such natural fertilizers as
Fertilizers. farm-yard manure, composts, marls, muck, and

night soil.
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The original meaning of the word manure was manoeuvre, in
allusion to tillage, or the working of the land, and, hence, probably
came the old farm proverb, "He who tills his land, manures it.'»

PJant-food is, therefore, anything that contributes to the
growth of plants, and it is obvious that all plant food must be
derived from one or both classes of elementary bodies or their com-
pounds, since it is from the air and the soil that plants obtain all their
food.

The wood burned in our fires furnishes both classes of elements to
nature for use in the elaboration of vegetation. In combustion, which
IS the union of the carbon of the wood with the oxygen of the air, the
air-derived elements pass off into the atmosphere in forms of carbon
dioxide (carbonic acid), watery vapor, nitric acid, ammonia, etc., and
are at once ready to be re-appropriated by plants and used in building
up vegetable forms.

The soil-derived elements, or rather their compounds, potash, lime
phosphoric acid, magnesia, etc., remain in the ash, and if applied to
the land are taken up by plants and become parts of a new vegetation.

Plant food when added to a soil increases its fertility, and conse-
quently becomes a fertilizer. But, because plant-foods are fertilizers
It does not follow that fertilizers are always plant-foods.

'

The soil is a great field of chemical activity, in which nature is con-
stantly at work tearing apart and building up innumerable chemical
compounds that may or may not promote plant growth

; and in this
marvelous soil-chemistry plants play a most important part themselves
In the intelligent practice of husbandry man not only feeds the grow-
ing crops by applications of plant-food to the land, but he mixes with
the soil a variety of substances which may not be plant-foods at all
but which, both by their mechanical and chemical action upon soils'
induce a higher degree of fertility, and thus act indirectly a^
fertilizers.

A fertilizer w, then, any substance added to a soil for the purpose of
inducing a larger and better growth of plants. A n4 plant growth map be
defined as the transformation of inorganic matter into organic bodies.

Fertilizers are divided into

—

First, Direct Fertilizers, and,
Second, Indirect Fertilizers.
A direct fertilizer is a plant-food in which there are elements of

P^a^** nutrition at once available for the use of
Direct Fertilizer, crops.

To be available plant-food must be soluble

/^ f..#v

^ ) *

^^

» l'
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'that is, in such condition that the roots of planta can take it readily
in solution.

A large proportion of the plant-food present in soils is not in avail-
able or soluble form, that is, it is food held in reserve in such condition
that the roots of plants cannot make use of it ; such looked-up food
is said to be unavailable or insoluble.
By the action of air, water, carbon di-oxide (carbonic acid), lime,

gypsum, eto., unavailable plant-food is gradually converted to the
available or soluble form

;
it then becomes a direct fertilizer, im-

mediately ready for the use of plants.

An indirect fertilizer is not necessarily a plant-food at all, nor
does it furnish any needed plant-food to the soU. It acts upon com-
pounds already present in the soil in the forms of unavailable plant-
food, uniting with them or changing them from unavailable to
available forms. Lime is an example of an indirect fertilizer. It

is present in almost every cultivated soil in suffi-

cient quantities for all the wants of vegetation
; so

that the addition of lime to a soil, except in rare
instances, cannot be regarded as a needed applica-
Yet lime often has an almost magical influence on

crop production, and on no soils are its effects more noriceable than upon
those in which its compounds exceed all the requirements of vegetation.
Lime not only acts chemically upon the organic and mineral constitu-
ents of soils, but it also exerts a very powerful influence upon their
mechanical or physical condition.

Direct fertilizers may be divided into two classes, viz. :—
1st. Natural fertilizers, or those furnished by the solid and liquid

excrement of animals, refuse vegetable matter, green crops when
intended for plowing under, castor pomace, cotton seed, muck, peat
marl, eto.

'

2d. Artificial or chemical fertilizers, which are the commercial prepa-
rations made from different fertilizing materials found as natural
deposits in the earth, and from the waste-products of many manu-
facturing industries.

Artificial fertilizers are also subdivided into (a) complete fertilizers,
or those which contain nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash, and (b)
incomplete or special fertilizers, which contain one or two of the three
constituents, nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash.

Indirect

Fertilizer.

tion of plant-food.

'< ^



CHA1>TER m.

ELEMENTARY PARTS OF PLANTS DERIVED
FROM THE AIR.

CARBON AND CARBON COMPOUNDS.
Carbon.—The word Is from carlo, coal, which is chiefly composed

of carbon. In the free condition carbon is a solid substance without
odor or taste. It occurs in several modified forms which exhibit great
differences in physical properties, and which, under ordinary circum-
stances, are extremely indestructible.

Anthracite and bituminous coal, coke, lignite, wood charcoal, lamp-
black, bone-black or animal charcoal, and graphite

Carbon. or plumbago, principally consist of carbon. The
diamond is pure carbon. Some forms of carbon,

notably wood-charcoal and bone-black, have the remarkable property
of absorbing gases and coloring matter, and for these purposes are
used in refining sugars and in purifying chemicals. Charcoal is much
used for destroying noxious odors and for purposes of disinfection.
Carbon may be regarded aa the great central element characteristic

of all vital organism. Wherever the life force is tangible, whetherm the simplest microscopic cell or in the full-grown plant or animal
the element, carbon, is always found as an essential and constant con'
stituent.

The source of the carbon of vegetation is the carbon
dioxide (commonly called carbonic acid) gas present in the atmosphere
When carbon is burned in the air or in oxygen gas, carbonic acid is

formed, and an enormous amount of heat is disengaged. This is wit-
nessed in the combustion of coal or wood in our household fires, and

also, to a less extent, in the fermentation of

D^oL^ide
™^^"re' ^hich is but a slow combustion or oxi-
dation of the carbonaceous materials contained in
the manure.

At ordinary temperatures carbonic a<jid dissolves in about its own
26
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volume of water, forming solution of carbonic acid, which has a sharp
slightly acid, and pleasant taste. The volume of carbonic acid dis-
solved in water diminishes as the temperature rises, and at the boiUng
point (212° F.) is entirely expelled. The so-called soda water is in
most cases, merely water holding in solution several volumes of ^r-
bonic acid forced into solution by mechanical pressure.
Decomposition of Carbonic Acid in the Green Leaves

of Plants.—The green leaves of plants decompose carbonic acid in
sunlight—the oxygen of the carbonic acid is set free while the carbon
is retained in the plant. It is in this way that carbon is being unin-
terruptedly taken from the atmosphere and used in the elaboration of
vegetable forms. Little is known as to the precise manner in which
this decomposition is effected

; it is known to be in some way inti-
mately connected with chlorophyl, which is the cause of the green color
of the leaves; and also that light is necessary to the decomposition.
Indeed, the agency of light is most important, and the fixation of carbon
by plants from the carbonic acid of the air has been found by the
experiments of several chemists to be most rapid in the yellow rays of
the solar spectrum, and to diminish in passing from the yellow part of
the spectrum toward either of its ends.

The electric light very sensibly affects the growth of some forms of
vegetation. A few plants are greatly assisted in their growth while
others are injured by its use, but in just what manner the electric
light promotes the fixation of carbon and assists in the general life
functions of plants is not known.*

" It was found," says Prof. L. H. Bailey in a most interesting report upon
experiments in electro-horticulture, conductefl by the Cornell University
Experiment Station, " that the electric light profoundly affects many plants,
some injuriously and a few beneficially. Lettuce appeared to bo greatly as-

, sistcd by the light, and some ornamental plants produced earlier and brighter
flowers under its influence. The experiments were all made with an arc lamp
which hung inside the house, and it waa found that better results were obtained
when the arc was screened by an opal-globe or even by a pane of window glass.

• .... It is thought that plants grow mostly at night, using up the ma-
terials which they have manufactured during the hours of sunlight. The ques-
tion then arises when the lighted plants grew. Did they grow more rapidly
than the others during their fewer hours of darkness, or did they grow when
the electric light was burning? *'

In these experiments care was taken to measure and record the periodical
growth of the plants, and it was shown that lettuce, "under normal con-
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In the entire absence of light, plants cease to exhale oxygen, and give
off carbonic acid. Plants are not only unable to decompose carbonic
acid in the dark, but this gas is then generated in them and given off
into the air. Carbonic acid is also given off in considerable quantities
from the roots of plants.

In spite of the enormous consumption of carbonic acid by vegetation
there is always a never-failing supply in the atmosphere. It is con-
stantly being poured forth by the combustion of our fires, by the respi-
ration of animals, and by the slow combustion or decay of organic mat-
ters. This gas is also exhaled by volcanoes, by the waters of mineral
springs, and from fissures in the crust of the earth. It is likewise abun-
dant m the pores of soils-in fact, the carbonic acid of the air is largely
denved from the oxidation of organic matters in the soil.
And yet the proportion of carbonic acid in the air is only about 1

part by volume in every 3300 parts of air, or about twenty-eight tons
IS floating in the air over each acre of the earth's surface. Chevandier
has calculated that an acre of thrifty beech trees may assimilate in ayear from nineteen hundred to two thousand pounds of carbon or threeand one half tons of carbonic acid, which is about the amount of car-
bonic a<.id produced by the burning of one ton of anthracite coal.
Yet «o large 'says Prof. Storer, - is the amount of carbonic acid in

the air, that If the whole earth was covered with a forest of the kind
specified, It would take eight years for the forest to consume an amountof carbonic acid equal to that now a<^tually contained in the air »>

We have good reason to believe there wa^ a time in the history ofour planet when there wasamuch larger proportion of carbonic acid inthe air. In the earlier geological periods, when the earth had cooledfrom Its molten condition, the atmosphere probably contained carbonic

ditions, grows about as much in daylight as in darkness ; and the periodicit77fgrowth was very irregular." ^ »"uicuy oi

known hortic„,tu.st of AHi„«to„, mL., lo''::JJ.\^:'^2Xlil
^::t:

'"•"'"
"' ""'""' -

"
*"• ^"^-"'^ --"''- that ; 2tv:gam of five day, m a crop of lettuce by the use of these lamps, and ^ hegrows three crops during the winter the total gain is over two we ks ofleThe ga.„ from one crop is estimated to pay the cost of running the i.,.u a iwinter. The effect of the light is said to be marked at the distance of 1 f^t "

(See BulUhn, 30 and 42 Cornell Univer.iti, A^r. E.,,. Station
)
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acid greatly in excess of that of historic times, and the vegetation of
those remote ages was, probably, capable of decomposing carbonic acid
with greater rapidity than the plants that have succeeded them.
Much of this prehistoric carbon is stored away in the earth in the

forms of coal, lignite, and peat ; and even the carbon of limestones and
of other rocks probably existed once as the carbonic acid of the atmo-
sphere.

Notwithstanding the fact that carbonic acid is a fertilizer of para-
mount importance, we have no reason to believe that the use of
manure, yielding by its decomposition carbonic acid or other carbon
compounds to the soil, is of much practical value as a direct fertil-
izer to most crops. If the necessary amounts of nitrogen and mineral
constituents are present in the soil in available forms, most plants are

practically independent of the carbon supplied in
Carbonic Acid manure, and will assimilate from the atmosphere

a Manure.
^11 the carbon needed for their perfect growth.
Root crops, however, appear to profit greatly by a

supply of carbon from decaying organic matter, but it is highly
probable that the carbonaceous materials of such manure may favor
the growth of micro-organisms which add to the soil fertility, or the
presence of the carbonaceous manure may act as a mulch, increasing
the supply of water, or, finally, the conjoint action of both may
account for the increased production in the case of root crops.
"The air of soils," says Prof. Johnson (**Hovv Crops Feed"), "is

usually richer in carbonic acid and poorer in oxygen than the normal
atmosphere, while the proportion (by volume) of

^of^th^^ S^f^'^
nitrogen is the same or nearly so." The investi-

® ®* • gations of Boussingault and others show that in
cultivated soils taken to a depth of fourteen

inches there was as much carbonic acid gas as existed in the same
horizontal area of the atmosphere through a height of 7 to 110 feet.
While the carbonic acid present in soils may be of little or no direct

use as a source of carbon to plants, this acid gas is believed to be of
great importance in dissolving and disintegrating the components of
most soils.

Carbonic acid is dissolved in water to a greater or less degree
according to temperature and pressure ; in rain-water it never amounts
to one per cent., but varies between 5 and 90 parts, by volume, in
10,000

;
in soil-water the amount of carbonic acid held in solution is

determined in great measure by the presence of other gases in the soil.

At 60° F. water is capable of dissolving its own bulk of carbonic

J
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a«.d^bnt in sml-water, at this tempemtnre, only abont two percent of^rbonzc acid IS usually found. This might seem stn.J weTu „otknown that the relative proportions in which the se,U . • /
.ngredients of gaseous mixtures are ahsorhed'^^^^er^rnd "n:':^
Solvent Action 2 '.f

"'" '"'"''""^ "^ '^^^ ^y '*«'"; but
of Carbonic °° *'"' proportions in which each exists in the

Acid. gaseous mixture. Associated with the carbonic

carbonic arid in fh.
'^"''^ ^'^- ^^* ^^^ loDg-continnecl action of

disintiratTng I^^n ur„" T'""t'
""*^™ '" *^'^ ^l-"' -^

saline ilutionsCleTcreZ, T'.*''''-
'^"•''" *=^^"° ""''«

and amount of SvednT^ ^.^ ^""^ ''^ ''^'=^« ''^ "»""'«'

«.e, and magntTrdrS ^rth"- ^C^" ^i "t^

'

phosphate of limeLmed "'^ '""°"^ ""•' ««'"Me acid

of soil,
^//'^"""S ^'OCC'ilation or coagulation of the finest particles

lS;aL:^';elL^"'"/«*^*^""^^ °^ -"-^-'-^ ^^^'^^
the
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CHAPTEE IV.

ELEMENTARY PARTS OF PLANTS DERIVED
FROM THE AIR.

OXYGEN, HYDROGEN, AND NITROGEN.
Oxygen.—This element is a colorless gas without taste or odor and

IS the most abundant substance in all nature. The name is from oxus
acid, and '^ genesis,^

^ generation, and means generator of acids. When
first discovered oxygen was believed to enter into the composition of

all acids. In combination with other elements
Oxygen. oxygen forms eight-ninths, by weight, of the

. , , ,

waters, and nearly one-half of the soUd crust of
the globe. It also forms about ono-third of all animal and vegetable
substances. About one-fifth of the bulk of the atmosphere is oxygen
gas diluted chiefly with nitrogen. This element is essential to all
organic life. Even the fishes of the sea breathe oxygen, and cannot
live without it

;
sea water contains about three per cent, of dissolved

oxygen.

The warmth of the body in animals is due to the continuous burn-
ing of their tissues by the oxygen of the air taken into the lungs in
breathing. The product of this combustion in the bodies of animals
is carbon-dioxide (carbonic acid) gas, the poisonous compound of car-
bon with oxygen, which we have already considered in Chapter III
Oxygen is the great supporter of combustion. In a pure atmosphere
of this gas wood or coal bums with intense heat and with great bril-
hancy and rapidity. Iron is incombustible in the air, but if a piece of
iron wire be heated to redness, and then plunged into a jar of oxygen
gas the wire bursts into brilliant, scintillating flame, and burns more
readily than a match does in air. Oxygen was discovered by Dr.
Joseph Priestley in 1774.

Hydrogen is an invisible, odorless, and tasteless gas. It does not
support combustion but bums with a pale yellow flame, combining
with oxygen to form water.

31
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Hydrogen was discovered in 1766 by Cavendish, who, from ite combast.b.h y, called it inflammable air. The name is f^m The Gre^'"War," water, and "gens^U," generation, that is, generator of waterThe element is obtained from water, which is its comrnonl ^mponnd, and also by the action of acids npon metals
Substances employed for the pn>duction of artificial light like oil

Hvdmcren
'*"*''^' .*'"' "lancinating gas, contain hydrogen ^Hydrogen. a prominent and important constituent. It is the

V X ,
lightest substance known, atmosoheric air V.o!n„about fourteen and a half times heavier than hydrogen

^

confi mrl'^'"?*"7''\^^*'"'
'"^'^'^ h-« been obtained, thus

«„f^^?f.°
"'"".'""^ "^^ "^y^"" **> «>™ ^ater, of which it formsone-mnth by weight. It is present in all animal and vegetable sT

Of volcanoes Indt^lLTs^rint'
""'*" ^^e gaseous emanations

<.as^'*if
^^''/-."^

^l*^"*^""'
^ ^'^ inodorless, invisible, and tastelessgas. It constitutes about four-fifths of the bnlir «f ti.

"" «>s^'es8

phere. Nitrogen was discovered brfiutSiL mo k'^ .
''""^

ties were more particularly investigltSabjSms bItt '^ r^'l"
Chemist Lavoisier, who lo^t his lif^ duri^gte'pl'rR vXf^

'

gave teTe^ T.' *'^ '^"''"*"^ °^ "''-«- - *^e ^tm^r" andgave io the newly discovered element the name of azole, Lause ^
Nitroeen f-^ "<: '"PPo^ life. The present name, nitrogen,Nitrogen. from "nUron," nitre, and "genesis," generatfon

Tn ,-*=#• ..
"^"^ SIven to the element by Chaptal

nitrogen appears to be to dilute the enercetic and ^.7 !
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contains nitrogen
;
peat contains from one-half to two or three per

cent.

When the chemist speaks of nitrogen in manures he does not mean
that the element existe in tjje simple form of nitrogen gas. In manures
and soils nitrogen is combined with other elements or their compounds,
and may be present in the form of nitrates, in compounds of ammonia,'
or in combinations with organic matter. In artificial fertilizer^
nitrogen may exist as nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonium, dried
blood, or flesh, guano, hair, horn, cotton-seed meal, tobacco stems, etc.

Plants appropriate nitrogen in three different forms, viz. :—
1. As the free nitrogen gas of the atmosphere,
2. In the. form of ammonia,
3. In the form of nitrates.

The nitrogen of the atmosphere existe practically in inexhaustible
quantity, but there are only a few leguminous plante, such as beans,
peas, clover, etc., that can use the uncombined nitrogen of the air.
Some plante obtain nitrogen through the power which their leaves

have of absorbing ammonia directly from the air, and others through
their roots take up nitrogen from the ammonium compounds existing
in the soil. Ammonia is a colorless gas formed by the chemical
union of nitrogen with hydrogen. Spirits of hartsh<yrn is ammonia
gas dissolved in water.

The chief source of the nitrogen obtained by vegetation is the soil,
from which it is taken up by the roote of plante in the form of
nitrates.

A nitrate is a salt formed by the chemical union of nitric acid with
a metal, such as potassium or sodium. Nitrates are mostly formed by
what is known as nitrification, a process by which ammonium com-
pounds and organic substances in the soil are converted into nitrates.
Nitrates are the most available form in which many plante take up
nitrogen. Nitrogen deepens the color of the foliage of plante and
greatly promotes the growth of stem and leaves, but it retards th©
growth of buds and flowers, and if used in available form at that
period of growth when plante cease to produce stems and leaves, and
begin to produce flowers, the growth will be transferred back to the
leaves and stems, and should flowers be produced they will be sterile
and without seed.

Ammonia compounds and nitrates dissolve readily in water, and
hence we might suppose there would be danger of these valuable con-
stituente washing away in drainage water or of their sinking to a depth

3
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in the soil beyond the reach of plants. Ammonia compounds, however,

are largely retained in the soil, but the nitrates are liable to be carried

away and lost if the land is allowed to lie in bare fallow. When the

soil is covered with vegetation there is little loss, for the roots of

growing plants absorb or gather up the nitrates. A small quantity of

nitrogen is also lost to the soil by the decay of organic matter, the

nitrogen escaping in the free state into the atmosphere.

These losses of nitrogen are partly counterbalanced by the nitric

acid and ammonia dissolved in dew and rain, by the decay of organic

matter on the surface of the soil, and by the conversion of the air-

nitrogen into forms that can be appropriated by plants.

But the natural additions of nitrogen are not suflScient to make good

the loss in waste and crop consumption from cultivated lands, and un-

less nitrogen be replaced in the form of nitrogenous manures, a time

comes when the soil ceases to yield paying crops. Following are some

of the forms of nitrogen used in making artificial fertilizers or

manures :

—

Nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, guano, dried blood, tankage,

meat scrap, fish scrap, azotin or ammonite, dried fish, horn dust, wool-

waste, cotton-seed meal, castor pomace, etc.

Chemical Terms relating to the Nitrogen and Ammo-
nia of Fertilizers.—In agricultural reports and in the analytical

tables of experiment station bulletins farmers often see the terms

"Determined as Nitrogen" and "Nitrogen equivalent to
Ammonia."

It is important to clearly understand the meaning of these terms

Nitrogen is never present in. a fertilizer in the form of nitrogen gas.

It is always present in combination with some other element or ele-

ments
;
but the chemist in his analysis simply determines, without

regard to the form, how much this combined nitrogen would amount
to if it were present in the form of pure nitrogen gas. It may be in

the form of ammonia as sulphate of ammonia, in the form of nitrate

as nitrate of soda, or as organic nitrogen in such forms as dried blood,

meat or fish scrap, or cotton-seed meal. The official chemical analysis

does not attempt to determine or to state in which form or forms the

nitrogen is present ; so that by determined as nitrogen is simply meant
to state the amount of nitrogen present without reyard to the form in which

it is present.

Nitrogen equivalent to Ammonia."—We have already
it

K

defined ammonia as a compound formed by the chemical union of
nitrogen with hydrogen. By the laws of chemical union—

14 lbs. of nitrogen unite with

^ " " hydrogen, to make
17 " " ammonia,

or one pound of nitrogen will make 1.214 lb. of ammonia.
By the term, equivalent to ammonia, the chemist simply

means how much ammonia would be present in a fertilizer if its nitrogen
was all in the form of ammonia.

The published guaranteed of the manufacturer most generally states

the amount of nitrogen only in the form of ammonia : to determine
how much nitrogen the ammonia contains we have simply to multiply
the percentage of ammonia by .8235, for one pound of ammonia con-
tains .8235 pound of nitrogen.

Simple Rules fob the Use of Farmers in Estimating the
Nitrogen and Ammonia of Fertilizers.—1st. To convert
nitrogen into an equivalent amount of ammonia, mul-
tiply the amoimt of nitrogren by 1.214.

2d. To convert ammonia into an equivalent amount
of nitrogren, multiply the amount of ammonia by .8235.

Examples: A high grade complete fertilizer contains 4.30 per
cent, of nitrogen, that is, in each one hundred pounds there are 4.30
pounds of nitrogen. We wish to know how much ammonia this

nitrogen would be equivalent to if it were in the form of ammonia—

4.30 X 1.214 = 5.22, the equivalent to ammonia.

Suppose this fertilizer to have been the complete chemical manure of
some manufacturer, it is more than probable that the nitrogen would
have then appeared in the printed analysis as ammonia ; then, to
determine the actual equivalent of nitrogen, we would have had—

5.22 X .8235 = 4.30 nitrogen.

Less simple rules are :

—

1st. To convert any given percentage of nitrogen to its equivalent of
ammonia, divide the given percentage of nitrogen by 14 and multiply
the quotient by 17. Thus :—

4.30 ^ 14 = .3071 X 17 = 5.22.

2d. To convert any given percentage of ammonia to its equivalent
of nitrogen, divide the given percentage of ammonia by 17 and
multiply the quotient by 14. Thus :

—

5.22 -t- 17 = .3070 X 14 = 4.30.
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In purchasing nitrogenous manures farmers should not lose sight of
the fact that a pound of ammonia is not a pound of nitrogen, but that
it contains .8235 pound of nitrogen.

Each pound of ammonia contains a little less than two-tenths of a
pound of hydrogen, which is of no value to the farmer except in so far

as its combination with nitrogen forms a compound more readily
assimilated by some plants. In the guaranteed analyses of the manu-
facturer the amount of nitrogen is commonly given in the equivalent
to ammonia. The fertilizer may then appear to the farmer to contain
more nitrogen, but farmers should remember that nitrogen and
ammonia are different things

; that a pound of ammonia contains but
about eight tenths of a pound of nitrogen.

Total Nitrogen.—-By this term is meant all the nitrogen present
in a fertilizer, without regard to the form in which it exists.

CHAPTER V.

ELEMENTARY PARTS OF PLANTS DERIVED FROM
THE SOIL AND THEIR COMPOUNDS.

PHOSPHORUS, POTASSIUM, AND SULPHUR.
Phosphorus means lighUhringer or light-hearer.

This element was discovered by the alchemist, Brandt, of Hamburg,
in searching for an " essence for ennobling silver into gold.'' By the
dry distillation of urine solids, Brandt obtained a wax-like, phosphor-
escent solid that readily ignited and burned with a brilliant light,

evolving suffocating fumes and yielding a snow-
Phosphorus, like solid. The discovery of Brandt excited

universal interest, but the new element was des-
tined to remain a chemical curiosity until nearly a century later, when
Scheele (1771) proved that bone-ash was the lime salt of an acid
identical with the one formed in the combustion of phosphorus. With
slight modification, the method of Scheele for the manufacture of
phosphorus is used to this day.

In the manufacture of phosphorus either the mineral phosphate of
lime, such as the well-known South Carolina rock or the bones of
animals, may be employed. Mineral phosphates are, however, rarely
used

;
it is from the bones of animals that commercial supplies of

phosphorus are obtained. Phosphorus is always present in the bones
and tissues of animals and in the tissues of plants as phosphates of
calcium, potassium, sodium, and magnesium. The bones of animals
contain about ten per cent, of this element, mainly in combination with
calcium, forming normal phosphate of lime. Phosphorus compounds
are also found in the brain, muscles, nerves, blood, saliva, and tissues.

Two kinds of phosphorus are known to chemists. One is of a light
yellow or translucent, wax-like consistency, which is intensely poison^
ous, very inflammable, and luminous in the dark. The other form,
red or amorphous phosphorus, is a dark red, infusible, opaque solid,

somewhat altered in its chemical properties by heat or by the long-

continued action of sunlight on phosphorus kept under water. The
37
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commercial article so largely used in the manufacture of friction
matches is made by heating phosphorus in iron pots, which communi-
cate with the outer air by means of iron tubes, through which the
atmosphere is admitted and rapidly deoxygenated.
When phosphorus is burned in oxygen gas or in air free from moist-

ure a dense, suffocating white vapor is produced. This is phosphorus
anhydride (phosphorus pentoxide). It is without sensible acid prop-
erties, iftadily dissolves in water with some of which it combines,

evolving much heat and yielding phosphoric acid.

Ph ^^^^^^^A^'A ^^ *^® chemical union of phosphoric acid with
i-nospnonc Acid, certain metallic bases of calcium, potassium, mag-

nesium, sodium, etc., phosphates are formed. But
the term phosphoric acid, as used by chemists in agricultural reports,
does not apply to phosphoric acid at all.

What is really meant is the combination of phosphorus and oxygen
known in chemistry as phosphorus anhydride^ or phosphorus pentoxide.
By the t«rm phosphoric acid is meant the amount of phosphorus pent-
oxide equivalent to phosphoric acid in the form of phosphate of lime
existing in a fertilizer.

Three distinct phosphates of calcium (lime) known to chemiste
figure in the State Experiment Reports. These are called—

1. Soluble Calcium Phosphate.

2. Insoluble Calcium Phosphate.

3. Reverted or Precipitated Calcium Phosphate.
These three phosphates of calcium are all combinations of phos-

phonc acid, but they differ from ea^h other in regard to the propor-
tions of calcium, phosphorus, oxygen, and hydrogen which they con-
tain.

*^

Soluble calcium phosphate or superphosphate of lime is made by
treating insoluble calcium phosphate with sulphuric acid. The result

of this treatment is that a part of the calcium
Soluble Calcium leaves the phosphate to unite with the sulphuric

Phosphate. acid forming calcium sulphate (sulphate of lime
or gypsum). The resulting mixture of calcium

phosphate and calcium sulphate is known as superphosphate of lime
Soluble or superphosphate of lime is so called because it readily dissolves
in pure water, and hence is immediately available as food for plants
Of the three phosphates of calcium the soluble phosphate contains
the least calcium and the most phosphorus, oxygen and hydro-en

Insoluble Calcium Phosphate is known also a.s normal phosphate of
lime, insoluble phosphate of lime, etc. This form of calcium phos-

* •

'^
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phate, as its name implies, does not dissolve in water, and conse-

sequently cannot, without undergoing chemical
Insoluble Calcium change, be appropriated by the roots of plants.

Phosphate. Insoluble calcium phosphate is found everywhere
in the soil. The mineral phosphates, South Caro-

lina rock, apatite, phosphorite, phosphatic guanos, contain insoluble
calcium phosphate. It also constitutes about eighty-five per cent, of
the ash of bones. Insoluble calcium phosphate is made available for
plant food by treating it with sulphuric acid, thereby converting it

into soluble calcium phosphate.

Reverted phosphate of lime, while insoluble in water, is readily dis-

solved by the weak acids of the soil, or by water
Reverted (Bi- containing ammonium salts or carbonic acid,
phosphate), or The term ''reverted'' is intended to express the

cium^PhotphaU
^^^"^ ^^""^ *^'^ phosphoric acid in this form has
once been soluble, but that it has gone back or
*' reverted'' to an insoluble state. It is always

a constituent of the commercial superphosphates, for these cannot be
kept on hand any considerable length of time without suffering a
reversion of soluble phosphoric acid.

This form of calcium phosphate is made in large quantities in
Europe as a product incidental to the manufacture of gelatine from
bones.

Available phosphoric acid means the amount of phosphoric acid
present in a fertilizer in the forms of both soluble and reverted calcium
phosphates.

Insoluble phosphoric acid means the amount of phosphoric acid that
is present in the form of insoluble calcium phosphate.

Total phosphoric acid is the sum of all the phosphoric acid present in
available and insoluble calcium phosphates, regardless of the form in
which it may exist

; that is, it is the entire amount of phosphoric acid
present in a fertilizer.

The following table, showing the chemical differences in the three
phosphates of calcium, is taken from Bulletin, No. 27, new series,
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page 421 (Februaiy, 1891), New York Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion :

—

a
9

3

Soluble oaloium phosphate or super
phosphate of lime

Reverted calcium phosphate or pre
cipitated phosphate of lime

Insoluble calcium phosphate

aa

g
O

a
bo.
H
o

17.1

29.4

26.5 64.7

a
a>
bo
o

38.7

22.80

20.00

47.0

1.7

0.8

41.3 0.00

From the above t^ble it will be seen that the soluble calcium
phosphate contains the largest amount of phosphorus, which is themost valuable constituent in the phosphates of lime. It also containsmore oxygen and hydrogen, but less calcium than either of the other
phosphates. The reverted and insoluble phosphates rank, respec-
tively, second and third in regard to the content of phosphoric acid.

fol '^ .r ^''f
'" '^'^^^ ^^'^^' *^^' ^^' ^"^^^^^^ t« the reverted

form, in the soil. According to Dr. Voelcker's experiment inEngland with superphosphate of lime, the absorption of phosphoricacid IS more rapid and complete in soils rich in carbonate of lime thanin soils of a clayey or sandy character. Were it not for this fixa-tion in the soil of the phosphoric acid of the soluble superphosphate
in the form of reverted phosphate of lime, much of the viable pho^phone acid would be washed away in drain water
Potassium, also called kalium, is from the Ambic word kali mean-mg a^hes, the source from which potashes were firstPotassium. obtained.

,. ^^
^^^ ^^^ potassium is from potash, so calledirom the evaporation of the lye of wood-ashes in iron pots

Potassium is a bluish-white metal which, at ordinary temperatures

bvVaty ris^^^^^^^ ''^ '"^^" '''' '^'''' '' -- ^- 'obtlred

If a small piece of potassium be thrown upon water, it immediately
catehes fire, burning wilh a beautiful violet flame. The color i duft^the diffusion through the flame of the vapor of potassium

f »
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The ocean is an inexhaustibl^ 8%.^ W-pot^um ^te,but it isnotfromth.8 source that commereialdippliesIT^^wn. "! . ."

e.r'iw.rT "'P^'^'-'" compounds a^m shmtuk *!«-eaU which w, 1 be described later on (sefe pag«.J!}l). . silicates of potJlsium cK^curmost eveiywhere in theearth'sr«^t,-ai^.ti>eir.«isii.t^«^S

fertile soils. Many clay soils, which have been formed by the disint^gm-

rj^hrr'ft" P^^-'-^-ng rocks, contai^ an abunJal^of potash combined with siUca and alumina in forms that cannot be

frost, aided by good culture and the use of lime and gypsum iheselocked up treasures of potash are released and t„.nsform^ into co^pounds which are readily assimilated by plants
Next to nitrogen and phosphoric acid, potassium compounds are themost important constituents of manures.

«.„?* *n r''^*'
"« "^ '» «'« analytical tables of the Experiment

Stetion bulletins and in the writings of agricultural chemists^^alwa^
hasrefei^nce to a compound of potassium with oxygen, k;own Lpotassium ox.de a compound that does not exist in fertilize.^ at all

:

but the use of th>s form of expression is found to be a convenience inexpressing the results of analysis.

"Determined as Potash."-This ierm, so often seen in the
analyses of agricultural bulletins, simply tells the farmer the amountof actual potash a fertilizer would contain, if its potassium compounds

were present in the form of potassium oxide. The
potash in fertilizers is generally present in the
forms of carbonate, sulphate, or chloride of potash,
all of which compounds are readily soluble in

,.,,,, .

^a*«"'' ""'l are, hence, available forms of plant
food In determining the potash of fertilizers, only that which is
available or soluble in water is considered in the analysis

Potash does not a<»umulate so largely in the seeds and fruits of
iJants as phosphoric acid, and is, therefore, less liable to be sold off

w 1 T',-
^^

f"^
"*'"'' "*" """* P''"''^ "^^ "'neti^ P«r cent, of the

total alkali is obtained as oxide of potassium.
Much of the potash taken from the soil is returned in the form offarmyard manure, composts, and the refuse of crops
In districts where the land gets but little farm-yard manure andwhere the rocks by their disintegration supply comparatively small

quantities of potash, the benefit to be derived from the application of
potassium manures is most manifest.

• •

«

*

** Determined
as

Potash."

• • •

• • •



straw atputjforty pp^il^s, ftnd of corn stalks, thirty-five pounds of

Thtrels Dut little loss of potash in drainage water. Most soils have
the power of absorbing potash from its solutions and of converting it

into insoluble forms, whereby it is stored away for the future use of
crops.

Wood ashes, cotton-seed hull ashes, tobacco stems, sulphate of pot-
ash, muriate of potash, nitrate of potash, kainit, carnallite, sylvinite,

and green sand marls are the chief potassium compounds used as
manures.

Sulphur.—The name is from sal, a salt, and pur, fire, in allusion
to its well-known combustibility. Brimstone is from the Saxon word
''bryne,'' a burning fire, and stone. The old Saxon word was bryn-
stone, that is, burn-stone.

Sulphur minerals occur in nature as metallic sulphates, like the
hydrated sulphate of lime or gypsum, and as sulphides including the

metallic ores, of which iron pyrites, or fooPs gold,
Sulphur. is an example

; also as elementary sulphur, which
occurs as a mineral in certain geological deposits,

and as native sulphur in most volcanic districts. The sulphur of
commerce comes chiefly from Sicily.

Sulphur is an essential constituent of plants. It forms a component
part of the albuminoids, a class of complex compounds contained in
all animal and vegetable structures. The quantity of sulphur required
by plants is small, and the supply of the element in most soils is
practically inexhaustible. It is believed to be taken up by plants in
the form of sulphates.

Sulphuric Acid.--With oxygen and hydrogen sulphur forms sulphuric
acid, a compound of great importance in the manufacture of chemical
manures.

icy
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CHAPTER VI.

CHLORINE, SILICON, CALCIUM.

rt2!!!^^°^
^

^
suffocating and veiy poisonons, greenish-yellow gasIt waa d-scovered by Scheele in 1774. and was so named Jaurof^

Chlorine I ,?i. y f"
Hi">Phr«y Davy, who first estab-v-nionne. hshed its elementaiy character in 1810. This ele-

* M ,
'"*°* ^^ *^® peculiar property of bleachine vew-

p«,^ " ""'"°«' "'" "" '* - »-* "«"« .k.^ LIS,

Chlorinated lime is much used in disinfecting sick rooms and in dPstroying noxious effluvia. It owes this property to it^Tore ^hSIS one of the most efficient of all disinfectante
'

The affinity of chlorine for other elements is so strong that this <tasIS never found uncombined in nature. With metals chlorine fo,^chlorides or muriates. Chloride of sodium or muriate of sTa orZmon salt, has already been referred to
'

Dis«,lved in water, chlorine forms a yeUow solution, and if this solation be exp,^ed to sunlight water is decomposed, th; chlorine s^^upon the hydrogen, Jbrming hydrochloric ac d, and oxygen Cl^iTMuru.t.c acid or the old spirit of saU is a strong Son of h/^chlonc acid in water. Combined chlorine is abundant in 2 ZiLZis always present in the tissues of plants
'

ofSr^lli' ^b'^^'"^^/^'*"
^''^ ^«"-^'»'' -W^h is an oxide

01 silicon. Silica, which is the dioxide of silicon, is widely diffused in

"ur aru7'''^r''
'"*- '" t-efi^'andcombinldllsFree silica aboun.ls in nearly all soils and in many rocks, such as

Silicon **?'i!f'
?™"'**^ """^ sandstones. It is slightly!»I>con. soluble in pure water, but dissolves slowly i„

strong, hot solutions of soda and pota.sh, forming
Ordinary glass is a mixed silicate of calcium

43
'

soluble silicates.
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sodium, and aluminium, with a large amount of silica. Feldspar,
mica, hornblende, soapstone, slate, and common clay are all siUcates!

In plants silica exists chiefly in the free state, but in their ashes,
owing to the high heat of combustion, it is usually present in com-
bination with sodium, potassium, or calcium.

Silicon enters into the composition of many plants, but its functions
are not clearly understood, and it is believed by some chemists that
silica, Its compound usually existing in vegetable structures, is not an
essential constituent of most plants.

Silica is found as a component of cereals, abounding especially in
their straw, to which it seems to give firmness. Some experimenters
who have given much study to the subject, believe that silica is foundm plante because they take up the soluble silicate of potash from the
soil, the potash of which is an important factor in vegetable physi-
ology, but that the silica, being useless, is excreted in the straw M
Ville, on the other hand, says, '' The omission of soluble silica is very
prej udicial to vegetable activity. '

»

Compounds of silica are abundant in all soils.

Calcium is a brilliant malleable and very ductile metal of li<.ht
yellow color. The name is from calx, meaning lime, the oxide of the
metal. Calcium tarnishes readily in moist air, and decomposes water
with evolution of hydrogen, forming hydrate of calcium or slaked lime.

The element is never found in the metallic state ex-
Calcium. cept in the laboratory of the chemist, but is very

abundantly diffused through nature, existing in the
forms of carbonate and sulphate of lime, and in the bones and shells
of animals as carbonate and phosphate of lime. The carbonate informs
of limestone, marble, chalk, calcareous spar, etc., and the sulphate
or gypsum form a large part of the crust of the earth

Iceland spar is the purest form of the native carbonate. It is from
the^carbonate that calcium compounds are almost universally pre-

Calcium oxide, commonly known as lime or quicklime is a compound
of calcium and oxygen, made by burning lime-stone or oyster shellsor some other form of carbonate of lime, until the carbonic acid i^driven off by heat, and quicklime remains. When exposed to the air

roi •

r^ '.
quicklime slowly absorbs moisture and carbonicCalcium Oxide, acid, and is changed back into the carbonate, and
into air-slaked lime.

With sulphuric acuJ, calcium forms calcium sulphate, or sulphate oflime. Gypsum orUnd plaster isa well known form of calcium sulphat*.

Cl

«.-''
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Gypsum a<;ts upon insoluble forms of potash and other elements in
tfie soil, converting them into soluble and available forms of plant
food

;
it is known to aid in the formation of nitrates by the process of

nitrification, and also to form compounds with ammonia. Gypsum or
land plaster is much used for spreading over fermenting manure and
compost heaps for the purpose of fixing ammonia which otherwise
passes off into the air and is lost.

Quicklime and sulphate of lime are valuable indirect fertilizera.
Most soils contain a sufficient supply of calcium compounds for the
use of plants as tbod.

Lime is not only a direct and essential plant-food, but by its
chemical activity the organic and mineral constituents of soils are
decomposed, or are converted into compounds that can be assimilated
by plants. When the chlorides or sulphates of potassium and sodium,
as in the form of the Stassfurt salts, are applied to the land, carbonate
of lime, if present in the soU in sufficient quantities, slowly decom-
poses these salts, forming carbonates of potassium and sodium, which
have a better fertilizing action than the chlorides or the sulphates.
Carbonate of lime neutralizes the organic acids contained in peat

or sour soils, and both carbonate and quicklime exert a mechanical
influence upon soils deficient in lime, but the influence of the carbonate
is less powerful than that of caustic or quicklime.
On heavy clays and soils rich in organic matter, the best results are

obtained by the use of quicklime, while on light, sandy soils, or those
poor in organic matter, carbonate of lime has been found most beneficial.

Native gypsum is the hydrated sulphate of calcium. It occurs in
various rocks, being especially abundant in deposits of tertiary forma-
tions. This salt as found in nature contains about twenty per cent.

of water. At a heat of about 175° F., gypsum
Calcium begins to part with its water of crystallization. In
Sulphate. making plaster of Paris, gypsum is burned in kilns

at about 250° F., and then reduced to powder.
Gypsum not only acts as a plant-food, but it also has the power of
absorbing ammonia and of holding it in the soil. It also prevents the
waste of nitrogen during the fermentation of stable manure and com-
posts, and, in some obscure manner, aids the process of nitrification
by which organic nitrogen and ammonia are converted into nitric acid
and nitrates. It decomposes insoluble potassium and magnesium
salts, liberating potash and magnesia, thereby rendering these salts
available for plants.

Leguminous crop«, especially beans, peas, and clover, are in most
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instances greatly benefited by Uberal dressings of gypsum. Qnantitv
per acre, from 250 to 350 pounds.

In the manufacture of illuminating gas, quicklime is used to
remove impurities before the coal-gas is fit for consumption. The
gas-lime thus produced is a mixture of lime carbonate and hydrate
together with sulphite and sulphide of calcium. The last two com-
pounds are poisonous to vegetation. Gas-lime should not be used as

a fertilizer until it has been exposed for some time
uas-hme. to the action of the air, by which the poisonous

r<- .V .,. .

'=°™P"'"«'s are converted into sulphate of lime
If on the addition of a weak acid, no odor of sulphur or of sulphur-
etted hydrogen is evolved, gas-lime is in proper condition for spreadingon the land Sulphuretted hydrogen can be readily dUtinguished by
it« odor, which IS the same as that of decayed eggs. Gas-lime is byno means a valuable manure, and should not be used except it be nearat hand and obtainable at a very low cost. It should never be used

Zf^Xf Tr'T T^' '''"^' ""' '^'^^ "P"" «ght, sandy

tW i fi ^ " ''^^^^ " ^ ^ *"*""''' ^"'J ^* *»•« ^^ of from
tliree to five tons per acre.

The calcareous earths known as marls contain carbonate of limephosphoric acid, potash, and occasionally organic nitrogen. The per!

M,ru ?"*^* "^ carbonate of lime varies from less thanMans. five to more than eighty per cent. The agricultural
^alue of marls depends practically on their richnessm carbonate of lime, and not on the small amounts ofphospWaaTpotash, or nitrogen which they may contain.

'

If a sandy marl, such as the green sand marls of New Jersev h«applied to stiff, clayey soils at the i.te of from two to fir Z'lS
"nU?^^?"'''"^^" "^ -de sensibly lighter iXve^ely, a similar dressing of clayey marl to sandy soils will giveappr^iable body to the land. In either case the effects of the drossTwill be felt for from eight to a dozen yeare

dressing

cror/ZctS^sli:.!"^"^
"^"^ *^* '^^^ "^ '^- - -«« -"^

d.Zn'"?'''"^
'^'"^ ^""^^^ ^^^ thriftiness of a soil is measurablydependent upon a certain minimum percentage of lime. The^Sn^

Icanpresentinsupportofthisaxiomisoverwhelming.
Ittobvo,"

rlceX^lfn^tZ \"''^.V'^''
''"' -«-«— of the Zr-renceot certain trees esteemed by the old farmer as a certain siirn ofa productive soil is once understood. Almost all the tre^e hLwtually selects as a guide to a good ' location ' are such'^eJlS i'

c
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careous soils, using the term, however, with a somewhat different
meaning from that usually given to it. That is, I find that in order
to manifest itself unequivocally in tree growth the lime percentage
should not fall below one-tenth of one per cent, in the lightest sandy
soils

;
in clay loams, not below one-fourth of one per cent. ; in heavy

clay soils, not below one-half of one per cent. ; and it may advantage-
ously rise to one and even two per cent, as a maximum.

*' Showing the advantages resulting from a certain definite amount
of lime in a soil, we find that it effects—

''mrst, a more rapid transformation of vegetable matter into humus.
''Second, the retention of this humus against the oxidizing effects of

hot climates.

" Third, whether through the medium of this humus, or in a more
direct manner, it renders adequate for profitable culture percentages of
phosphoric acid and potash so small that in case of a deficiency, or the
absence of lime, the soil is practically sterile.

" Fourth, it tends to secure the proper maintenance of the condi-
tions of nitrification, whereby the inert nitrogen of the soil is ren-
dered available.

''Fifth, it exerts an important physical action on the flocculation,
and, therefore, on the tillability of the soil.

" This controlling influence of lime renders its determination alone
a matter of no small interest, since its deficiency can very generally
be cheaply remedied. *

'
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CHAPTER VII.

IRON, SODIUM. MAGNESIUM. MANGANESE
^^-^e word iron is fro. theSaxon iren, and p.baM, „n,l„aUy .eant

ia^^:^C^^^£:'' "^': '''' -'« "^ ^'^ -n., andn Dy reason of ita nniveisal use in all the affaire of lifr

i-n pyrites and bog LTat^s^mrofV:'
''"•' ""''^ >>--«*«.

metal.
^"'* "'^ ^''^ commonest ores of this

given to the substance whic^rn^ S,?"*'""''''"^'^'^*^'.
» "'»««

and other parts of plants ItIrZ th ^''° ""'"^ ^" *•« l«*^e«

of ch,o.phyl areLelopedVnrTeat'tdTe"''""
''"''^^'''

to decompose carbon-dioxide (ca.rL^ ^T ^^^^''^ *^« 'eaf

was made. Natrinm i. r
' ""^ P^****

atp Qr^; J
"cposirs oi sodinm carbon-

mentaiy condition, but'its^: " 'ra"' T?' ^" "^'"^^ ^'^ ^^« en-
crust of the earth 'and in trr^^'f^ ^'^"^^ *''""^^ *^^
fiiBt isolated by Sir Humphrey Da^^in iS.'"""'

'''' ''^"^"' "-
48
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Sulphate
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Sodium decomposes water violently, but the evolved hydrogen does
not ignite, as in the case of potassium.
Sodium burns with a deep orange-yellow flame, of great brilliancy.

All soils contain compounds of this metal which have been derived from
the disintegration of silicates, or that have been carried down in the rains.
Sulphate of sodium, also called sulphate of soda, Glauber's salts, and

salt cake, is a compound of sodium and sulphuric acid.

It has a bitter, biting taste, and is used to some extent as a purga-
tive for horses and cattle. In the crystallized state sulphate of sodn
contains nearly filty-six per cent, of water. When exposed to the air
it rapidly parts with its water of crystallization, and yields the an-
hydrous * salt. A good, commercial article should contain from

ninety-four to ninety-eight per cent, of sodium
sulphate.

Sulphate of soda has been found to be a good
manure for cereal and leguminous crops.

When obtained as a bye product in the manu-
facture of nitric acid from the Chilian nitrate, the sulphate contains
small quantities of nitrate of soda, which increases its fertilizing value.

Sulphate of soda gives the best results on light soils, and is used
with success on cereals, grass, clover, and potatoes, applied at the rate
of from 175 to 250 pounds per acre. Lawes and Gilbert found a dress-
ing of sulphate of soda to be of great benefit to red clover.

Chloride of soda and muriate of soda are terms often used for
sodium chloride or common salt. In England and also in the United
States common salt is used to some extent on grain crops, especially on
wheat, to prevent excessive growth of straw, and also to brighten and
toughen the straw, and to prevent rust.

Until recently the peculiar action of salt upon soils very rich in

Chloride of
^^*^^Sen has not been clearly understood. It is

Sodium. "^^ known that in many soils potash, lime, and
magnesia can be made available for plants by an

application of common salt. Its action is to decompose the double
hydrous silicates of calcium, potassium, and magnesium, and thus
serve indirectly a very useful purpose. Salt displaces, first, lime,
then magnesia and potash and some phosphoric acid. Prof Storer has

"

suggested that the physiological action of salt in checking the growth of
straw and stalks on lands highly charged with nitrogenous manures
may be due to the chlorine in the salt which acts to restrain the growth

* That is, without water.
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rather thau the sodium
; also that the salt may kiU or hinder the de-

velopmeut of the nitric ferment, or some other organism that makes
the soil nitrogen active,-or that perhaps the effect of the salt may be
due to a general weakening of the plant.
Some plants have the power to resist the injurious action of salt.

It IS a common practice to use salt as a manure on asparagus beds
but the opinion is gaining ground that the salt does more good in kiul
ing weeds than in furnishing food to the asparagus. Salt is much
used in conjunction with land plaster on the cotton lands of the South
to prevent rust.*

Like lime and other saline solutions, common salt has the power to
flocculate fine earth, and thus it exerts an important mechanical in-
fluence on compact clay soils. Traces of common salt are always pres-ent in the atmosphere, even many miles inland from the seaWhen salt is used upon wheat to check and stiffen the straw the
practice in England is to spread it at the rate of from 300 to' 600pounds per acre. In the United States, about one barrel per acre isthe quantity most usually applied.
After the introduction of Peruvian guano, it became a common

practice to mix salt with guano before applying it to the land. Mixetl
in about equal proportions, the salt and guano mixture gave excellent
resulU, much better than could be obtained by the use of guano alone
It is highly probable that salt when so mixed acts as an antiseptic'
retarding the dec-omposition of the ammonium urate of the guano'and that more of the urate remains available as such for the ftedinecrop than would be the case if guano were used alone
Magnesium—So namedfromacityinAsiaMinornearwhichnative

carbonate of magnesia was first found. The metal magnesium is of a sil-ver-white CO or and readily tarnishes in a damp atmosphere. It is foundm the shops ,u the form of a thin ribbon, known as magnesium-ribbon

Ma^esium 7^T ^Tt *" '°"*"'* ''**^ *'^' magnesiumMagnesium. .gmtes and bums with characteristic brilliancy
and intense heat, producing what is known asmagnesium light " The burning is simply fhe oxidation of th"metal into magnesium oxide. Before the intitKiuction of the electriclight ma^esium-nbbon was used for photographing at night.

The individual existence of magnesia as something distinct fromhme was fi,«t proven by Dr. Joseph Black, of Edinburgh, a diS

a

J^At the rate of 300 pounds of aalt and 200 pound, of land plaster per

,»
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guished chemist of the last century. Magnesia is a constant con-
stituent of the ash of plants. It is essential to healthy vegetable
growth, and if excluded from the soil, crops cannot thrive. Mag-
nesium compounds are abundant in most soils. Small quantitit
of magnesium silicate occur in granite, syenite, limestones, serpentme,
soap-stones, talcose, slates, ete. So exceptionally rare are soils sterile
through the absence of magnesia that comparatively little attention
has been given to its use as a manure.

Sulphate of magnesium, oi Epsom salts, is aometimeansei asm mgre-
dient in the preparation of special manures. Lawes and Gilbert have
used this salt in their mixed manures for oats with marked success.
M. Dejardin considers magnesia an important constituent in soil*
devoted to vine culture. According to this investigator, the French
vine resists the attacks of phyUoxera vastatrii in soils containing ahigh percentage of magnesia.
The experience of vine growers in this countiy confirms the opinion

of M. Dejaidm. Grape culture in America has flourished most in
regions where the soils were rich in magnesium compounds
Magnesia is found largely in the ashes of wheat, sugar cane, oats

clover, rice, and potatoes. Its compounds are usually abundantly
present m soils for all the requirements of vegetation.
Manganese.-The name is regarded as a transposition of the letters

of the word magnesia, with whose compounds those of manganese
were long confounded.

Manganese. Manganese is a metal much resembUng iron. It
is sufficiently abundant in all soils for the use of

plants and is rarely used as a fertilizer.
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CHAPTER Vni.

NATURAL MANURES.

Farm-yard Manure consists of the solid and liquid excrement of
farm animals mixed with the straw or other waste products used as
litter. This, the first in importance among natural fertilizers, has been
loDg regarded by farmers as a perfect manure, containing all the re-

quired constituents of plant nutrition in forms
Farm-yard that insured plentiful crops and permanent fertility
Manure. to the soil. Farm-yard manure does contain all

the constituents of plant-food, and it also causes
a certain amount of disintegration of the soil ; it has a warming
effect on cold, clayey lands, and retains moisture and ammonium com-
pounds in the soil.

If all the fertilizing materials taken from the soil were returned in
the manure there would be no impairment of natural fertility, and the
upper soil would slowly become richer, just as uncultivated lands are
slowly improved in fertility by the annual growth and decay of
natural vegetation. But much of the nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and
potash of crops are contained in the seed and fruit, and these are sold
off the farm or are converted intx> products which are not returned to
the land in the manure. There is also much loss in fertilizing mate-
rials from faulty fermentation, and from the leaching action of storms
when manure is not properly protected from the weather. Farm-yard
manure, as produced in this country, is far from being a typical man-
ure, and if experience in older countries is to be trusted, many soils
would become almost barren if fertilized with farm-yard manure
alone.

Its composition will vary according to (1) the age and character of
he animals producing it

; (2) the quality and quantity of the food
;

(3) the proportion and nature of the litter
; (4) the method in which

Composition of Sl^'^^y' ^"f
^"'^ ^'^^^^^^

^
^"^ (^) "^« ^^^g^^

Farm-yard *^™^ ^* ^'*® ^^° "^^e.

Manure.
,
^^ ^^e case of full-grown animals, neither gain-

ing nor losing weight, the manure will contain
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exactly the same quantity of nitrogenous and mineral constituents as
were present in the food.

Young, growing animals, or those taking on flesh, producing young,
or furnishing milk or wool, will supply manure poorer in nitrogenouig
and ash constituents than that obtained from the former class.

In the case of growing animals and milch cows the amount of fer-
tilizing materials in the manure will vary from fifty to seventy-five
per cent, of all the fertilizing materials contained in the food.
The manure produced from fattening or working animals, provided

all the urine and solid excrement are saved, will contain from ninety
to ninety-five per cent, of the fertilizing constituents of the original
food.

Horne manure ferments or decomposes quickly with the development
of much heat, and hence is known as a ''heating'' or ''hot'' and rich
manure.

Sheep manure usually contains more nitrogen and phosphoric acid
but less potash than horse manure. It is ordinarily rich in solid
matter and is a," hot" manure, but does not decompose so readily as
horse manure.

Pig manure is generally very rich. It develops little heat in decom-
posing, and is, therefore called a "cold" manure. It is better to
mix it with the manure of other animals than to use alone.
Cow manure decomposes slowly with the evolution of little heat,

and is poorer in fertilizing constituents than the manures of other
farm animals. It is a poor manure and contains less solid matter than
any of those preceding it.

Poultry manure approaches guano in composition, though far less

concentrated and less valuable. Much of the nitrogen in the excre-
ment of fowls is in the valuable form of uric acid, which is directly
assimilable by plants. To avoid loss by fermentation the fresh poul-
try manure should be composted with loam, peat, muck, or leaf-mould,
and some one of these absorbents together with a little land plaster
should be kept spread, in a thin layer, on the floors and under the
perches of all poultry houses. For fermenting peat or muck the dung
of poultry probably has a higher value than any other manure pro-
duced on the larm.
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The following analyses of the fresh dung of poultry are given by
Prof Storer ("Agriculture,'' Vol. 1, page 367).
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150° F., or some ammonia will be lost by volatilization. A consider-
able amount of water is driven off by the heat produced by fermenta-
tion and If the manure heap is allowed to become diy, much ammonia
combines with carbon dioxide, forming ammonium carbonate, which
will escape into the atmosphere. The formation of ammonium carbo-
nate IS not desirable.

The late Dr. A. Voelcker, f. b. 9., made analyses of fresh and rotted
farm-yard manures. These analyses show a larger percentage of soluble
organic matter in rotted than in fresh manure. The fresh manure
contains more carbon and more water, while in the rotted manure the •

nitrogen is in more available form for root-absorption
If the process of fermentation has been well managed, both fresh

There should be a sufficient amount of litter to absorb and retainthe urine and also the ammonia formed in the decomposition of themanure. Leaves, straw, sawdust, moss, ete., to which is added some
peat, muck, or fine, dry, loamy earth, mixed with

i-itter. gypsum (land plaster), may be used for litter

.,, , .
'^^^ relative value of the manure is diminished bv

mateTal is^T. "*''^'T "" '""^ *=°"*^''^^' '^ -efficientabtln'material is used, too much moisture prevents fermentation and the
consequent chemical changes in the nitrogenous constituents oJ the

The b^t metho<l for the management of farm-yard manure is tomake and keep it under cover, in sheds, or better still, inTve ed pitefn>m which there can be no loss by drainage. It should aTbe kep^sufficiently moist, and by the addition of charcoal, peat, or v^tobS
Management of f

*°*' ^P'"'" *^« volatilization of ammonia
Farm-yard T^ "^ reduced to a minimum. Manure so made
Manure. '^ worth fifty per cent, more than that thrown into

< ., I .
* '^'^P '"^ *'^« ^'''nyard to be leached bv the stormaof months before being spread upon the land

harTcL''^r""' "" ^™'"'*='' '""^ ™'*"»^« P"« """"W rest upon ahanl clay bottom, or on a thick layer of peat or vegetable ref^eWhich ^cts as an absorbent and prevents the loss o? Jl 't^k

wasteful and clumsy practice that should rrblrdoLTev^;

r >i

t «

c
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CHAPTER IX.

NATURAL MANURES.

NIGHT SOIL.

About the best thing to do with night soil is to get it under ground
as speedily as possible. When fresh it is a highly concentrated and
most valuable manure, but it is liable to rapid deterioration, and as
shown by the analyses of Prof. S. W. Johnson and others, may speedily
undergo changes which render it of little value in agriculture. To
obtain the full effects of night soil it must be used fresh, as is the
custom among the Chinese and Japanese, or be composted with peat
or treated as suggested by Fusselmann and Muller, whose processes
are described later on. The methods of using this manure as practiced
in China and Japan are so offensive that they can never meet with
favor in America. Nearly all the advantages, without the unpleasant
features, of the former methods are derived by composting night soil
with large quantities of peat or muck.
Says Prof. 'Johnson in ''Peat and Its Uses " (page 68): ''When the

night soil falls int» a vault, it may be composted by simply sprinkling
fine peat over its surface, once or twice weekly, as the case may re-
quire, I. c, as often as a bad odor prevails. The quantity thus added,
may be from twice to ten times the bulk of the night soil,—the more
within these limits, the better. When the vault is full, the mass
should be removed, worked well over, and after a few days» standing
will be ready to use to manure com, tobacco, etc., in the hill, or for
any purpose to which guano or poudrette is applied. If it cannot be
shortly used, it should be made into a compact heap, and covered with
a thick stratum of peat. When signs of heating appear, it should be
watched closely, and if the process attains too much violence additional
peat should be worked into it. Drenching with water is one of the
readiest means of checking too much heating, but acts only tempo-
rarily. Dilution with peat to a proper point, which experience alone
can teach, is the surest way of preventing loss. It should not be for-
gotten to put a thick layer of peat at the bottom of the vault to beirin
with.»»

In many European cities attempts have been made to manufacture
57
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merchantable manure from night soil by mixing it with such absorbent

materials as charcoal, peat, tan-bark, street cleanings, land plaster,

etc., but the products thus obtained must necessarily have varied

greatly in composition, and judging from the results of analysis, have
had very little value as manures. In years past great quantities of

night soil were made into poudreite.

Poudrette, commercially considered, had little value as a manure,
but it was in excellent mechanical condition at a time when no
other manure shared this important quality.

Its good effects were probably due to the pres-

Poudrette. ence in great abundance of the nitric bacteria,

which, acting on the humus of the soil, excited

nitrification. From a chemical point of view the poudrette manufac-
tured at Paris had very little manurial value.

It would seem that the most practical way of disposing of the night
soil of the farm would be some modification of Fusselmann's or
Mailer's processes of admixing excrement with lime. Fusselmann's

process consists in slaking quicklime with an
How to Dispose equal bulk (or half its weight) of fresh urine, and
of Night Soil. the dry product thus obtained is mixed with the

fresh solid excrement in the proportions of two
and one-half parts of slaked lime to two parts of excrement. The
product is at once ready for use, and contains all the original con-
stituents of the urine and solid excrement, except a minute amount
of ammonia and the water evaporated by the heat disengaged in the
slaking of the lime.

The process is only applicable to night soil, when the solid excre-
ment and urine are fresh. If the lime be added to old or fermenting
night soil, large quantities of ammonia are expelled and lost.

Alexander Muller, of Stockholm, was studying the action of lime
upon night soil alx)ut the same time that Fusselmann published the
results of his researches in France.

Muller arrived at the same results
; he urges, however, that the

proportion of lime should be kept as small as possible and that it will
usually be best to resort to the air and the heat of the sun to complete
the drying. Muller also says that the process can be applied to fer-
mented night soil, provided that some acid substance such as peat wet
with sulphuric acid or superphosphate of lime be employed to fix the
ammonia.

The ''earth closet'' system invented by Mr. John Wright, of Stam-
ford, Eng., is in use in many small towns, and is at least an excellent
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means of getting rid of the odor of night soil, but the product
obtained by this device has little value as a fertilizer. In the earth-
closet the excrement is instantly covered with fine, dry earth,—sifted
loam mixed with fine coal ashes is considered best. When night soil
is thus covered its odor instantly ceases, and the excrement is so com-
pletely deodorized that the same earth may be used over and over
again without ofience. In practice the earth-closet has proved a very
imperfect device for saving manure. It is now pretty clearly under
stood that the oxidizing power of loose, dry earth defeats the object
of the system in so far as it may be regarded as a means of preserving
manure. The tendency of microdemes present in the earth is to
** bum up " and destroy the manure. The same earth, after having
been used over and over again, will contain little or no more nitro-
genous compounds than rich garden soil.

A simple and effectual way of disposing of the night soil on a farm
is to so construct the closet that the urine will at once drain to a
lower level, and there be mixed with an equal quantity of quicklime.
The solid excrement should be covered daily with a small quantity of
quicklime mixed with a little fine charcoal or peat. Such a receptacle
can be made by any farmer at comparatively Uttle cost, and will more
than compensate for the care it entails by doing away with ill-smelling
odors and the disagreeable and often dangerous task of cleaning vaults,
besides furnishing a very rich manurial product for admixture with
farm-yard manure or compost. Such receptacle should be made in
the form of a shallow drawer or box with an inclined bottom, and
should rest upon stout runners like a stone boat or drag, so that, at
frequent intervals, it can be drawn by a horse to the manure pile or
compost heap.

On the bottom of the drawer should be kept a thin layer of quick-
lime mixed with peat, wood-pile dirt, or loam.
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CHAPTER X.

NATURAL MANURES.

COMPOSTS.
Composts are made np of a great variety of waste prodncte mixedtogether aad brought qnickly into a state of decomposition by theadmixture of an.mal and chemical manures, fish, flesh, etc., which.uduce a more rapid fermentation, and, therefore, a quicker disintegra-

tion of oiganic matters than follows under natural conditions ofdXStraw, leaves, weeds, peat, tan-bark, sawdust, turf, farm-yard

rnn^toZl'"' ^'l^l^-^^h^ «^« «»"e of the leading ingredients thatenter into the composition of composts.
As a matter of actual experience there can be no doubt but that a

larger proportion of the fertilizing constituents of the solid excrement
and the unne of farm animals can be saved by mixing with peatmuck, mareh-mud, ete., before fermentation has begun, than by aUow-
ing the manure to ferment by itself.

The use of such absorbent material as bedding, or its admixture with
freshly made manure, is a sort of composting, for the tn)uble ofwhich the farmer is more than repaid by the comfort of his animals
and in the increased value and quantity of manure. The peat or muck
completely absorbs the urine and other moisture of the manure and
the ammonia and other gases evolved in the fermentation

'*The best plan for composting," says Prof. S. W. Johnson, in
Peat and Its Uses," -is to have a water-tight trench, four inches

deep and twenty inches wide, constructed in the
Composting ®*^^^® ^^or, immediately behind the cattle, and
Peat or Muck every morning put a bushelbasketful of muck

M^anTr;^''''^
^^''''^'^'^^°^°'^-'' * * * *' Whenthedung
and muck are removed from the stable they should
be well intermixed, and as fast as the compost is

prepared it should be put int« a compact heap and covered with a
layer of muck several inches thick."
The more usual way of making peat composts, however, is in beds

or heaps. A layer of peat from eight to ten feet wide and from one to
two feet m thickness is made, and over this a somewhat thinner laver

61
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of pSt
*

'""'^
""' ^^^"^-^^^ '«^^"^« i« spread, followed by another layer

Alternate layers of peat and manure are laid on until the bed is fouror live feet in height.

Various proportions of peatan.l manure are used, according to thequahty of the peat and the richness of the manure. The pnu^ticalrule, as laid down by the best agricultural writere, is to "use no

SanureT'
^""^"^ °^° ""^ thoroughly fermented by the

Professor Storer says :
« Possibly a better rule would be not to useenough peat or other admixture wholly to prevent the dung from fe^menting. In case the dung were free from long litter it is possiblethough not probable, that it might be still better to mix as m^l;with the dung as will just prevent it from fermenting. But in^r.gnoi^nce of what the so-called pn>cess of fermentation is, it w'ouW behard to determine which of the three rules is theoretically theTstIf we could only be sure, when peat enough is used to l~Tl.dung from fermenting in the usual way, tha't the heap L^d no" ptceed to ferment in some other unusual and hurtful way, and «>Testrov

.teelf the subject would be a great deal clearer than it s no
" Sably there are many cases where it would be well to keendun;!!^unneinthe bam-yard fresh and raw, if that co M be done wfthouttoo much labor, even if the peat should remain unfermenW Theprobab.ht.es are that it would not be very easy to do it unliThe Jixture were put in a silo. Hence, the second rule suggested not to i"

r",!.rf°"^ *^ P^"^^"' *^« ^-^g fr°"» fermtting may ^^bly be the best of the three.

"

-^uwug, may possi-

As we have already said in treating of farm-yard mannr<^ littlo jknow 33 to the chemicl reactions which occur whetZu^ or<Lm

ctngi ofTrrrf"'"^ "' *'^ '^™^"""« -»»«-•« "i:
menif^- " ' "^ ^'^ ''"* ^ ^^^ ^'"^""^ "^ " vegetative fer-mente m.cnM,rganisms, " "bacteria," or "microdemes " and

sugar, or as in the leavening of bread.
M. Pasteur has shown that two distinct rla.^sPQ c^c «,i««^

areconce^ed in fermentations. One onl^'Ze^'j^^ru'^--
o

y .„ the presence of air or free oxygen gas , the other Lr^Sneither air nor free oxygen for its support, but can appropriS'h"
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^^^Sco'^^trer
'""^ '''''"'' '""'*^"*^^* -"^^-'-«- --

aero'bic''In;."fr'""l*^*
'^^""^ "*' "' ''"^ «-yeen are called

ofTr .r!'r n "'^"'^ P"''"™ '^^" "*« ^'«««'»^ i" the absenceot air are designated, anaerobic.
The anaerobic ferments, or those which do not require air for thefulfillment of their vital functions, " break up " the existing organiccompounds into new and simpler forms, and when their iL work

aerobic ferments, if the fermentable body be expUd to air de^composition will go on indefinitely and the aerotrt^Jtl'^m
continue, to thrive even in the disoiganized mate-

Anaerobic nals which have been exhausted by anaerobicFerments. ferments. So in the fermentation of manure

...nn^f • .
'^^^° ** conditions are such that the external air

smuenH :r" ^ *' '•"'P' ''* '"^"'^^'^ fermentations of the con-stituents of the manure may speedily be completed. Carbon dioxide(^rbonic a^id) and othergaseous products of decomposition disen^^dduring the anaerobic fermenfcitions, by permeating every part ^f

aeroIt? f"-
*" '"•='"'' '''' atmosphere and s^ tend to retardaerobic fermentations. " It may be laid down as a rule," says Prefbtorer, that the fermentations of manure will vary materially accord!mg as more or less air has access to the heaps, and as more or lesswater ,s contained in them

; or, in other words 'according ,» cir ulstances favor the growth of one or another kind of micr^emes. Itw with manures somewhat as with soils, only that the fermentations ofmanures are more evident and pronounced.
In diy, porous heaps of manure there may be rapid wasting of the

carbonaceous matters by processes of oxidation. On the other hand

7^Z 1 T"'
"*""'' '"^ '""*^ ""*> P"*"d urine, the ureaconltemed in the former will quickly be changed to carbonate of ammoniaby the action of a peculiar organism with which putrid urine hasbecome charged. And when air is excluded from manure, there may

Z^LTuT^ fermentations as produce marsh gas or those whichgenerate butync acid and other kinds of acids, while hydrogen gas is

Zl e !^"''"r^''''
•»<=«« ^fen^ent may occur. Ordinarily, se^ralkinds of fermentations appear to progress simultaneously, or, at least

to succeed one another rapidly.

"

J
. .

»- 'e^',

From what has been said it will be seen that fermentation, whether
It be the leavening of bread, the tianslbrmation of the wort of beer
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into alcohol, or the conversion of the inert organic nitrogen of peat
into nitric acid, is a particular instance of the manifestation of a
special force residing in living organisms or rather in their celluUir
elements. The forms of life which give rise to fermentations are simple
elementary organisms reduced to a single cell

; but a plant or an
animal of high order is only the union, under special laws, of different
kinds of cells, each acting in a certain determinable manner. The
more simple an organism, the fewer special kinds of cells it con-
tains and the simpler are the vital chemical reactions which take
place in it—reactions which are manifestations of the chemical
phenomena of life, and which are due to the intervention of a force
differing from those which we handle in our laboratories.
Preparation of Peat.-Every farmer must determine for him-

self the most appropriate time for getting out peat or muck. Many
prefer to do this work late in the summer or early in the autumn
when the bogs are usually dry and most accessible to teams and work-

men. Others find winter to be a more appropri-
Peat Composts, ate season. There is then less hurry on the farm,

and the hired help can be kept remuneratively
employed. And the disintegrating a^^tion of air and frost on the peat
thrown out-the freezing and thawing-greatly aid in weathering
or seasoning, and in preparing the peat for use. The subjection of
fresh, wet peat to frost quickly destroys ite coherence and reduces ittea condition that admite of easy pulverization. Exposure also
brings the peat into a more a<^tive chemical state. By exposure to the
atmosphere it appears to a<;quire the properties of the humus of the
soil or to some extent of farm-yard manure ; it is also more readily
oxidized by weathering, and part of ite nitrogen is converted into
nitric acid.

When a peat contains soluble salts of iron to an extent that is hurt-
ful to vegetation, such salts may l)e converted into innocuous com-
pounds by prolonged exposure to air; but in the case of a peat containing
iron salts (iron sulphate or copperas) to an injurious extent, the imper-
feet exposure of the heap to the action of the atmosphere alone would
be insufficient to correct its bad qualities. To render such peat fit for
use upon crops it should be composted with an alkali such as lime or
potash, or the same result may be obtained by the action of the
ammonia evolved by decomposing animal matters.
Guano may be composted very advantageously with peat. In such

composts the peat should be moist and quite fine. The peat prevents
most effectually any waste of the guano, and the compost is brought

^m •^
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into a good state of fermentation in from one to two weeks in warm
weather. Composts of peat and guano may be

^"com^"^
^^^^ "^^^^ ^^ the proportion of one part, by measure, ofomposts. guano, to eight or ten parts of peat. If less than

eight parts of peat to one of guano be used, the
compost should be spread broadcast, for if placed in the hill it may
prove injurious to tender plants.

The droppings of fowls composted with peat forms a rich and quick
acting manure, resembling guano compost.
A rich nitrogenized and phosphatic manure is obtained by compost-

ing peat or muck with fish or the refuse of the
Fish Composts, fisheries. The proportion of peat or muck and of

fish should be varied according to the crop the
compost is to be applied to.

Prof. S. W. Johnson (*'Peat and Its Uses") recommends for rye
from twenty to twenty-five loads per acre of a compost made with one
load of menhaden

;
for com, one part offish to ten or twelve of muck

;

as a top dressing for grass or other crops the proportion of fish may
be increased.

The caustic alkalies, potash, lime, soda, and ammonia, and their
carbonates, also produce fermentations in peat and

Alkali Composts, other like materials. On the other hand, acids and
acid salts check or hinder the growth of the micro-

organisms that are the cause of fermentations.

Professor Johnson ("Peat and Its Uses ") gives the foUowing formula
and says :

—

** With regard to the proportions to be used no very definite rules
can be laid down

;
but we can safely follow those who have had experi-

ence in the matter. Thus, to a cord of muck, which is about one
hundred bushels, m^y be added, of unleached wood-ashes twelve
bushels, or of leached wood-ashes twenty bushels, or of peat ashes
twenty bushels, or of mari or gas-lime twenty bushels. Ten bushels of
quicklime, slaked with water or salt-brine previous to use, is enough for
a cord of muck.

*' Instead of using the above-mentioned substances singly, any or
all of them may be employed together.

''The muck should be as fine and free from lumps as possible, and
must be intimately mixed with the other ingredients by shoveling over.
The mass is then thrown up into a compact heap, which may be four
feet high.

" When the heap is formed it is well to pour on as much water as
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the mass will absorb (this may be omitted if the muck is already

quite moist), and, finally, the whole is covered ov^r with a few inches

of pure muck, so as to retain moisture and heat.

* * If the heap is put up in the spring it may stand undisturbed for

one or two months, when it is well to shovel it over and mix tho-

roughly. It should then be built up again, covered with fresh muck
and allowed to stand as before until thoroughly decomposed.

*' In all cases five or six months of summer weather is a sufficient

time to fit these composts for application to the soil."

Formula of Mr. Fleming, from Sir C. A. Cameron's ''Agricultural,

Chemistry and Geology " :

—

Sawdust, or peat, 40 bushels.
Coal-tar, 20 gallons.
Bone-dust, 7 bushels.
Sodic sulphate (sulphate of soda), ... 1 cwt.
Magnesium sulphate, 1 J cwt.
Common salt, l J cwt.
Quicklime, 20 bushels.

From the days of Sir Humphry Davy until the present much has
been written about the use of lime and salt in composts, but now
that the true nature of the action of this mixture is pretty clearly

understood it is doubtful if lime and salt mixtures will be much used
hereafter in composting. The usual method is to slakq quicklime
to a fine, dry powder with brine made by dissolving common salt

in water, using about one bushel of salt to six bushels of lime. The
freshly slaked and still warm product is spread in layers upon the

moist muck, just as it has been raised from the

Lime and Salt bog, in the proportions of about two bushels of
in Composts, lime to one cord of muck or peat. The salt is

decomposed by tl^.lime, and small quantities of
caustic soda and calcium chloride are formed, and, these being soluble
in water, are diffused through the compost. The force of capillary
attraction here comes into play, and by the now known laws of
unequal diffusion in liquids the caustic soda diffuses through the
porous peat at a much faster rate than the calcium chloride, so that the
two soon become separated from each other.

In the chemical reactions which take place under these conditions,
small quantities of carbonates and bi-carbonates of soda and of lime
are formed. The soda compounds are more soluble in water and are
more strongly alkaline than the lime

; and the more active an alkali
is, the greater is its decomposing and solvent action on peat. It is
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therefore manifest that the success of the operation is dependent in
great measure upon the porosity of the compost, and that the best
conditions for success are not easily determinable, nor within the
range of practical control.

As an alkali, soda has no advantage over potash, and since the de-
composing action of the soda is due to its alkalinity, why use the salt
at all ? Potash not only actively decomposes the peat, but adds an
essential constituent of plant-food to the compost, and if used in the
iorra of wood-ashes, the lime carbonate of the ashes neutralizes the
acid properties of the peat, and the growth of the nitric ferment is
greatly promoted.

Soda is, in rare instances, needful as a plant-food, and in the
case of composts is not needed at all ; and if soda were needed it
would be better economy t» use barilla, bla^^k ash, or soda ash In
these composts the writer invariably substitutes kainit or other pro-
ducts of the German mines for common salt.

Following is a tried formula for making composts with lime and
salt mixture:

—

Take of peat or muck, . .... ko ^nrria
Caustic lime, .... inn T I i

Common salt, . . . .
*.

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ ^J? ^?f^^-

Make a brine with the salt, and with the brine slake the lime (only
as wanted) down to a fine dry powder, using about one bushel of salt
for SIX bushels of lime, spread immediately while warm over the peat
which should be in layers about six inches in thickness Thecommon practice is to build such composts from four to five feet highand of any convenient width and length.
But tliere is a great saving of labor by making composts long and ofsuch a height that they can be quickly turned by a road scraper or the

^,T^ ^^7' ^ ''™^'* ™^^ ^" *^"^ *"^°^d ^^^^ a dozen timesmth less labor than once with the fork, and it is by this frequent aera-
tion of the heap that the most favorable conditions for nitrification
are maintained.

v^vwu

tl.JSr'"^'*'
''• ""^" '"*" '° *''" ''""™"^' ^'" ^ '^y to spread intho follow.„g spnng, and may be used at the rate of from fifteen to

forty cords to the acre.

Sawdust, leaves, .•omstalks, tan bark, and all kinds of coarse vege-
^

table matenals are more rapidly decomposed by the aid of causticalkahes than by any other means. Coa,^ materials, like cornstalkstnmm.ngs from fruit trees, hedges, grape vines, etc., are rich in plan

•«».
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food, and instead of being burned should be composted with potash
and hme in separate heaps. More time must be allowed for the
decomposition of coarse materials, and they should always be com-
posted in large heaps and kept moist,

Carbonate of lime, though nearly insoluble in water, and much less
active in decomposing peat or other inert vege-

The Use of Car- table matter, is much used in the forms of shell
bonate of Lime, mari, chalk, leached wood-ashes, old mortar, and

peat-ashes as disintegrating agents in peat and
muck composts.

Lime carbonate, as stated, is slightly soluble in water, but in water
saturated with carbon dioxide (carbonic acid) about thirty times as
much lime carbonate is dissolved as in pure water. The water of a
compost must be considerably impregnated with carbon dioxide and a
weak solution of lime carbonate formed

; this faintly alkaline solution,
acting through a considerable period of time, undoubtedly has some
chemical influence in disintegrating organic matter.

In the case of peat containing sulphate of iron, lime carbonate ren-
ders the harmful iron salts innocuous, and by ite favorable influence
in promoting the growth of the nitric bacteria powerfully accelerates
nitrification.

Some Formulas for Concentrated Composts.—These com-
posts should be made and kept under cover. In making those con-
taining cotton-seed the barnyard manure, peat, muck, or other
absorbent material should be spread first in a layer about four inches
deep, cotton-seed should follow in a layer of about the same depth, and
then the several ingredients in layers until all the materials are used.
Wet each layer with urine, or, if that cannot be had, use water.
Cover the heap with land plaster, dry peat, or loam ; in from four to
six weeks the cotton seed will be killed, when the heap should be
forked over and thoroughly mixed.

I and II are good general composts in concentrated forms, and
may be used on winter wheat, rye, corn, and cotton at the rate
of from 500 to 800 pounds per acre.

I.

Dissolved bone meal, .500 pounds.
Cotton seed, 800 pounds.
Farm-yard manure, 700 pounds.

2000 pounds.
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II.

Dissolved bone-black, 600 pounds.
Castor pomace, 700 pounds.
Farm yard manure, 700 pounds.

2000 pounds.

III.

Dissolved bone meal, 450 pounds.
Marl, 500 pounds.
Muriate of potash, 200 pounds.
Sulphate of potash (high grade), . . 100 pounds.
Sulphate of ammonia, 150 pounds.
Peat, muck, or marsh-mud (dry), . . 600 pounds.

2000 pounds.

From 400 to 600 pounds per acre for wheat, oats, rye, or corn.

IV.

Sawdust, peat, muck, or marsh-mud
^ (dry), 40 bushels.
Ground bone (fine), 10 bushels.
bulphate of soda, 120 pounds.
Sulphate of magnesia, 120 pounds.
Common salt, 120 pounds.
Quicklime, 20 bushels.

This is an old formula, much used and highly esteemed in England
for general crops.

V.
Dissolved bone-bla<jk, 200 pounds.
Basic slag phosphate, 300 pounds.
Cotton-seed meal, 600 pounds.
Munate of potash 300 pounds.
Peat or muck (dry), 600 pounds.

Cotton Composts.

1.* -Cotton composts, per acre, 1600 pounds. (From South Caro-
lina Experiment Station Reports )

Acid phosphate,
333J pounds.

^^;"^*' • • 166f pounds.
Cotton-seed, 750 pounds.
Stable manure, 750 pounds.

* Compost of the late Farish Furman, of Georgia.

^
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2. Georgia, and Alabama compost, per acre, 1600 pounds.

Stable manirv:: :;:::: ::7'5o%Cnd:;
3. North Carolina compost, per acre, 1600 pounds.

it^^r'':'': ,1« r^,^-
Cottonseed, *. fm^^'^f'
cn-^ui "00 pounds.
Stable manure, 400 ^unds.

4. South Carolina compost, per acre, 1600 pounds. •

^^^.^P^^P^^*^' 750 pounds.

rwf '
' ^ 350 pounds.

CUton-seed, 600 ^unds.
Stable manure, 300 ^unds.

6. South Carolina compost, j?cr acre, 1600 pounds.

Si'^tu 750 pounds.

r^}^ ' ' k 350 pounds.
Cotton-seed, . . «nn t^r.«^^
G+«i.i

' """ pounds.
Stable manure, 300 pounds.

6. South Carolina compost, per acre, 1600 pounds.

Acid phosphate, 750 pounds.
V:^}?^^^ •

; 350 pounds.
Cotton-seed, _ 900 ^unds.

7. South Carolina compost, per acre, 1600 pounds.

^^f'^l 750 pounds.
^^}?^^' • • 3.-,0 pounds.
Cotton-seed,

90O ^unds.
8. South Carolina compost, per acre, 1600 pounds.

Cotton-seed, 1000 pounds.
Stable manure 1000 ^unds.

In experiments with these composts on the several farms of the
South Carolina Experiment Station, No. 5 has, through a series ol
years, shown uniform superiority.
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CHAPTER XT.

NITRE-BEDS OR SALTPETRE PLANTATIONS.

NITEIFICATION.
The nitre-beds or saltpetre plantations formerly employed

in Europe for obtaining the nitrate of potash used in the manufacture of
gunpowder, were nothing more than extensive composts intermixed
with Inne, potash, magnesia, etc., and managed systematically for the
prod ncfon of nitre. There are goo<l reasons for believing that a revival
of the systematic practices of the "nitre maker" or " saltpetre
boUer," may yet be resorted to by farmers as a source of cheap nitr<^
gen

;
farmers may, at least, employ those principles so far as may be

neces^iry to obtain a highly charged nitrous earth for spreading upon
the.r fields The idea has already been suggested in Germany, and for
the benefit of those interested in the home pnxluction of manure we
will describe the methods practiced by the nitre-makera before the
introduction into commerce of the Chilian nitrates

vI^Z^^rrfT^^^'
"""^ ^'"^^^y employed as early as 1337 by

.7!i?
ni, during the invasion of Scotland, it was not, however

until the reign of Queen Elizabeth that the manufacture of this ex-
plosive was established in England. Early in Elizabeth's reign the
artificial production of saltpetre, for use in making gunpowder was
introduced into England, but the quantity thuBpnxluced w"^ ins guTcant and the bulk of the supply was imported from the continent and •

from Barbaiy In 1626 the East India Company began the importa-

1 ther '
?J°'"'

"''"' '' '^"'^ «« » »^'"-l effloi^nceon the surface or in the upper stratum of the soil
On the continent, and especially in Fiance and Germany, greatattention was at one time given to the artificial production of^t-pcrrc.

The supply of nitre, as found in the fissures of calcareous rocks and^ves and as an emorescence on the surface of certain soil'n FrlnceGermany, Hungary, and Russia, wa. wholly inadequate to the denTrdand mtre was not only imported from Egypt and India, but th^aS
72
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frv"of''J;^,r"?
"',*'' """ "^ ""^"' "' '^''^'^^^ '^">« »•> i'"!-^try of great national importance.

In our Eevolutionary struggle and in the second war with Englandthe source of a gunpowder supply was, at times, a serious cause ofuneasiness to the American Government ; and during the^l^ o

embargo on the impoitation of saltpetre by her enemies
In Sweden the system of the nitre-maker is still in vogue, though

SwedTt
"° "". *^^!'^«'y « ^'"•«'«'y- The custom among theSwedes IS U> mix leached wood-ashes and lime with heaps of manure

r^W^ •
""^"^ ''''™''^ ""** ^^S^'^W^ ""'tter, and to workthe beds over once a week in summer and once a month duringwinter for a period of three years. Gutters extend around the heaps?and into these excavations the fluid manures of the barn-yard ate ^{.

lected and fre<iuently sprinkled over the fermenting beds
Twigs, straw, and litter of all kinds aie intmduced into the beds tokeep them more porous, and thus to facilitate the admission and circu-

.tr. ,r ^7"*-'^ '^ ^'^""^ •'^ *"« "'««• I" S^«'l«'> the timeusually aUowe.1 for the ripening of a nitre-bed is three yea.^; additions
are made yearly (.> the fermenting heaps, so that one-third of a bed isready for use every year. But in most parts of this country with ouralm<«t tropical summers such beds could be brought to a highly
mtnfied condition in much shorter time. It is at high summer tem-
peratures that nitrification takes phu^ most rapidly in the soil, and by
judicious management composts conducted on the principles of the
nitre-bed might be brought into a highly nitrous condition in one year

In Germany the artificial manufa<=ture of nitre was carried on some-what differently. Beds were made of animal and vegetable remains,
together with ashes and calcareous earth, which were mixed up witha portion of loose soil, and placed under sheds to shelter the ferment-
ing mixture from the rain, while the sides were left open to permit
the free ingress of air.

^

The mixture was disposed in little heaps which were frequently
turned over with a spade and sprinkled with urine. When the con-
tents of the beds contained about four ounces of the salt for every
cubic toot of the materials they were deemed fit for lixiviation. This
occurred at the end of two or three years.
The process employed in France was essentially the same as that in

use among the Germans. Another French method for obtaining nitre
from old plaster rubbish consisted in reducing the materials to powderand lixiviating with hot water.
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The process of nitrification in the nitre-bed, the compost heap, or in
the soil is precisely the same. The formation of nitrates is due to
the continuous life and development of a micro-organism known

as the nitric ferment or nitric bacteria,
Nitrification. which lives upon the nitrogenous organic matters,

ammonium compounds, and other things present
in the soil. The nitric ferment is a microscopic

plant somewhat like the yeast used for leavening bread, and for fer-
menting malt liquors

;
and under favorable conditions of temperature

and moisture, and in the presence of oxygen is propagated with
marvelous rapidity in the soil. One of the results of the life of this
minute plant is the formation of nitrates and nitrites.

Nitrification is extremely feeble in winter and at temperatures
below 40° F. almost entirely ceases. It is most active at about 98° F.
to 99° F., and is more rapid in the dark than in bright sunlight. At
temperatures above 100° F. the formation of nitrates rapidly decreases
and at 131° F. entirely ceases. As we have just stated, it has been
noticed that the nitric ferment thrives best in the dark, and, hence,
one good reason for making compost beds under sheds or in sheltered
situations. When so made the conditions for nitrification are more
favorable and the beds are protected from the leaching action of storms
To ensure rapid nitrification all the food elements required by the

nitric ferment must be present in the compost. The ash ingredients
of plants, phosphates, ammonia, carbonaceous matter, and an excess
of oxygen must be present.

Peat containing much copperas, coal-tar, gas-lime containing sul-
phites and sulphides, kill the ferment. The nitric ferment is developed
during the slo^7 decay of organic matter in all soils ; during rapid
oxidation and in the presence of a large excess of oxygen nitrates are
not formed.

When saltpetre plantations were still cultivated in Europe the
presence of lime was reputed necessary to the formation of saltpetre
and the carbonate of lime, and especially chalk was considered the
most favorable form for use in nitre-beds.

Composts should be slightly alkaline. Weak solutions of the car-
bonates of lime, potash, ammonia, magnesia, and soda are known to
promote the formation of nitrates to a much greater degree than quick-
lime. Nor is it alone for the nitrates and nitrites formed in the nitre-
bed and in the compost heap that this method of obtaining cheap
nitrogen is to be wholly commended. In addition to the soluble and
quickly acting nitrates and other manurial products thus obtained
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the whole fermenting mass of composted materials is full of the Uving
micro-organisms which feed upon the humus-like materials of soils,
inducing nitrification and converting the inert soil nitrogen into forms
that can be assimilated by crops. A well ripened nitre-bed or com-
post-heap is not only a valuable store of soluble nitrogenous compounds,
but when spread upon the field it may also be regarded as a kind of
yeast for leavening the land. By the continued life, develop-
ment, and reproduction of the ferment, the conditions of the nitre-bed
are to a certain degree transferred to the field, and just as the little
leaven of yeast leavens the whole loaf, so does the living nitric ferment
propagate itself with marvelous rapidity in the soil; and the frequent
stirring of the soil with the cultivator insures ample aeration and
greatly promotes the activity of the ferment.
Humus is the dead organic matter ofsuccessive generations of plants

and animals which have lived and died upon the land. The fallen
leaves of forests, the stems, roots, and seeds of vegetation, by their
slow decay accumulate on the surface and in the upper soil of fields,
forests, pastures, and marshes, forming a brown or black mould- like
mass, generically termed humus. So, also, the plowing under of green
crops, the decay of sods and stubble, and of composts or manure
applied to the land all aid in the formation of humus in the soil.

When plants die and are exposed to the action of air and moisture
at ordinary temperatures, a series of physical and chemical changes
takes place with the formation of new organic compounds which are
mostly due to the oxidation of carbon and hydrogen. If the decay-
ing vegetable matter is supplied with an excess of air, and is kept
moist and warm, the oxidation proceeds uninterruptedly until the
organic matter is completely oxidized to carbonic acid, water, free
nitrogen, ammonia, and nitrates, and little or nothing remains but
the mineral constituent or ash. But in temperate climates these con-
ditions rarely prevail, at least, on a scale of any great magnitude. In
the lower layers of fallen forest leaves, in the sods of pastures and
meadows, and more particularly in bogs and swamps, where the access
of air is limited, the oxidation is rapid at first, and the more tender
portions of vegetable matter are oxidized to carbonic acid and water,
but the process of decay is checked by the formation of compounds
which resist further oxidation, and a large residuum of organic
materials remain. So long as such humus like materials continue in a
cool, wet condition, and are not freely exposed to the action of the
atmosphere, they continue to accumulate in vast quantities, as leaf-
mould, swamp muck, and peat.
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Little is known as to the precise chemical comjxwition of hnmus!

When subjected to the action of alkalies, humus yields well-defined
chemical substjmces having acid properties, known as humio and

ulmio (geic) acids. By the further oxidation
Acids Obtained «f humus, crenic and aprocrenio acids, which
from Humus, are faintly a<;id in their properties, are also ob-

tained. The value of humus is chiefly due to the
fact that it contains the stored-up nitrogen of successive generations of
vegetation, and by its slow decay much of this nitrogen is made avaU.
able for the use of growing crops.

Humus also absorbs and holds ammonia and ammonium salts and
other substances used as plant-food, and by its slow decay supplied car-
bon dioxide (carbonic a<;id), the solvent action of which upon the
mmeral constituents of soils has already been considered. It is also
probable that the organic acids of humus aid in the disintegration of
rocks and soils. The soluble salts of humic and ulmic acids unite
energetically with other bases, such as lime, oxide of iron etc and
these salts attack the minerals of the soil and hasten their sc^lution.*
Humus absorbs water and watery vapor, and by its lightness and

porosity improves the mechanical texture of many soils. This power
of retaming capillary water renders the presence of humus a matter
of great importance in sandy soils. These soils have little attractive
force for watery vapor, but by admixture with humus, as is done in
dressing them with composts, or by green manuring, such soils are
greatly ameliorated.

Humus binds together loose sandy soils, and, on the other hand
lightens and mellows heavy clays, but on soils that are naturally cold
and wet humus does positive inj ury

.

* Professor Johnson, " llow Crops Grow. »»

\^

CHAPTER Xir.

GREEN MANURING.

By green manuring is meant the plowing in of green crops grown
specially for that purpose, the turning under of sod-hind, or of green
vegetable waste materials, sea-weed, etc.

It has long been known that leguminous crops, such as peas, cloveruceme lupines, etc., collect nitrogen and a^umulate it in soils, and on
these plants do farmers usually depend for green manures in any sys-
tem of crop rotation. A most striking characteristic of leguminous
plants IS the hirge amount of nitrogen which they contain, the quan-
tity often being twice as great as that found in cereals. The nutrition
of leguminous crops is not, at present, very clearly understood. Bona-
singault, one of the keenest investigators of his time, says :

'• If there
IS in physiology a fact perfectly demonstrated it is the non assimilabiiity
of free nitrogen by plants, even those of an inferior order, such as
mycoderms and fungi.» De Saussure and other observers maintained
that under some conditions a part of the nitrates formed when vege-
table substances decay come from the nitrogen of the air. Notwith-
standing the high authority of Boussingault, the distinguished French
chemist, Berthelot, believes that atmospheric nitrogen, under the influ-
ence of living organisms, which are found on the roots of some phints
enters int» organic forms assimilable by plants. Dr. Paul Wagner of
Darmstadt, Germany, concludes from his own carefully conducted
researches that leguminous plants have the power to fix atmospheric
nitrogen, and he divides plants into two classes, viz. :—
First, Nitrogren Collectors, or those which have the power oi

fixing the free nitrogen of the air.

Second, Nitrogren Consumers, or those which have no such
power, but take from the soil all the nitrogen contained in the crop
As has been intimated, it is with the nitrogen collectors that we have
mostly to deal in any system of culture in which green manuring is
resorted to.

77
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Notwithstanding the opposing opinions of philosophers as to the
source of nitrogen in these plants, it is an ascertained fact that deep-
rooted leguminous crops, like lupines and red clover, collect nitrogen
compounds from the sub-soil and bring them to the surface : if a crop
be removed, aa hay, a large quantity of nitrogen is taken with it but
the surface soil will be left actually richer in nitrogen than it was before
Irom the stubble and roots remaining in the soil.

'

Following are the principal plants used in green manuring :-

Plants Used in ^^'*' ^^'"'' '^^''^^' ^^'*'^ mustard, rye, buckwheat,
Green Manuring. '^i>*^<?, turnip, Indian corn, millet, rape, borage,

spurry, and sea-weed or sea wure.
Plants like peas and clover have the power of gathering in food from

the surrounding air, and by sending their roots deep into the sub-soil
bring to the surfa^^e valuable stores of food beyond the reach of other
crops.

In some paria of Europe, after the clover has been cut, the stubble
IS given a top dressing of farm-yard manure or other fertilizer which
induces a heavy gi^wth of aftermath for plowing under. According
to Dr. Harian (- Farming with Green Manures," page 71), a ton ofgreen clover contains twelve pounds of nitn>gen, two and one-hJfpounds of phosphoric acid, and nine pounds of potashWe give the following results of experiments conducted by the Ala-bama Agricultural Experiment Station, and published in BulletinNo. 14, new series, April, 1890 :— '

rthlfTf^
'"''•"'"

''^'T^'''^^''°
*^^ ^'""^'^ of these valuable plantsthat IS, pea-vme and clover), especially of peas, and of answering some

ITtTd t''"'"^\'"
investigation was undertaken a few montlago to determine the real value of pea-vines as a fertilizer, and therelative value of vines and roots.

TL^f *^' ""'^ ""^ ^"' ^' ^- ^'^d^^o"^ a^^sistant chemist in the StateLaboratory, some interesting results have been obtained
Several chemists have investigated the composition and value ofmots, among whom may be mentioned Dr. Walker, in England, DrWeiske, m Germany, and Dr. Atwater, in this country

; but I have

olZr^, f"
determine this question four samples were takenOctober, 1889, from a crop raised on the experiment farm, as follows •

carefully cut, leaving the usual amount of stubble with the roots Atrench was dug around this square yard to a depth of several feet,* and
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the earth washed away by a stream of water from a suitable hose.
The roots were collected as completely as possible.

Samples B, C, and D were from a cubic foot each, selected at random
in the pateh, the earth was removed entirely, dried, and then carefully
sifted from the roots. Care was taken to secure, as far as possible aU
fibres, however small. It was found that in this soil, a sandy loam
with sandy sub-soil, the roots were virtually all included in the first
foot in depth. Vines and roots with stubble attached were air-dried
and weighed with the following results :—

Weights Expeessed in Grams.

A. B.
Weight of vines, 2IO 137
Weight of stubble and roots, 67 20

C.

58
11

D.

69
9

Calculated for one acre, these give in pounds :—

A. B. C. D.
Weight of vines, 2,236 13,128 5,558 6,612
Weight of roots, 713 1^915 1Q54 ggg

'* Thus we have in A a little more than three times as much vines as
roots

;
in B neariy seven times as much ; in C five and one-half times

as much
;
and in D a little more than seven and one-half times a^

much
;
the average being six of vines to one of roots.

The vines and roots yielded as follows :—

Per Cent.

Phosphoric acid.
Potash. . . . .

Nitrogen, . . .

Moisture. . .

Crude ash, . .

Vines

1.03

1.24

2 62
11.79

14.37

Roots.

B.

Per Cent.

1.09

1.17

1 09
10.95

20.65

Vines

C. D.

Per Cent.

Roots. Vines

0.56

1.25

1.73

10 49
8.87

0.56

1.11

0.76

11.10

23.54

Roots.

0.55
1.33
1.45

11.48

7.81

0.62

1.24

0.54

9 05
18.18

Pbr Cent.

Vines

0.44
1.35
1.45

11.04
7.31

Roots.

0.3O
1.14

0.36

9.63

17.58
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"The amounts of phosphoric acid, nitrogen, and potash calcukt«1tor one acre, are given in the following table in poun^T-

Pounds.

Vines Roots. Vines

Pounds.

C.

Phosphorle acid.
Potash,

. . . .

Nitrogen,
. .

.*

D.

Pounds. Pounds.

Boots.! Vines Roots.

23.03 7.77
27.72 8.34
68.68 7.77

73.61

164.10

227.11

10.72

21.26
14.37

30.56
74.10

80.59

Vines

6.63

13.06

5.69

29 09
89.26
95.87

Roots.

268
9 82
3.10

,
utKiu^ me yield ol the four samples analyzed :—

Pounds. Value in Dollars
and Cents.

Phosphoric acid.
Potash

'

Nitrogen,
.

Vines.

39 05
88.79

115.54

collected Iring the"^\'tlrof" nS^rC'r/ 'Z^^""
"^"^

the percentage of nitrogen determined T^„f n
^"^' ""^

these results, a„^, for co^parisotTe«L ^^^X!
^"' ^^"

vines is also given as previously obtain^ - "^
'''^"' '" ^^°

Percentage of Nitrogen.

Green vines collected in October,Dry vines collected in December
Dry vines collected in January '

(1) (2) (3) (4)
2.62 1.73 1.45 1.45
0.81 0.88 .

0.66 0.72 0.66 0.70

S 01 green vines on a given area, air-dried in the laboratory,

r
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and the weight of the same when dried in the field and gathered in
December and January. The shrinkage from loss of moisture and
decomposition by atmospheric agencies would, however, greatly in-
crease the relative loss of nitrogen as exhibited in the table It is
evident that much of the nitrogen collected by pea-vines is lost when
the crop is left exposed in the soil where it grew.

'
' No experiments have been made to test the views of those who hold

that more or less of this nitrogen becomes oxidized and passes into the
soil ^ nitrate. The gaseous condition of nitrogen, ammonia, and
other compounds of this element which result from the decompasition
of organic substances, renders it, however, more than- probable that
the nitrogen escapes into the air. Many of our best agriculturists
however, condemn the practice of turning under the pea-vines while
green, in our climate, unles.s some other crop is to follow immediately
believing that the saving of nitrogen contained in the vines will not
compensate for the loss produced by the exposure of the plowed land
to atmospheric agencies during the fall and winter.

** An excellent plan would be to use the vines as a feed stuff, preserve
the manure, and return it to the soil just before the time of planting.

* The following conclusions are drawn from these results :—
** First. Pea-vines contain a large percentage of phosphoric acid, pol^

ash, and nitrogen, the three valuable constituents of commercial fer-
tilizers, and are specially rich in nitrogen, which they accumulate
directly or indirectly from the atmosphere and furnish as a fertilizer
to other crops.

''Second. In these experiments the vines weigh about six times
as much as the roots, and are about eight and one-third times as
valuable as a fertilizer, calculating their value on the basis of valua-
tion used in Alabama for commercial fertilizers.

Third. The vines lose a large percentage of their nitrogen when left
on the ground during the fall and winter months."
Buckwheat, rye, and the lupine will thrive on poor, light lands

and under very unfavorable conditions. For buckwheat the land is
usually plowed in June and the seed immediately harrowed in. The
crop is plowed under in August, or when the plants are in full bloom and

the land dressed with air-slaked lime at the rate of
from twenty-five to thirty bushels per acre. In
some sections white turnips, which will continue
to grow until late in the autumn, are sown after
the buckwheat has been plowed in, or rye is

planted on the buckwheat sod, and plowed in the following spring,
6

Buckwheat,
Rye, and
Lupine.
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and corn planted. According to Dr. Harlan one ton of buckwheat
contains eight pounds of nitrogen, three pounds of phosphoric acid,

and eleven pounds of potash.

One ton of green rye contains eleven pounds of nitrogen, four
and one-half pounds of phosphoric acid, and twelve and one-half
pounds of potash. One great advantage in using rye as a green
manure, is the fact that it grows at a time when the land could be
used for no other crop but wheat. It protects the land from washing
and absorbs nitrogen compounds that otherwise would be washed
away. It may be plowed in for corn, or if cut in bloom will mulch
the land, and a second crop will soon spring up, and the whole may be
turned under with ample time for growing a third green crop for
turning under for wheat.

Lupines do well except on marly, and low, wet, cold soils.

In Italy lupines have been in use for centuries as green manures.
The roots go deep into the sub-soil. Both the white and yellow lupine
produce enormously bulky crops, but the hay is not relished by farm
animals, and is, to some extent, poisonous to them. Lupines are,
therefore, rarely grown except for the purpose of green manuring!
On account of the great bulk it is usual to mow the crop before plow-
ing under. The white lupine yields the heaviest crop and is considered
the best for plowing in.

White Mustard.—In England, and to a limited extent in this
country, white mustard is used in green manuring. It should be
sown at the rate of about twenty pounds to the acre. White mustard
is a quick-growing plant, being ready to turn under in from seven to
eight weeks from sowing. Like buckwheat, white mustard when
plowed under is a good crop for destroying the larval forms of insects
in the soil.

Turnips.—A good crop of turnips, including the tops, will often
amount to twenty or more tons per acre. Griffiths gives the follow-
ing percentages of nitrogen in turnips :—

Po«te, 2.189,
Leaf, 4 280.

On compact, clayey soils the land will be rendered more porous by
plowing under a turnip crop, but in calcareous and light sandy soils
where sheep are kept it is better to fold the land; in eating oflf the tur-
nips sheep help to consolidate the loose soil, while it will be greatly
enriched by their droppings. When plowed in for wheat, top-dress
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with farm-yard manure, or lightly with nitrate of soda after the
heavy spring rains are over.

Indian Corn.-According to Dr. Harlan a ton of green Indian
com contains six pounds of nitrogen, two and one-half pounds of
phosphonc acid, and nine pounds of potash. This author says •

*'I
find by years of experience that it is better to plow in two crops of
corn m one year than one great, heavy crop which has grown all the
spring and summer." * * * - Two crops in a year, each containing in
tops and roots about twenty tons per acre, will manure the land well "
* * Having plowed in the first crop of com about the middle of

July, what shall we do next? I will t«ll you my plan, and if it does
not meet your full approval do not follow it ; or, if doubtful of its
value, try It on a small plot and you will lose but little if it fails.

* 'About the middle ofAugust, having the land in good condition, putm the com m furrows six or seven feet apart and seven or eight grains
to the foot. Keep the ground mellow and free from weeds with the
cultivator while the corn is growing. This you ought to do if there
was no crop to work, in preparing the land for wheat. Now, when the
time comes to sow wheat you wiU find the sown com from three to
four feet high, according to the quality of the soil and the warmth and
wetness of the season. Then sow the seed between the rows and
fluke it in. Now mark the results.

** No blasting winds in winter nor in the early spring can injure the
wheat. The drifting snows will be retained and help to shelter it
The soil, powdered by freezing and drying into fine dust, will not be
blown away. No droughts will check its growth. The ground will
always be found moist and mellow beneath the shelter. » * * * And
when it decays in the warm days of spring, the rains will leach out
Its soluble elements and saturate the soil with them, and do more good
to the ripening wheat than the same amount of green fodder fed to
cattle, and the residue retumed to the field."

Hungrarian MiUet.-One ton of Hungarian millet, according to
the same writer, when in bloom, contains twenty pounds of nitrogen
two and one-half pounds of phosphoric acid, and seventeen pounds of
potash. Two crops are readily obtained, together amounting to from
twenty to twenty-five tons per acre. Sow about one bushel per acre
and when in bloom sow one-half bushel per acre on the growing crop
and then mow. A second crop will spring up, and when in bloom
plow under.

'

Vetches, spurry, boragre, and rape have been long used in
Germany and other countries of continental Europe. With the ex-
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ception of rape all do well and prodace abundant crops in poor, sandy
soils. Rape requires a rich soil and is used most advantageously on
stiff clays.

Sea-weed or Sea-ware.-The use of sea-weed or rather sea-
plants for manure is necessarily confined to within short distances of
our coasts. Sea-plants contain between seventy and eighty per cent of
water, and though a great mass ofbulky material may be spread upon
the land, the amount of manure actually received is not large They
decompose rapidly, yielding mostly ammonia and potash to crops
Of the twenty to twenty-five per cent, of organic matter in sea-plants
from three to four per cent, is ash.*

Sea-plants furnish to crops nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potash lime
and magnesia, but because of the lai^e percentage of potash which
they contam, are regarded as potassic manures. On the coasts of
Scotland and Ireland sea-plants are used almost exclusively as manure
for potatoes. The sea manure is spread green at the rate of from
twenty to thirty tons per acre, or is composted with farm-yard manureRibbon kelp, broad kelp (devil's apron), carragheen,
and rock weed contain considerable nitrogen and potash, and
de«iy rapidly when spread upon the laad as a top-dressing, or plowed
under as a green manure. They may also be used to induce rapid
termentation in peat and other composts.
Eel-grass has generally been condemned as a worthless sea-manure

becau.se of the slowness with which it decomposes in the soil, or when
composted with anin.al manures. According to Prof Stoier, eel-grass
contains one and one-third per cent, of phosphoric acid, 0.25 per^nt.
of nitrogen, and one per cent, of potash, and its ashes contain one andone half per cent, of phosphoric acid and seven per cent, of potash.Wheneel-gra^ can be had within easy hauling distance of the farm
It should not be disregarded as a source of cheap manure
Composted with lime the t«ugh, fibrous materials may be quicklyreduced to manageable form, and if then mixed with bone meal aW

complete and quick-acting manure is obtained
One great advantage about the use of manures made from sea-plants

Spores 01 fungi.-

A system of successful farming in practice for over fifteen years in

t„!!„T T"'"'""'
"'"'' '" ^'""'' ^"'''° ''" '""""™« »™ stated by Griffithto^conuin three per cent, of nitrogen and eighteen to thirty-two per cent of

GSEEN MANVRWQ.
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the vicinity of Cranbury, N. J., consists of a five years' rotation inwhich green manuring and the use of chemical manurL^l therecognized factors of success.
manures are the

work°'Oh?r",''^'/;;
^- ^- C°»i°gwood in his excellent little

t™ v.. r ''"^ ^"•^*''" "^'« g-own-potatoes, wheat gZwo years, and com. The potatoes are phinted in drills Sk^1500 pounds of high-grade fertilizer to the aere or 1000 r.nnnT= k T
cast before planting and 500 or more in the fells The ^tlS .'

U plowed and seeded to wheat in the fall wilh timX'^wHhT.S
made is hauled out in summer and spread on the sod-the aftermathl^.ng permitW to grow and decay on the ground. Thistap ow3
"ext sprin'rnotr*'T' " ^'^°*^ to com, to be foUow'edTS-next spring by potatoes, and so on through the rotation. The theory

ir ^if^^on"! "'il!"""'"
" ""* ^"^ •'^^^ d-singof pota^S

IZ,^ /^ , . ^ P"^""" "^ ^"'^^^^'^ ««>P of potatoes, buTwUl leaveenough fertility ,n the soil to maintain the wheat and Uss "
For a complete description of this unique system of farming see••Chemicals and Clover '» hv M w n^ir , ,,

i**imiiig, see

of the Rural Ne. YoZ^. "" ^^ "^'"'^^^^^ Managing Editor



CHAPTER XIII.

ARTIFICIAL OR CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS.

COMMERCIAL AND AGRICULTURAL VALUATIONS OF
FERTILIZERS.

A commercial valuation is an approximate estimate of the value or cashcostm unmixed raw matcnals of the nitrogen, phosphoric add, and potashm one ton of fertilizer. ,

The following elementa of cost .ind expense enter into the total cost
to the farmer of a commercial fertilizer; («) retail cash cost of unmixedmw material; (6) the cost of mixing; (c) cost of transportation; (d)
storage, insurance, commission, long credit, bad debts etc

oft ? wT''°'f'?7*^"***°°' " ''"^ ^«'«°' ^^^l-'de^ all elementsof cost but the retail cash cost of unmixed raw materials
The agricultural value of a fertilizer is based upon its power

to produce crops.
r"""=i

A commercial valuation does not necessarily bear any relation to

LTand tr°' '"'r.
'''' agricultural value is determined by th^

r^n th«
"""^

!" ^:^'^' ^''"^ *"« commercial value depends

th«ein
''^""'' '•''*'"^°^ constituents centred

^^tllTT^"- 'Z'^'T
"^^ ''"^•'" high commercial valuation andalso a high agricultural value for a particular soil and cn,p, and yetfor another sou and another crop, while its commercial valu^ relL

lt:srr"^^

^"'r
""-' ^ -»i--tiveiy^ :tzversely, a fert.Uzer having a low commercial value, may have a highor a low agncultural value according to the soil and crop t^ ^hiZIS applied

; or to summarize—
(«) The commercial value is determined by the cost of raw materials.
(b) The agncultural value depends upon crop-producing power.As an example the complete fertilizer, formula i, p.-,ge 154 containsnitrogen as nitric acid in nitrate of soda, as amm^nl^in suChate

"
ammonia, and as organic nitrogen in dried blood, dried ilsh and dilsolved bone meal. It is a fertilizer of high commercial value butVLagncultural value on a light soil planted to clover or other legumSoiS
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crop would be less than that of the mixture in formula iii, page 154.
The latter has a much lower commercial value, but its agricultural
value on a leguminous crop would be higher than the more costly
manure.

On a loam or clay soil, or, in fact, on any soil containing sufficient
natural stores of potash, or for a crop consuming nitrogen and phos-
phoric acid in abundance and potash moderately, the former fertilizer
would have a very high agricultural value. The latter has a compara-
tively low commercial value, but its agricultural value on a soil in
need of potash and on a crop of clover would be much higher than
the former. On a nitrogen-gathering crop its value would be
high, on a nitrogen-consuming crop its value would be low.

It is by the intelligent application of the simple principle underly-
ing what is here said that agricultural problems are to be solved, in so
far as they relate to soil fertilization and crop feeding. Plants, like
animals, must have their natural food, and whether that food is' sup-
plied by direct or indirect fertilization our practice and our theory are
coincident.

How TO Make Commercial Valuations.
Firsts of unmixed chemicals.

Nitrate of Soda.—Multiply the guaranteed per cent, of nitrate
of soda by 16.47, which gives the per cent, of nitrogen

; multiply the
per cent, of nitrogen thus obtained by the trade value of nitrogen in
the form of nitrates (for 1892 this is 15 cents per pound, see page 84) ;

then multiply the last result by 20, which gives the value per ton.

Example.—K nitrate of soda is guaranteed to be 95 per cent, pure
;

that is, the total impurities in it amount to 5 per cent.: 95 X 16.47 =
15.64 per cent, of nitrogen

; 15.64 X 15 (trade value for 1892) = 234
cents, or $2.34, value of nitrogen in 100 pounds

j $2.34 X 20 = $46.80»
value per ton.

Sulphate of Ammonia.—Multiply the per cent, of ammonia
by .8235, and then multiply the result by the trade value of nitrogen
in ammonia salts (17} cents for 1892) ; multiply the result by 20,
which gives the value per ton.

Example.—K manufacturer guarantees his sulphate of ammonia to
contain 22 per cent, of ammonia : 22 X .8235 = 18.12 per cent, of
nitrogen

; 18.12 X 17} = 317 cents, or $3.17 the value of nitrogen in

100 pounds of sulphate of ammonia
;
$3.17 X 20 = $63.40, value per

ton.

Sulphate of Potash.—Multiply the guaranteed per cent, of sul-
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phate of potash by .54
;
innltiply the result by the trade value for pot-

ash in high-grade sulphate (5} ceiita for 1892), and multiply the last
result by 20.

Example.-A high-grade sulphate of potash is guaranteed by the
manufacturer to contain 45 per cent, of sulphate of potash • 45 X 54- 24.30 per cent, of actual potash

; 24.30 X 5} = 134 cents, or $r34
the value of actual potash in 100 pounds of sulphate

; $1.34 X 20 =
^26.80, value per ton.

Muriate of Potash (Ohloride).-Multiply the guaranteed per
cent, of muriate (.blonde) by .63 ; then multiply the result by the

SsS ir '"^.P^f^f 'V*''
"""^ °' """"^^^ ("* '^'^P*' Po»»d for

1S92), and multiply the last result by 20.
^^am^fe--A muriate of potash is guaranteed to contain 80 per cent.

t,ZZu ^'^'T'^^)
= ^» X .63 = 50.40 per cent, of actual^tash

;

in 100 pounds of sulphate
; $2.27 X 20 = $45.40, value per ton

Second. How to make a commercial mluation of a fertilizer from a
guarantee-analysis as given by manufacturers

Hi'^r T'^r"!^
°^ guarantee-analysis as used by manufacturer

differ considerably in form, and the amount of each constituent isusually stated as being between two more or less widely varying limits

s^^wr'^'t '^ ^^-^'"^ -^-•^ - tl-e guaranteed^anaVsT t
nt„^. T^.° •

Ammonia, from 2 to 3 per cent.; available phos-phoric acid, 8 to 10 per cent.; insoluble phosphoric acid. 2 to 3 percent.
;

and potash, egual to 3 to 5 per cent. In estimating the valuattonfrom suchform of statement of analysis the lo.er numlers should b^always used, for the manufacturer is held legally only to the lowe^figures given in the guarantee. The per cent, tf nUrogen in the ^Ir

Tm i\ .^ "^^ ^ ^''""' '" t^e f<>™ of sulphate or muriate(ch oride) of potash. When the per cent, of oi^^nic "it^" "g^venmultiply the per cent, of nitrogen by the ti^e value Adopted fororganic nitrogen in mixed fertilizer. But if the nitrogenT£^t
oy 8^5, which will give the per cent, of actual nitrogen • then mnl.ply the result by the trade value for organic nitn>gen in mixed fe'

the guaranteed analysis ,s from 2 to 3 per cent As directed we takethe lower number, 2 per cent • 2 v «oqk i or
""^"*-'«°. ^e take

1.65 X 15i cents L ^sTlt^
" 165 per cent, of nitrogen

;

» *

•*•

f' *.

* •
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The per cent, of available phosphoric acid is guaranteed to be from

^ o ^l
"'°*-

= 8 X 7} cente = 60 cents. Insoluble phosphoric
acid : 2 X 2 cents = 4 cents.

"or"""*-

The guamnteed per cent, of potash is 3 to 5 per cent. But the
statement of analysis does not tell the form in which the potash is
present. All we know is that there is from 3 to 5 per cent, of actualpot^h «,nta,ned in the fertilizer, so we will give ourselves the benefit
of the doubt and assume the potash to be in the form of mnriat*
(chloride)

: 3 X 4J cents = 13J cents.

• ^Xr^^*',! *^ '"''"* •" *=*"*« "^ *'•*' n\tToe,n, available and
insoluble phosphoric acid, and potash. Add these together and thesum IS the value in cents of the total fertilizing constituents in 100
pounds of fertilizer. This sum multiplied by 20 gives the value in
cents of one ton.

Example

:

—

Nitrogen, 1.65X15}
Available phosphoric acid, 8X7}
Insoluble phosphoric acid, 2X2
Potash, 3>< 4} =

Total value of 100 pounds,

25.5 cents
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{h) To convert ammonia into an equivalent amount of nitrogen,
multiply the given amount of ammonia by .8235.

(c) To convert a guaranteed per cent, of nitrate of soda to an equiva-
lent of nitrogen multiply the per cent, of nitrate of soda by 16.47.

(d) To convert a guaranteed per cent, of sulphate of potash to an
equivalent of actual potash multiply the per cent, of sulphate by .54.

{e) To convert muriate (chloride) of potash to an equivalent amount
of actual potash, multiply the per cent, of muriate (chloride) by .63.

(/) To convert actual potash to an equivalent per cent, of sulphate
of potash, multiply the per cent, of actual potash by 1.85.

(g) To convert potash to an equivalent per cent, of muriat© (chlo-
ride) of potash, multiply the per cent, of actual potash by 1.585.
We now have the data for estimating the commercial values of fer-

tilizers from the guarantee-analyses as usually published by manu-
facturers. We may in a few moments calculate the comparative com-
mercial values of different trade-brands, and be governed in buying
by their actual commercial values and by the requirements of our
soil and the crops to be grown. Or, if we have an eye to saving from
twenty to thirty per cent, by mixing our own fertilizera during the
idle winter months, when we can usually buy agricultural chemicals
cheaper than at any other season of the year, we can now proceed
intelligently and prepare chemical manures containing just such per-
centages of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash, as soil and crop
requirements demand.

We ascertain the cheapest source of raw materials, estimate our
wants and buy for cash on guaranteed analyses. Or, better still, by
cooperating with several other farmers we purchase, at wholesale,
sufficient raw materials for our combined use. With a few hoes and
shovels, a good-sized ash-sieve, and an even bam floor we are ready for
work.

MixingrRaw Materials.—We proceed to spread the weighed raw
materials in thin layers on the bam floor, building them layer upon
layer to a height convenient for easy manipulation; then intimately
mix with hoes by working the piles over from the outward edge in-
ward, pass the mixed materials through the sieve, and having secured
an even admixture, store the finished materials away in bags or barrels
until needed for use.

Examples.-WQ want a complete high-grade fertilizer for general use,
and decide it shall contain from 4 to 5 per cent, of nitrogen, 8 to 9
per cent, of phosphoric acid, and from 6 to 7 per cent, of potash. In
making an approximate estimate of our wants we will take the higher

^ \\
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numbers given. Then for one ton we want-nitrogen 5 per cent, (or
5 pounds in each 100 pounds of fertilizer) X 20 = 100 pounds, phos-
phoric acid (available) 9 per cent. X 20 = 180 pomids, ^nd p(^tash 7
per cent. X 20 = 140 pounds.
The tables of analyses in the appendix have been carefully con-

sulted before purchasing and our raw materials have been bought upon
guaranteed analyses, are of good merchantable quality and are up to
the standard of guarantee. We ox)nclude to get our three essential
components from a variety of materials and proceed thus •-

Mater-
ial

Pounds.

200
250
100
350
800
200
100

Nitrate of soda
Sulphate of ammoni.i
Dried blood
Dissolved bone meal
Dissolved bone-black
Muriate ofpotash (chloride)
Sulphate of potash (high

grade)

NlTBO-
OEN.

Pounds.

Phosphoric Acid.
Pounds.

Avail-
able.

31.50
51.25

10.52

9.10

Insolu-
ble.

47.35

133.60

Total.

2000 Total quantities in one ton
Per cent, in one ton

102.37

5.11

180.95

9.04

1.91

14.24

2.40

1.91

61.59

136.00

Pot-
ash.

Pounds,

18.55

.92

104.92

38.60

199.50

9.97

143.52

7.17

Now let us suppose that out of these same materials we wish to make
a fertilizer containing from 1 to 2 per cent, of nitrogen, 6 to 8 per
cent, of phosphoric acid, and from 2 to 3 per cent, of potash. We have
four ingredients that supply nitrogen, namely, nitrate of soda, sul-
phate of ammonia, dried blood, and dissolved bone meal, and they
supply it in the three forms of nitric acid, ammonia, and organic nitro-
gen. We want from 20 to 40 pounds of nitrogen, 120 to 160 pounds
of phosphoric acid, and from 40 to 60 pounds of potash. In com-
pounding our formula we will take the higher number for nitrogen (40
pounds), and will take the nitrogen in about equal proportions

; that
is, 10 pounds of nitrogen from each of the four nitrogenous constitu-
ents. We begin with nitrate of soda, containing 15.75 pounds of nitro-
gen in each 100 pounds of the nitrate. Now, how many pounds of
nitrate of soda must we have to get 10 pounds of nitrogen? It is a
very simple calculation

;
since in 100 pounds there are 15.75 pounds of
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nitrogen there must be in 1 poundof nitrate of soda the one-hundredth
part of 15.75, or 0.1575 pounds of nitrogen.
To obtain, therefore, the requisite 10 pounds of nitrogen it is neces-

sary to take a^ many hundred pounds of nitrate of soda as 15 75 is
contiuned in 10, or,

•
^

10 - 0.1575 = 63.5 lbs. nitrate of soda.

iZ'^t"
a similar calculation for sulphate of ammonia, which con-tains 20.50 nitrogen :

—

10 -^ 0.2050 = 48.7 fts. sulphate of ammonia, or
simply take 50 pounds of this salt, which contains 10.25 pounds of nitro-gen. Like calculations for all the raw materials are made, and, afterestimating the required quantities for all the constituenU, we have-

Mater-
ial.

Pounds.

63i
50

100

400
515
100

45

1273J
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Thk Unit System.
In the wholesale fertilizer trade some raw materials are bought and

sold on the - unit system." The unit is 1 per cent., or 20 pounds
per ton.

'^

Thus, a lot of dried blood, containing 10.50 per cent, of nitrogen
equivalent to 12.75 per cent, of ammonia, is said to contain 12} unite

SrS 87?'
'^ ^''''^'^ '' ^"'^ ^' """'"'' ^ "^"^ ^'^^ """* '' ^^* X

A quotation of $1.50 per unit of available phosphoric acid means
«il.50 for each SO pounds contained in the material quoted

Illustration.^A manufacturer offers dissolved bone black, guaran-
teed to contain 16J unite of available phosphoric acid, at $1 50 nerunit

: 16J X $1.50 = $24.75 per ton.
^

Tbade Values of Fertilizing Ingredients in Chemicals and
Raw Materials.

Cents Feb Pound.

Nitrogen in ammonia salts.
"

''nitrates.,

^'fnd'bioor^^''
'"^ <iryand finrg;(;u;i"fi;h;m;;j,

Organic nitrogen in cott^n-^eedmeaUndVastorpom^^^^^

tf ,, ^^
°°6 ground bone and tankage..

.

.

tankage " ""^^^""^ **^°« ^""^

Organic nitrogen in medium* bone and 'tankage.*. !

.*.**"

u a u
®^y^® ^^^^ *"d tankage.. .

.'
.* .*

.'
.*

[

scrap..
" ^^^^' ^^^^ shavings, and coarse fish

Phosphoric acid, soluble in' 'water..
.'

1890

17

Ui

17
15

16^

n
ammonium citrate

tankage '.". .^'^' ^'^"°^ ^'^^ ^« ^«°«' ^^^

Phosphoric acid in *fine *m;dium biii'^id tankig;* '
*

*

" a u
^^^^^^ bone and tankage

"

p . , , . ,

coarse bone and tankaee

mllri«?«^'?^^•!?^^ '"'P^^^« ^°^ i° f«^°»« free frommunate (chlorides), in aahes, etc. .

.

Potash in kainit
" " muriate..

.

.\\\..\\\
Organic nitrogen in mixed *f©*rtiiiz*e'r8.'

.*

Insoluble phosphoric acid in mixed fertilizers*

1891

18^

14i

15i
15

15

13
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CHAPTER XI 7.

MATERIALS USED IN MAKING COMMERCIAL OR
CHEMICAL MANURES.

THOSE CONTAINING NITROGEN

offlT f°^^-^^^'>
"ific acid is formed by the chemical unionof two parte or eqmvalenfa of nitrogen with five equivalent« of oxygen

gas. This IS the chemical compound referred to by chemiste in

M-. • A -A
^"^^y^- The common nitric acid or aqua fortuNitnc Acid. IS a combination of pure nitric acid with water.

Nitrates are salts formed by replacine the hv-

iTete
""^ "'' ""' ""' '"^ "''•' ^«' "-'' Pot^W

noSh ",S°
"^ """" "^^ """* ^^"^ ^^ ^"^"'^ ""^at^^ of soda,potash, hme, magnesia, etc.

'

Nitrate of soda or Chili saltpetre occurs in vast deposits in the min-^ districte on the west coast of South America chiefly in P^^Chil, and Bolivia, from whence it is imported to this counlrv for^in chemical manufacture and in agriculture. As imported'into 7.
M> . ,. .

Umted States, nitrate of soda usually contains
Nitrate of Soda from fifteen to sixteen per cent, of nitrogen

Chili Saltpetre. T^^J'^''
r^rM<^ common salt, with which

and sodium sulphate it is often adulterated.
^" '^ "* 0"«e available as a direct fertill^^

arid being very soluble in water is the.fore liable tebwlEtm
soils. Whenever practicable it should be applied as a top dressin^t^growing crops, and if possible the dressings sLld be ghen Hwo Ithree successive rations.

cu m iwo or

Nitrate of soda is usually applied at the rate of from 100 to 200pounds per a.re on land pieviously dressed with farm-yard manui^To secu,^ an even dUtribution, the nitrate should L prevtolTy

tTf "!.*'' '^'^ *'*" *° ^^« P»^ of fine loam or sand
^

thes^? This^°,r" ^fj^'^^-^-^
nitmte of soda exhaustingthe soil. This IS all a mistake and is the outeome of incorrect «,ason

90

.i*
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ing. Nitrate of soda does not exhaust soils. It does promote the de-ve^pment of the leafy parts of plante, and its effects are at once
noticeable in the deep, rich green, and vigorous growth of crops. Thegrowth of plante is greatly stimulated by its use for the nitrate in

tZ,^ f,.''-^/''?^"''
"^ nitrogenous food to plants, imparts tothem a thrift and vigor which enables their roots to gather in the

shortest time the largest amount of other needed foods from a greater
suriace of surrounding soil. Nitrate of soda adds nothing of value tothe soil but nitric acid. The thirty-seven to forty per ^nt. of sod^which ,t contains is practically of no use to agricultural plants. Inthe increased crop obtained by its use there must necessarily be more
potash and phosphoric acid than would have been containe.1 in asmaller crop on which the nitrate of soda had not been used. The in-
creased consumption of phosphoric acid and potash is due to the in-
crease in the weight of the crop. The office of the nitrate is to
convert the raw materials of the soil into a crop ; or we obtain by its
use, as Dr. Griffiths has tersely said, "the fullest crop with the
gTMtest amount of profit, with the least damage to the land "
How Used.-On cereals nitrate of soda should be used alone ormixed with dry superphosphate and applied as a top dressing
On grass lands it may be appUed as a top dressing at the rate of

150 to 200 pounds per acre.

Sonie ofour most successful onion growers use nitrate of soda at the
rate offrom 500 to 700 pounds per acre, applying the nitrate in three
successive top dressings, the last ration being given when the crop is
about halfgrown.

^

Griffiths, in his "Treatise on Manures," gives the following formula
containing nitrate of soda for use upon Lmds that are clover-sick :—

Nitrate of soda, 2J hundredweight equals 280 pounds.Wood ashes, . .16 " " 1792 "
Gypsum, ... 4 ," " 443 (1

t(22i
" " 2520 • per acre.

For Potatoes (Griffiths' ** Treatise on Manures '0 :-
Nitrate of soda, 1 hundredweight equals 112 pounds.
Sulphate of soda, 1 " " 112 "

% 224 per acre.

From what is known of the fertilizing action of nitrate of soda, the
following conclusions may be safely drawn, viz. :—

First. The nitrate of «oda is, in most cases, a reliable manure for
7
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cereals, roots, and grasses, increasing the yield over other nitrogenous
manures.

Second. Many crops grown with nitrate of soda mature from one to
two weeks earlier than when grown with other nitrogenized manures.

Third. The best results are obtained by applying the nitrate to crops
in fractional top dressings during the active stages of growth.

Fourth. Crops grown with nitrate of soda generally have a higher
feeding value than those grown with other forms of nitrogen.

Fifth. Crops grown with nitrate of soda seem to resist the attacks
of parasitic organisms better than those grow^n without its aid.

Sixth. Nitrate of soda does not exhaust the land.

Nitrate of Potash, known in chemistry as potassium nitrate,
and commonly called saltpetre, is a valuable fertilizer both for the
nitrogen and the potash which it contains. It occurs as an efflores-
cence on the soils of several hot countries, notably India, Egypt, Chili,
and Peru. This substance was once used to some extent as a fertilizer,
but the supply is now limited and the price so high, owing to its great
demand in the manufacture of gunpowder, that it can no longer be
used with profit in compounding manures.
Ammonia is a compound formed by the chemical union of nitrogen

and hydrogen. It is a very unstable, dark-blue liquid possessing a
metallic lustre

;
its compounds closely resemble

Ammonia. those of the alkali metals, potassium and sodium.
The chief source of ammonia compounds used in

agriculture is the ammonia obtained by the distillation of coal in
making illuminating gas; it is also a bye f)roduct in coke-making.

Doctor Priestley first separated ammonia in the gaseous state in 1774.
Scheele, in 1777, discovered that it contained nitrogen, and Bei-tholet
ascertained its true composition in 1785.

Atmospheric Ammonia.—Ammonia occurs in minute propor-
tions in the atmosphere in the forms of carbonate and nitrate, and in
these forms is readily washed down in the rains, and fixed in the soil
for the use of plants. Atmospheric ammonia is also absorbed by the
leaves of plants, but the amount in the air is always very small, and
the power of the leaves to appropriate the ammonia of the atmosphere
is not believed to greatly influence the growth of vegetation. Florists
and market gardeners take advantage of this power of the leaves of
plants to absorb ammonia

;
by placing small lumps of carbonate of

ammonia upon the steam pipes of greenhouses and conservatories the
ammonia is volatilized and a vigorous growth promoted.
Chloride of Ammonia or Sal Ammoniac wao first obtained from

v>

•<.;*
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the vicinity of the temple of the Egyptian deity, Jupiter Ammon, in

.leriv!:, Tk7 f ,*"' '^""' '*"""""''* ^ «"PP°^ ^ have beendenved. Chlonde of ammonia Is produced in Egypt and the East,rom the soot formed in the burning of camels' dung. Egypt is believed
to have been the countryr in which sal ammoniac was fiist manufactured

VeneHZ
"^ " ""^ introduced into European commerce by the

Sulphate of Ammonia is one of the most concentrated formsm which ammonia can be applied to crops. This salt is prepared in
large quantities from the ammoniacal liquors of gas-works. Sulphate
of ammonia, like nitrate of soda, is a most active and directly available
plant-tood, stimulating both a vigorous growth of foliage and nwt
development and enabling plants to collect in the shortest time other
essential food elements from the soil.

On cereals, tobacco, potatoes, turnips, and root crops generally, it is
used with great success. Its effects are most noticeable on loamy and
clayey soils

;
on limestone soils sulphate ofammonia should not be usedThe action of the lime of the soil is to liberate gaseous ammonia^

much of which escapes into the atmosphere and is lost. On limestone
soils nitrate of soda should be used as a source of nitrogen.M ViUe, in his formulas, recommends the use of from 260 pounds
to 354 pounds of sulphate of ammonia per acre, on grains

; and for the
valuable agricultural grasses about 175 pounds per acre, applied as a
top dressing after the early spring growth has fairly begun
Both the chloride and the sulphate of ammonia have been recom-

mended for steeping the seeds of cereaU before planting, to hasten
germination and to insure a better early and aftei^rowth.
Ammoniacal or gas-liquor is an impure solution of carbonate

and acetate of ammonia, together with minute quantities ofammonia in
combination with sulphur and cyanogen. The amount of ammonia in
gas hquor is variable, but it is always a safe rule to dilute it with
about five times its bulk of water before sprinkling upon growing
crops, which is best done by means of a water cart. It is a valuable
manure for cereals, grasses, potatoes, and turnips. Ammoniacal liquormay be mixed with absorbent materials, like fine charcoal, saw-dust
peat muck, ete

,
and then, if dissolved bone meal or superphosphate

IS added, an excellent complete manure is obtained, which may be
spread broadcast or used in the drill. At those seasons when ammoni-
acal hquor should not be applied to the soil a very rich compost can bemade by saturating about three thousand pounds of straw with one
thousand gallons of the liquor and covering the mass with peat or
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loam. A violent oxidation takes place in which the temperature rises

above 212° F., with the evolution of much carbonic acid and watery
vapor. At the end of thirty days the mass should be carefully forced
over and covered with fresh peat or loam.

When the fermentation is well managed a rich compost is obtained.
(See illustration opposite.)

With a view to storing the nitrogen of ammoniacal liquor from the
manufacture of gas, experiments by De VogUfe at Cosne {Compt. Rend.,
115, 1892, No. 1) are of great practical interest from the fact that they
indicate a convenient means of utilizing ammoniacal liquors in the
vicinities of small cities. In these experimenta straw and the ammoni-
acal liquor were used in about the proportions we have suggested, and
the experiments were conducted in an apparatus which permitted the
temperature to be observed and the evolved gases to be analyzed. At
the beginning a violent oxidation took place, the temperature rising
above 212° F., with the evolution of carbonic acid and copious amounts
of watery vapor. The intensity of reaction reached the culminating
point on the thirteenth day, but the evolution of carbonic acid con-
tinued with decreasing activity to the end of the-operation, which was
complete in about four and one half months. The mass had decreased
in weight a little more than one third. It presented the appearance
of half-rotted black manure. (See Experiment Station Record Vol
IV, No. 3, 1892.)

Guano consists of the consolidated excrement of marine birds •
it

has accumulated through long periods of time, and has undergone
slow decomposition by which a very complex
chemical composition has been produced. The
^^"^^ guanos have been found in rainless regions

and on barren granitic islands in tropical or sub-tropical sea«i. In the
old Peruvian language guano signified dung. The modem term is
from huano, a name given to guano by the Spanish conquerors of Peru
The ancient Peruvians used guano in the culture of their arid soils

for centunes before its uses were known to Europeans, and protected
by severe penal laws, the sea-fowl which deposited it on the granitic
islands of their coasts

; under the government of the Incas the destruc-
tion of these birds was punishable by death.
Alexandervon Humboldt firstobserved the vast deposits of guano in

Peru in 1804, and its importance in agriculture was soon afterward
made known to the world by him.

.^^'"''^^'^ ^"^^ imported into the United States at Baltimore, in
1832, and in that and succeeding years was used by the planters of

Guano.

c./'

*. A'
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Maryland and of other Southern States. It was introduced into Eng-
land by the Earl of Derby in 1841 ; in the next few years the general

introduction of guano into the markets of the world gave a most power-

ful impetus to agriculture.

The Ohincha Islands ^uano was the best introduced into com-
merce. It came from a group of islands of granitic formation in the

rainless region on the coast of Peru, where it had accumulated for

ages until the deposits varied in thickness from 75 to 200 feet. The
percentage of nitrogen in the best Chincha Island guano ranged from
fifteen to seventeen per cent. Nearly twenty-five per cent, ofthe entire

weight of this guano was phosphate of lime, equivalent to about twelve

per cent, of phosphoric acid. It was a complete fertilizer, rich in

nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash. The supply of Chincha Island

guano is now practically exhausted. Peruvian guano is still imported
from other groups of islands on the Peruvian coast, but it lacks the

high excellence of that brought from the Chincha Islands a quarter of

a century ago.

The guano, as now imported into New York, averages from seven
to eight per cent, of nitrogen, twelve to fifteen per cent, of phosphoric

acid, and from two to three per cent, of potash.

Bolivia, Chili, Patagonia, Curacoa, Cuba, the Ichaboe Islands, and
many islands of tropical and sub-tropical seas, export guano ; but while
all these manures have the same general origin, they are greatly infe-

rior to the old Peruvian guano.

Two kinds of guanos are found in commerce :
—

(1) Nitrogenous guanos, of which that from the Chincha Islands was
the best type.

(2) Phosphatic guanos, or those which have lost all or nearly all of
their nitrogen and potash by exposure to storms.

Nitrogrenous ^uano is a very complex manure. It contains

phosphate, carbonate, urate, and oxalate of ammonia, free uric acid,

guanin, and various nitrogenized organic matters in small quantity.

It is, indeed, the most complicated of all known fertilizers and is the
most like animal manures in its action upon crops. Nitrogenous guano
is an excellent manure for cereals, potatoes, and all root crops. It

should be used at the rate of from 250 to 350 pounds per acre, with
half the usual quantity of farm-yard manure. On winter grains about
125 pounds should be applied when the seed is sown, and the re-

mainder in the spring.

The guano from the Ichaboe Islands, on the southwest coast of
Africa, is one of the best nitrogenous guanos now obtainable. It cou-

"*»
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sists of the fresh excreta of sea-fowl, collected by the inhabitants and
stored in vats to prevent loss of nitrogen. Ichaboe Island guano con-
tains from nine to twelve per cent, of nitrogen, and from twenty to
twenty-two per cent, of phosphate of lime.

Nitrogenous guano is not a reliable fertilizer on dry, arid soils ; it
should be used on lands well supplied with moisture during the period
of growth, and is, therefore, more certain in its fertilizing action on
clays and moist loams. In dry seasons and on dry, sandy soils guano
is liable to fail. The nitrogenous guano now sold does not equal that
J>f twenty-five or thirty years ago. It is probably a sophisticated
article, and may consist of varying grades of real guano mixed with
sulphate of ammonia and other materials.

One of the very best ways of using nitrogenous guano is in the form
of concentrated compost. The guano should be in a fine, powdery
condition before admixture with peat, muck, or farm-yard manure.

Concentrated Guano Composts.

I.

Nitrogenous guano, 500 pounds.
Dry muck or peat (weathered and free from
lumps), XOOO "

Compost in thin layers, and moisten each layer with liquid manure
or water. Over the completed compost sprinkle a good coat of fine
muck, peat, or land- plaster. Sow broadcast in the spring at the rate
of from 1200 to 1600 pounds per acre.

II.

Nitrogenous guano, 600 pounds.
Farm-yard manure, (joo '*

Peat, muck, or loam (dry and fine), ! 800 "

2000 "

Compost and use as in I. Guano composts should be made under
sheds and carefully protected from exposure to storms.

These formulas furnish complete manures in forms that give excel-
lent results on a great variety of soils. The quantities here given per
acre are those usually applied by intelligent farmers. Much larger
quantities may be used with profit; in fact, in high farming it is no
uncommon practice to use these concentrated composts at the rate of
from one to one and a half tons per acre. They are the best forms in
which to apply guano to sandy soils.
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Rectified Guano.—Guano as now sold is usually treated with
sulphuric a^id before reaching the farmer, and is advertised by im-
porters and manufacturers as ''Dissolved '» or ''Reciified '' guano
The idea originated in treating with acid guano which had been

damaged by contact with sea^water, with a view to seUing the product
aa super-phosphate of lime. The fertilizer thus obtained proved of
such excellent quality that the pra<^tice of rectifying guano, or rather
ot treating it with acid, has become common among importers The
manurial action of rectified guano is quicker than with that which has
not been treated with acid. The calcium phosphate and guanin are
rendered soluble and the ammonia is converted into sulphate of
ammonia, a compound that is still soluble and not liable io waste bv
keeping. •'

Bat guano is the accumulated excreta of vast numbers of batsand IS usually found in caves and caverns. According to Dr Voelcker
bat guano contains nitrogen in three separate forms, viz., first as
organic matter; second, as ammonia salts

; and third, in the form' of
mtiuf«s. It also contains over si.v per cent, of phosphoric acid and
twelve per cent, of Ume. Considerable J>at guano is sent into commerce
irom Texas.

Substitutes for Guano.
The late Prof. J. F. W. Johnson, f. e. s., recommended the follow-mg substitute for guano :—

Hz?H'p''^**' • • • • • • • • • loo'ss'^''"^.^*-U)mmon salt, 100 " •< *«

Sodium sulphate, ....*. \i a u u
Wood ashes (unleached), ..'.'.'**

20 '' •" »*

The following is given by Dr. Griffiths, ('^ Treatise on Manures ").—
Bone dust, . . 01 c i

Pearl ash 20 pounds or* wood ashes,
*

* 80
^" ^' '^''•

Common salt,
! 80 '' ** ''

Sulphate of ammonia, ...... 100 ** '* <<

Sulphate of soda, on " «< «<

Nitrate of soda, ....!.!!.** 25 *' *« ''

Sulphate of magnesia (crude), \ [ [ . 50 - u a

Phosphatio Guano (see next chapter).
Blood in ite natural state is a quick-acting manure containing about

eighty per cent, of water, two and a half to four
uiood. per cent, of nitrogen and fractional parts of one per

cent, of phosphoric acid and alkali salts. When

• %

y ^

» 4

* •.
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diluted with from ten to twelve times its bulk of water fresh blond i«

Tntritr"' "''-^ '-' '-'- ^«
-"«"es^

^

The blood of animals slaughtered upon the farm, or that to be had

liZ, r£wi:i'""'^^'
"^^'^ ^-""'^ ^—«^ ^^^'^e - o?

In a trough or shallow box thoroughly mix the blood with about fiveper cent^of Its weight ofdry. fr^hly slaked lime, and coverl^e mil!ure with a thin layer of lime. This mixture, when diy, can beWor a long time without appreciable change. ll may be a^^lied direetfyto the land, or used in the compost heap.
"irecuy

«owd.?/''"'' ^T'" "'°'^'* "*^ ^"*» peat-ashes and chai«,alpowder for use on the wheat and turnip crops, using about eight busheJof peat-ashe, and charcoal powder to fifty gallons of blood.

(ac5 ^7J,
?^'"-«"^"**-I>«l'^l'arlonny, by means ofacid ferric sulphate

i manual
transformed blood into a solid and inodor-

Dried blood is a highly concentrated nitrogenous manure whichyields ammonia and nitric acid by gradual decomposition in the soilIt ,s a good manure for all nitrogen-consuming crops, and is effectiveon all soils, but is especially soon lands that are light, poor, and sandy
Practically the dried blood of commerce is a mixture\Z otheranimli

twTurt'tv!f
*" '""'"• '^'•^'^ "'^ *i«''»*y i* --*--« -bouttwelve to thirteen per cent, of moisture, ten to eleven per cent of

nitrogen, one to one and one-half per cent, of phosphoric acid, andabout three-fourths of one per cent, each of potash and lime
The ash of dried blood contains (Griffiths) :—

Sodium phosphate, ^«^
Calcium and magnesium phosphates, 410
Iron oxide, T * x^ t fi.iy

'* phosphate, / 8.28
Sodium chloride (common salt). kq q^
Potassium **

^' ^^'^^

Calcium "
, \ \

^-^^

Gypsum and loss, . .
' * ?'^

' 1.45

100.00

Cotton Seed.-The whole seed, as separated from the fibre,
contains on an average, per ton, about one thou-Cotton Seed, sand pounds of hulls and the same quantity of
kernels. From the latter about three hundred
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pounds of oil and seven hundred pounds of the pressed meal may
be obtained.

The pressed cake is dried and ground after the oil has been removed,
and, when used with judgment, is a highly valuable food for farm
animals. When fed to cattle, nearly all the fertilizing value is retained
in the manure. Cotton seed meal in a damaged condition is sometimes
offered in the market at prices much below its manurial value. It is
a complete fertilizer, decomix)sing rapidly in the soil, and is in excel-
lent form for plant-food. When it can be purchased for $20 per ton or
less, it is a cheap manure. Decortorated cotton seed meal contains
alwut seven per cent, of nitrogen, three per cent, of phosphoric acid
and nearly two per cent, of potash.

*

Castor bean pomace is a waste product in the manufacture of
oil from the castor bean. It contains from five to five and one- half per

cent, of nitrogen, one and one half to two per cent.

^
Poma^r" ^^ Phosphoric acid, and one to one and one-half

per cent, of potash. By many plantere, castor
pomace is believed to have a particularly favorable

effect on the quality of the tobacco leaf.

Fertilizers from Refuse Animal Matter.
Azotin and Ammonite (cracklings) are names given to prepara-

tions made from refuse animal matter, and are, practically, the same
thmg, being the meat and membrane from which the fat has been
extracted at pork-packing and rendering establishments. They con-
tain from ten to eleven per cent, of nitrogen and from three to three
and one-half per cent, of phosphoric acid.

Tankage is the dried and ground meat, entrails, and other refuse
of the slaughter-houses. These materials are steamed in tanks to

remove the fat, and the residue is dried and
Tankage. ground into a kind of flesh-meal. Tankage when

in good merchantable condition contains from ten
to twelve per cent, of water, about seven per cent, of nitrogen and ten
per cent, of phosphoric acid.

Fish Guano, Fish Scrap, Fish-meal, Fish-chum -A
highly nitrogenous manure, under these various names, is now lar^elv
used by the manufacturers of artificial fertilizers for mixing with suner-
phosphates. ^

Prof. Storer says of this material : -There can be no question that
farmers should buy this cheap material directly from the fishermen
and use it as such, i, c, under its own name, instead of paying a com^

y
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paratively high price for it, as is now often done after it has been ad-
mixed with superphosphates. I have myself found fish scrap to serve
extremely well, as a substitute for barnyard manure, when used in
conjunction with wood ashes or other potassic fertilizers. '»

The article usually sold in the European markets is made chiefly
from the refuse of the large curing factories, and consists of the bones,
heads, and offal that accumulate at the Norwegian cod fisheries.

The American fish scrap or fish guano is a by-product in the manu-
facture of oil from menhaden. These fish are taken in vast quantities
along our coast for the oil which they contain, and after the extraction
of the oil the chum is reduced to a fine, dry meal, and is sold as
fish guano, or is used by the manufacturers of artificial manures for
mixing with superphosphates.

Norwegian fish scrap, according to Arendt, contains :—

Moisture, ^''^''*-

Nitrogen
! . ! ! ! 10^

Phosphoric acid,
. ! 4

Organic matter, .......!. 12
Ashes, ' * j2

The European manufacturers prepare a complete fertilizer by mixing
the German potash salts with the Norwegian fish guano.

Griffiths recommends a manure of this composition, containing 5.5
per cent, of nitrogen, eleven per cent, of phosphates, and eight per
cent, of potash, per acre, on cereals, roots, and leguminous crops, to be
applied at the rate of 560 pounds per acre, sown broadcast and har-
rowed into the soil before sowing the seed in autumn or the early
spring

;
and on pasture or graas land from 280 to 480 pounds per acre,

to be sown broadcast during showery weather.
For potatoes, celery, cabbage, mustard, asparagus, radishes, lettuce,

and tobacco the same author recommends the use of from 560 to 780
pounds per acre.

The waste materials of woolen and cloth mills contain varying per-
centages of nitrogen, sometimes ranging from five to nine per cent. When
treated with sulphuric acid these waste materials form soluble manures.

A considerable part of their nitrogen is also ren-

Shoddy and dered soluble by superheated steam (Dr. Peter-
Woolen Waste, mann). After evaporating the resulting liquid to

dryness, a brown residue is obtained that is almost
entirely soluble in water, and that has been found to be an excellent
manure for beets, hops, and wheat. Perhaps the easiest way to con-
vert woolen waste into manageable form for manure would be to digest
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the materials in sulphuric a<jid for two or three months and to com-
post the product with finely ground phosphate rock.
Hoof and horn meal, hair, leather-waste, and feathers

are all rich in nitrogen. Hair, feathers, horn shavings, and leather-
waste are of less value than most animal matters, owing to their nitro-
gen being in forms that are not easily made available for crops.

\f

y':

CHAPTER XV.

MATERIALS USED IN MAKING ARTIFICIAL OR
CHEMICAL MANURES.

THOSE CONTAINING PHOSPHATES.
The bones of animals are composed of two distinct and very unlike

substances. One of these forms the hard, earthy
Bones. framework of the skeleton and consists mostly of

calcium phosphate
; the other, a soft, jelly-like

substance, called ossein, is composed of nitrogenous matter, which
completely interpenetrates the solid, animal frame.

If a bone is soaked in dilute hydrochloric acid the earthy part will in
time, be dissolved, and there will be left a tough, elastic mass of ani-
mal matter containing much nitrogen. On the other hand, if the bone
18 burned until all the organic matter has been converted into gaseous
products, and these have passed off into the air, a white, earthy resi-
due, known as hone-ash ox phosphate of lime, will remain.
Bone-ash is but little used as a manure. The nitrogen of bones is

lost in combustion, and the chief constituent of the
Bone-ash. ash is an insoluble phosphate of lime (insoluble

calcium phosphate) equivalent to from thirty to
thirty-five per cent, of phosphoric acid.

When applied to the land bone-ash is probably dissolved by the car-
bonic acid water of the soil, and, afl«r having entered into combina-
tion with other mineral constituents, is finally taken up by the roots
of plants.

Bones are used to some extent as fuel on the treeless plains of
South America, whence the ash is imported into the United States
and England. On most soils the fertilizing action of bone-ash is
inferior to that of grround bone; the former is little used in this
oountry except in making superphosphates.

Ground bone is a highly nitrogenized manure. It contains not
only the earthy or mineral constituents of bones, but also the ossein,

109
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Which speedily decomposes in soils containing an abundance of potash,
yielding ammonia and other nitrogenous corn-

Ground Bone, pounds at once available for crops. The products
of this decay, carbonic acid, ammonia, ete., also

act as solvents of the mineral parts of bones and of other plant foods
present in the soil. Ground bone is known by various names, as hone
dust, hone flour, and hone meal, according to the degree of fineness to
which it is ground.

Ground bone should contein from 3 to 4 per cent, of nitrogen and
from 20 to 25 per cent of phosphoric acid. It is liable to be adulter-
ated with ground rock phosphate, ground oyster shells, coal ashes
gypsum, ete. '

Before grinding bones are usually boiled or submitted to the action
of steam to remove objectionable fatty substances which make grinding
difficult and retard decomposition in the soil. Bone meal often fails
on diy soils and on stiff, wet clays. It is most serviceable mixed withpoteh manures on soils - neither too light and dry, nor too close andwet (Storer). Bone meal is much used for tobacco, turnips, potatoes,

fion f rnn'"'^'- .
^'' *^''' ''"P'^ ^* "^^^ ^^ "^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^te of fn>m

600 to 1000 pounds per acre, intimately mixed with from 25 to 40
bushels of unleached wood-ashes.
Raw bone meal contains the natural fat or oil of bones. This

[rthetoil''
""'' ^ ^^''''^ """"^ ^"''^''"^ *^^ decomposition of bone meal

Dissolved Bone.-When bone or ground bone is treated with
sulphuric acid a product is obtained known as dissolved hone, acid
phosphate, or superphosphate.

By the action of the acid the insoluble phosphate of lime is con-verted mostly into soluble form which is immediately available forgrowing crops. Dissolved bone also contains some insoluble phos-
phates, and someof the phosphate rendered soluble by the acid in time
reverts to a less soluble form. (Reverted phosphate of lime )Bone-black, also known as hone-eharcoal and hone eoal We havealready seen that when bones are burned in the open air a whiteinsoluble residue, called bone-ash, is obtained. Bu^ when b okenbones are submitted to destructive distillation, that is, are raised to a

ilfw't '^"'" 7 "^'" "' "'"^' '^^"^ "^^^^ *^« -- i« excluded,
gas, water, oily and tarry matters, ammoniacal and other pmductsar^

Bon. hi..i.
^""'^^"^

""^ ^'''"' *^^ ^°^' ^^ile bone-blackBone-black. remains in the retort. This consists of insoluble
phosphate of lime intimately admixed with car-
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bon or charcoal. Fresh bone-black is a very porous substance and has
the remarkable power of decolorizing liquids. It is used in enormous
quantities for removing the coloring matter from raw or brown su<rars
and for purifying chemicals. After a time bone-black ceases to be
effective in clarifying liquids, and the spent black is then sold to the
fertilizer manufacturers.

By treating the spent bone-bla<?k with sulphuric acid dissolved hone-
hlack is obtained, which is a highly valuable phosphatic fertilizer, con-
taming from 15 to 25 per cent., and in some instances 30 per cent, of
phosphoric acid.

'

The Reduction of Bones on the Farm.
Many methods for decomposing bones by means of acid, potash salts

wood ashes, and lime have been published from time to time, but evei^
process is troublesome and none can be commended as without fault •

unless the decomposition is carefully conducted there is a very consid-
erable loss of nitrogen. From the experience of those who have given
the subject much practical study, it appears that the reduction of bone
on the farm is accomplished with greater certainty and economy by
the aid of the caustic alkalies, potash and lime, than by the use of sul-
phuric acid.

Prof S. W. Johnson's method for the reduction of whole bone is as
follows: ''Arrange a circular layer of bones, closely laid, on a bed of
loam a foot thick, under shelter

; wet them from a watering-pot, and
sprmkle them over with wood ashes, enough to fill all the chinks

;

then give a coat of gypsum
;
put upon that a few inches of muck or

loam, adding all along as much water as will moisten the earth and
ashes, but not more than the mass can readily absorb

; then place
another layer of bones, with ashes, gypsum, loam, or muck, and water
as before, until the heap is built up several feet ; finally cover with
loam, and keep moist by adding water from time to time, but not
enough to run away from the bed. When the bones are sufficiently
softened, mix well together with the loam used on the bed, and cover
with loam."

The following method given by Prof/ Storer (" Agriculture, '> Vol. I,
page 256) is said to have originated in Russia :

'' In a trench three or
four feet deep wood ashes and whole bones are piled in alternate
layers, ea<;h about six inches thick. The lowest and uppermost layers
are of ashes, and each layer of ashes is saturated with water as soon as
it has been laid. Upright stakes are set in the trench at intervals of
about three feet at the beginning, and they are withdrawn after eight

;3iafefm'A^'
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Klf

Fermenting
Whole Bones
with Horse
Manure.

or ten days' fme. Into the holes which the stakes have left enoughwater IS poured to saturate anew the ashes. At the end of two .nonthtwhen the bones have become considerably softened, the heap shouldbe thrown over moistened, and allowed to ferment anew ; and t^Sprocess should be repeated at intervals, as often as may be neededF.ve months in all. and perhaps three forkings over, will be sufficientto reduce the bones so completely that only some f^^gments wi 1fmaSof the largest head and thigh bones. These will naturally be™2aside to be thrown into the next heap that is made "
Permentlner Whole Bones with Horse Manure.-A Ger-

man method is as follows: "Soak the bones in
water for several days, then pack them in a dun^-
pit layer by layer with horse manure, taking care
to moisten each layer with the water in which the
bones have been soaked, and with other water as
well.

"Each layer of bones should be about three inches thick and the
J^e. of hor^e manure twelve inches thick. The heap is toppedtuh

tnrl fi!T '°^''^o°
'""''*^' ^''^ ^""^ ^'» ^ educed and the mix-ture fit for use. " (Storer's " Agriculture, " Vol. I, page 253 ) tL fl^owing modification of this receipt ha« been founi efl-ectualonfsma

,'

tT1 ^ r'"''
'""^ ^'^ *^" ^^y' '"^ - ^t^-g solution ofZZ

ZZ^i r " ^' "'^^ ''•"" wood-ashes. Then inteist^tify tl
ft! 1 f

"''°"'" "^ ^'"^*^^ '*'^^«- Moisten each l^yer wUh
manl Tvl ';Tf "'^''"^ *'^ ^''-' ^"'^ -"'' water or i^: Jrnanure. Cover the top layer with a foot of loam, peat, or muck andspread over this a layer of damp gypsum. This metho^lTsZtk one

vXriX" " ^°- '- -'^^-«' - ^^^ ^arTTd in^

WalderdorfT recommends the following method for disint««^fin„whole bones by means of quicklime :
" Ordinar?bones 1^^^been neither boiled nor broken are spread out^nXersix inch'^deep, and covered fiist with a layer of quicklime of equaldepth Idthen with a laver of loam ofi.«. _• -7 ,

* ^4">«i ueptn, ana

firet series n,Trt>l\; ? "''''' layers are piled above thefirst series until the heap has been built up to a convenient size, when

R.^ • o
»' •^"'^^^el with a thick layer of earth. Holes

wUh"l5i™r" T . r P'"''"'* '" ^^^ '^P ""1 water poured inwith Lime. to sUke the lime. As much lime is tak^ as^°
. „ , ,u.

amount to about twice the bulk of the bones Aheap of this sort, which contained some eight thousand j^Z ot
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f

^>

all sorts of bones, remained very hot for eight weeks, and in active
fermentation

;
the heat coming not only from the action of the water

upon the lime^ but from the action of the lime upon the bones. When
the fermentation ceases the bones are said to be found in a brittle,
friable condition, and the heap is finally shoveled over in order to mix
the materials. '» (Storer's "Agriculture," Vol. I, pages 257-259.)
When bones are treated with sulphuric acid the insoluble calcium

phosphate, as previously explained, is converted
Reduction of into soluble form, so that growing crops may make

Bone with Acid, ^g^ ^f the phosphoric acid at once. The bones are
ground to a powder and then treated with sul-

phuric acid (oil of vitriol) of the specific gravity of 1.66.

We do not advocate the reduction of bones by the use of acid on the
farm. The process offers no advantages over the use of the caustic
alkalies,—lime, and potash, and the risks of accidents are immeasur-
ably greater. We give the following simple directions for the use of
those who prefer home-made superphosphate :

—

Construct a stout wooden trough
; six feet wide, two to 2} feet deep,

and of any desired length, coat the inside with pitch, or line with sheet
lead (the latter is preferable).

On the bottom of this trough place a layer of bones broken into small
pieces, and over them pour one-third of their weight of pump or spring
water. To these add, very cautiously, sulphuric acid equal to one-
half the weight of the bones. The contents of the trough are then
thoroughly mixed with a long-handled wooden spade, and the mass is

allowed to stand for three or four hours. The contents of the trough
may then be removed to a manure pit or other sheltered receptacle,
and covered with finely ground South Carolina rock or Thomas phos-
phate. At the expiration of six to eight weeks, if the mass is not suffi-

ciently dry for handling, add enough finely ground mineral phosphate
to make the product manageable and apply to the land.

Bone Meal and Wood-Ashes.— ** Take one ton of bone meal
and five barrels of hard wood-ashes, mix thoroughly in a water-tight
tank and fill with water, all that will soak in. Let this mixture stand
at least two weekSj and keep wet.

'^Do Not Let It Dry.^-At the end of two weeks mix the above with
twice its bulk of muck and loam in equal parts Mix very thoroughly
by machinery and pile in a heap to dry. Do not let it dry enough to

Jieat, and keep it from the air as much as possible.

"

This formula is taken from the * 'Annual Report of the Maine State
College Agriculture Experiment Station for 1889." The same report

8
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places the stiition valuation of this mixture at $8.24 per ton; but as

the station valuation is usually about twenty per cent, less than the

actual selling price of reliable factory-made superphosphates, it is con-

ceded that the price of the article in question should be about $10
per ton. This fertilizer is sold by the manufacturer at his factory for

$20 per ton cash.

The analysis as made by the Maine Experiment Station is :

—

Moisture, 20.97
Nitrogen, 81
Phosphoric acid, soluble,

** *' insoluble, 2.94" '* reverted, 2.04
Potash, 38

A fair estimate of price is made by the Maine Station, thus :

—

Bone-meal, 2000 pounds, costing $35 00
Ashes (5 barrels or 15 bushels,
about 600 pounds), 600 *' ''

3 75
Muck, loam, and water, . . . .6500 *' '*

9100 '* * 38 75
Selling price of 9000 pounds (4J tons), at $20 per ton, 90 00

Difference between cost of bone-meal and ashes and
selling price of fertilizer, $51 25

Can the farmer afford to pay a difference of over $50 for having
these materials treated and mixed when he can do the work just as
well himself?

Phosphatic Guano. —Although in the phosphatic guanos the
nitrogen compounds and the potash which they originally contained

have been washed out by the rains, much of the
Phosphatic Guano, phosphoric acid is in a form that can be more

readily dissolved by the roots of plants and by the
carbonic acid water of the soil than is the case with many of the finely-

ground rock-derived phosphates. Phosphatic guanos, when finely

powdered, do excellently for moist grass lands and in soils rich in

humus, and are also excellent materials for working into composts or
manure heaps. But the phosphatic guanos, ofwhich the Jarves, Baker,
and Rowland Islands are types, are rarely applied directly to the soil.

They are chiefly valuable for the phosphate of lime which they contain,
and are used almost altogether in the manufacture of superphosphates.
Phosphatic rock and South Carolina rock are names by

t

mxf
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which mineral phosphates are most commonly known in the United

States. Vast natural deposits ofmineral phosphates

nosphates. Florida. Two varieties abound in these States
;

fhA «.-.* *!,*•. .
*^^/"' '« J^nowi as river rock phosphate, fromthe fact that ,t is found in the beds of rivers and under the mudaccumulations of swamps. It is of a shining giay or bluish-black-

color and veiy hard, but is easily ground, andVn mak^a gSquality of phosphatic manure.
^

n^r^JLT"^ ?™*^' '^""'^ '""'' '"''* ''' landphospkate, is formed inperforated nodular masses of a light fawn or grayish-yeUow color.
The river rock contains flx,m twenty-five to twenty eight per centof phosphonc acid and from thirtyflve to forty-five per cent, of limeand small quantities of iixm, magnesia, soda, silica, alumina, ete.

'

The land rock contains from twenty-two to twenty-six per cent, ofphosphonc acid, thirty-five to thirty-seven per cent, of lime, and small
quantities of the other minerals found in the river lock.
Th^e phosphatic rocks are always found in nodular (egg or kidney

shaped) form, and the nodules vaiy in size from several feet to the
fn«:tional part of an inch in diameter. In these deposits are contained
the accumulated fossil remains of land and marine animals, whichhave undergone a long series of geological changes involving great
transformations even in the mineral constituents themselves
The nodular masses break easily and are ground to a fine powder

before being subjected to the action of acid in making commercial
lertihzers. When ground to an extremely fine powder mineral phos-
phates are called floats, and in that condition are sometimes used ontne land without being treated with acid.
Basic Slag Phosphate or Thomas Slag.-This new sourtie

Basic Slae Phos f P^*^*'^*'™ '^'^ is a waste, or bye-product, inci-

phate. or Thomas *" ""* nianufacture of pure Bessemer steel

Slag. ^y ;what is known in metallurgical science as the
basic process.

In the basic process the phosphorus of certain ores of iron is elimin-
ated by the use of lime, and a phosphate of lime (tetm-calcium phos-
phate) is formed, which, when ground to an impalpable powder, pos-
sesses a high degree of solubility, and is an effective fertilizer

Ba^ic phosphate, or basic slag, is known in commerce under anumber of names, as Thomas phosphate, odorless phosphate, Thomas
Slag meal, haste iron slag, German phosphate slag.
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This material gets its more common name from the late Sidney Gil-

christ Thomas, the discoverer of the basic process in England.
After many years of litigation, Jacob Reese, of Pennsylvania, was

adjudged prior inventor of the process, and under the name of odorless

phosphate basic slag phosphate is now manufactured at Pottstown, Pa.,

under the Reese patents. Following is the published analysis of the
Pottstown product :^

Phosphoric acid, 21.37
Silica, 5.10
Magnesia, 5.90
Alumina, 4.01
Manganese oxide, 6.56
Iron, 12.00
Soda and potash, 80
Lime, 45;26

100.00
4

The phosphoric acid of basic slag phosphate, when finely powdered, is

largely soluble in weak acids, and hence can be readily absorbed by
the acid secretions of the roots of plants.

This manure is specially recommended by Dr. Griffiths for peat,
clay, and sandy soils, also for moorlands and wet meadows.
Marcker recommends for spring sowing a mixture of one part super-

phosphate and two parts Thomas phosphate, as amost profitable manure
for barley, oats, and beet- root.

Basic slag phosphate has proven particularly successful when used in
connection with the potash products of the Stassfurt mines.

It can be mixed with nitrate of soda or the German potash salts,

but such mixtures should only be made just before spreading on the
land

;
this phosphate must not be mixed with sulphate of ammonia, as

a part of the ammonia will be liberated and lost. English authorities
recommend that basic slag phosphate, when used alone, be applied
from six to eight weeks earlier than superphosphate, because of the
greater solubility of the superphosphate

; and that the basic phosphate
be used in preference to superphosphate on wet, peaty, and marshy
soils on account of its containing an excess of free lime, which neutral-
izes the organic acids of the soil. Dr. Paul Wagner recommends four-
and one half hundredweight (five hundred and four pounds) of basic
slag phosphate per acre for general crops.

Dr. Griffiths, in his *' Treatise on Manures," gives the following

PHOSPHATIC MANURES, m
mixture containing basic slag phosphate as an excellent manure for
potatoes upon clayey soils of medium quality :

—

Superphosphate, 1 hundredweight or, 112 pounds.
Ihomas slag (basic phosphate,) . 1

* ** 112 *'

/Kainit,
J

'* "56 *'

Nitrate of soda, l
** " 112 <

392 "

While basic slag phosphate probably ranks in availability with the
superphosphates, farmers in purchasing this new source of phosphoric
a<;id should insist on its being in the form of an impalpable powder.
Apatite, caprolites, and phosphorites are other forms of

mineral phosphates found in various parts of this country, and, in
fact, throughout the world.

Apatite is a very hard mineral, found in New York and other
States, and also in Canada and Norway. The Norwegian apatite is a
better material for manure making than any of the American varieties,

and is much used, for that purpose, in Europe.

Caprolites or ooprolites resemble the Carolina phosphatic
rocks, being nodular in form, but much smaller in size. They are
found in France and England, and are used in those countries for mak
ing commercial fertilizers. Caprolites contain animal remains, such
as scales, fish bones, and teeth. They are believed to be the fossilized

excrement of extinct animals. Contain from twenty -five to thirty-five

per cent, of phosphoric acid.

Phosphorites are found in Spain, France, and Germany. The
phosphorites of Spain, which were the first mineral phosphates ever
used in agriculture, contain from thirty -five to thirty nine percent, of

phosphoric acid.



CHAPTER XVL

MATERIALS USED IN MAKING ARTIFICIAL OR
CHEMICAL MANURES.

THOSE CONTAINING POTASH.
"^ood-ashes are not exclusively a potassium manure. In addition

to the carbonate of potash they contain carbonate and phosphate of

M, J ^
^''"® "'^'^ niagnesia, all of which are essential

Wood-ashes, plant foods. The potash in wood-ashes varies
^^"^ ^o""" ^ eight per cent., and the phosphoric

acid from one to two per cent. If exposed to the weather, or leached
they rarely contain more than one to two per cent, of potash and al)out
one per cent, of phosphoric acid.

Wood-ashes are signally effective on clover and other leguminous
plants. As a top dressing on grass lands and pastures they encourage
the growth of clover and the valuable agricultural grasses, and thus
tend to crowd out weeds, moss, and worthless vegetation
In England unleached wood-ashes are used largely on the turnip

crop. The practice in England is to take of—

Wood-ashes. at^n j

Bone meal/.
! ! ! ! 1 ! ! tln^"}?^''650

1500 ((

The wood-ashes and bone meal are thoroughly mixed and drilled inat the rate of fifteen hundred pounds per acre. On clover wood-ashes
should be used as a top dressing mixed with one-fourth to one-fifth
their weight of land plaster.

The value of wood-ashes varies according to the sources from whichthey are obtained and the care with which they are stored. They arericher or poorer in fertilizing ingredients according to the kinds andparts of plant, from which they have been derived, and the char-

sTiil T !^P«;^^^-h the plants grew. There is, however, but
slight vanation in the composition of wood-ashes from house fires

118
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The potash manufacturers of this country and Canada consider the
average yield of potash from a bushel of forty-eight pounds of house-
ashes should be a little over four pounds. Professor Storer has inves-
tigated this question, and, as a result of a number of analyses of
samples of house-ashes, has given the following results (see *' Agricul-
ture," Vol. II, page 113) :-—

Potash per bushel of ashes, 8J per cent., or 4} pounds.
Phosphoric acid, per bushel of ashes, .2 '* 'a ^ '^ a

5J
''

worth from twenty to twenty-five cents. Professor Storer considers
that from ten to fifteen cents addition may be allowed for the *'

alkali "
power of the ashes. There is a prevailing opinion among farmers, and
scientific men, too, that soft wood-ashes are worthless or nearly so.
This is a mistake. The ashes from pine, poplar, and other soft woods
are light and the yield of ash from these woods is extremely small

;

but weight for weight the ashes from soft woods are about as good for
agricultural purposes as those from hard woods. Wood-ashes exert a
decided influence upon the capilhiry powers of soils. Solutions of the
alkaline carbonates, or the caustic alkalies, make dry soils more plas-
tic and adhesive than pure water does. It is because of this peculiarity
of the alkalies that it is often impracticable to till soils when large pro-
portions of the alkalies are contained in them. Unless the alkalies be
removed or decomposed, such soils cannot be brought into good condi-
tion. And the reverse is the case with open porous soils. Professor
Storer cites a case in which a plot of light porous land was dressed
during several years with large quantities of wood-ashes. The soil

became firmly bound, and during all the years of the experiments the
land was better supplied with water from below than adjacent plots
that were not so treated. (** Agiiculture," Vol, II, page 115.)
Prof S. W. Johnson suggests that an imitation of leached wood-

ashes be made by mixing together

—

Fresh burned shell lime, 30 pounds.
Bone meal, lo *'

Kainit, . g **

Equal to about one hundred pounds of leached wood-ashes. In
many localities this mixture would be cheaper than leached ashes, and
the mixture has this decided advantage, it will not contain the seeds
of troublesome weeds.
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Manuring with Wood-ashes.

Proportiom recommended by J. J. H, Gregory, of Marblehead, Mass.,
in his excellent " Treatise on Fertilizers ;"

Manuring with For Cabbage and Cauliflower.—Fer acre from
Wood-ashes. 125 to 200 bushels harrowed in early in the spring.

For Corn.—From 40 to 80 bushels per acre
harrowed in before planting, and, after covering the seed, from 15 t^
28 bushels per acre spread on top of the hills.

For Cucumbers and J/eZon^.-Harrow in 88 bushels per acre and
scatter a pint over each hill.

*

For Lawns, Meadows, or Pastures.—From 25 to 125 bushels per
acre, in the fall or early spring, or soon after haying. If the latter
number of bushels are used none will be required for several years
In Laying Down to Grass.^From 45 to 225 bushels, in the sum-

ZZ """lo ,
• 7!'^ ''^''^ ^^''' P^^"^ ^ I^*^^^«' *«P ^^"^sing with from

12 to 18 bushels per acre. In the following year sow to wheat or
rye and lay down to grass. -No more fertilizer needed for eight
or ten years when the largest quantity is used.'»
For IVJieat, Rye, or Oats.-FTom 85 to 170 bushels spread broad-

cast m November and plowed just under the surface. In the springplow deeper, throwing the ashes up to the surface; -or for the
immediate crop 20 bushels may be harrowed in in the spring

; but in
the long run the larger use will be the more profitable ' ^

For Oniom.-Fxox^ 45 to 250 bushels spread broadcast in the falland plowed in just beneath the surface. Replow to the surfa^^e in the
spring. If 250 bushels are used, 40 bushels will be sufficient for thesecond year, 60 bushels for the third, and 85 bushels for the fourth
year.

For 8ltawhcrrie».-Kvv\y during the summer or early fall at the
rate of from 40 to 125 bushels per acre, and spade in a little coa,^bone meal (f,«m 100 to 200 pounds per acre) before the plante begin togrow m the sprmg. 6 ^
Caution in the Purchase of Wood-ashes. -Recent analysesshow widely varying chenncal composition and fertilizing value inCanadaaud other wood-ashes. Thcdifference in valueis sogreat with-out any change in appearance that it is no longer safe to pureha.se

wood-ashes without chemical examination and a guamnty from «^seller of the actual «,ntents of potash and phosphoric acid
Lime-kiln and Brick-kiln ashes have very little value asmanures. They are largely mixed with lime dust, clay, or brick duT

tr*
''

n t

>,

>. ^
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Coal ashes contain a trace of potash and some lime. They have
no fertilizing action, but from their mechanical effect may be of slight
service on stiflf cUiy soils, on recUimed bogs, or on soils rich in humus
Cotton-seed Hull Ashes.-These are a comparatively new

source of potash. They come from the cotton-producing States of
the South, being a product incidental to the manufacture of cotton-

seed oil. At the factories the hulls, after being
Cotton-seed removed from the seed, are used as fuel, and the
Hull Ashes. ashes thereby obtained are a valuable fertilizer,

containing from five to ten per cent, of phosphoric
acid, from eighteen to thirty per cent, of potash, and about ten per
cent, of lime. Cotton-seed hull ashes are much used as manures by
tobacco growers, and also by the makers of commercial fertilizers
Tobacco stems are valuable both for the potash and the nitrogen

which they contain. They are finely ground, and are used to some
extent in the manufacture of commercial fertilizers. Tobacco stems
contain from one to two-and-one-half per cent, of nitrogen, from three
to seven per cent, of potash, and a little phosphoric acid.
Kainit is the most common of a chiss of mineral salts containing

s potash which are found in vast deposits near the
Kainit. Prussian town of Stassfurt, in Northern Germany.

Kainit is comparatively a low grade mixture of
the chlorides and sulphates of potassium, sodium, and magnesium,
with some impurities.

A good commercial kainit contains from twelve to fourteen per cent,
ofpotash. This salt is most effective on light, sandy, and peaty soils

; on
heavy soils the more concentrated potash salts are preferable. Kainit
is valuable for cereals, cabbage, beans, peas, clover, potatoes, and root
crops generally. It should not be used on tobacco, as the chlorides
which it contains impair the combustibility of the tobacco-leaf.
Kainit is used at the rate of from 300 to 700 or 800 pounds per acre,

and the best time to apply it to the land is in the fall in conjunction
with nitrogenous and phosphatic manures.

Chloride or muriate of potash is the principal potash fertil-
izer imported into this country from Germany. This salt is also a
product of the Stassfurt mines, and is most commonly known under

the name of muriate of potash. As imported into
this country it is somewhat variable in composi-
tion, but contains, approximately, fifty per cent,

of actual potash. Its chief use is as a source of pot
ash in commercial fertilizers. It is the richest and

Chloride or
Muriate of
Potash.
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most soluble of all the German potash salts, and may be used with
decided profit on aU crops but tobacco. Apply in the fall at the
rat« of from 200 to 350 pounds per acre.

Oamallite, kieserite, krugite,' and sylvanite are names
given to other German potash salts, all of which, in chemical composi-
tion, bear more or less similarity to kainit.

• Sulphate of potash, also known as potassium sulphate and
potassic sulphate. The chief source of supply is the Stassfurt mines.
Pure sulphate of potash contains about fifty pounds of potash in every
one hundred pounds of the salt, but the best '

' high-grade '
' sulphate im-

ported into this country for agricultural purposes

Poush
°^ ^«^*ai"s only from twenty-eight to thirty five per

cent, of potash. Sulphate of potash has been
found to be beneficial to leguminous and some

root crops on which the muriate cannot be used without injury It is
the best adapted of all the German potash products for t»bacco
sugar beets, sugar-cane, and potatoes. Apply in the fall at the rat^
of from 150 to 300 pounds per acre.

There is an American product incident to the manufa<jture of muri-
atic acid against which the farmer needs tx) be warned. This is an
acid sulphate (sesquisulphate), from which the excess of sulphuric acid
has not been expelled by roqsting It is a corrosive salt, unfit to be
applied directly to the land, but is an excellent thing for composting
with weeds. ®

Sulphate of potash is the best form of potash salte for applying toheavy soils.
*^ "^ ^

Sulphate of potash and magnesia, more commonly known
as douhle manure salt, is similar t« the sulphate in its eff-ects upon soilsand crops It is a valuable preserver of manures, with which whenmixed It forms an excellent fertilizer for tobacco. It may be used on
all crops requiring potash fertilization at the rate of from 200 to 500pounds per acre. Apply to the land in the fall.

CHAPTER XVn.

ECONOMY IN THE PURCHASE OF FERTILIZERS.

HOME MIXTURES.
Economy in the purchase of fertilizing materials or of agricultural

chemicals depends not only on the price paid per pound or per ton, but
also on the relation existing between the price paid and the amounts
and forms of the nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash furnished. To
illustrate, we will assume that two fertilizers, both made from the best
class of mat^irials, are ofiered by a manufacturer at thirty dollars and
thirty-five dollars per ton. The first is guaranteed to contain three
per cent, of nitrogen, seven per cent, of available phosphoric acid, and
three per cent, of potash. The second is guaranteed to contain five
per cent, of nitrogen, ten per cent, of available phosphoric acid, and
seven per cent, of potash.

We have but to calculate the commercial values of these fertilizers,

as directed in Chapter XIII, to ascertain their true relation to the
prices asked by the manufacturer. By simply multiplying the actual
content of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash by the trade values
for these constituents in mixed fertilizers, we find that there is an
actual difference of nearly $14 in their commercial values, whereas the
difference in price made by the manufacturer is only $5.

No. 1 has a commercial value of less than $24, while No. 2 has a
commercial value of nearly $37 per ton

; or in No. 1 we are asked
$1.50 per 100 pounds for a fertilizer worth about $1.1G, and in No. 2
we are asked $1.75 per 100 pounds for a fertilizer worth $1.85.
The fertilizing materials in the higher priced fertilizer are about

thirty-three per cent, cheaper than those in the lower priced article.

As a general rule the more concentrated the form offertilizing materials
\n commercial fertilizers, or the higher the grade ofunmixed raw materials
purchased by thefarmer for home-mixing, the greater will he the saving in
actual cost.

The higher the grade of materials the less will be the expense for
freight, mixing, and spreading upon the land.

123
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There are these decided advantages about the mixing of materials
at home, viz., each raw material can be separately examined, and if
there is any cause for suspecting inferior forms of nitrogen, phosphoric
acid, or potash, samples may be sent to the State Experiment Station
for analysis. The detection of error or fraud is more certain and much
easier in unmixed raw materials than in mixed fertilizers. Another
important advantage of home-mixing is the opportunity afforded the
intelligent farmer to adapt the composition of a fertiilizer to the special
soil requirements of his land and to the wants of the crop to be grown
And, lastly, home-mixtures have, as a rule, proved to be much cheaper
than ready-made fertilizers. However, the economy of home-mixing
should m every instance be determined by actual calculation.

Nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash, as we have already seen, are
necessary for the complete development of farm crops, and are the
constituents most likely to be deficient in cultivated soils

; different
crops have different capacities for consuming these plant foods, so that
when no increase in crop production follows a rational application of
one, two, or all three of these constituents the soil evidently contains
them m sufficient stores to develop crops to limitations fixed by season
and existing climatic conditions. By a careful study of the capacities
of different crops for using nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash we
may, withm reasonable limite, approximate the quantities, which
under average conditions of crop, soil, and season, should be restored
to the land to balance the consumption of growing crops

Tables exhibiting the average amounts of nitrogen, phosphoric acid,
aiidpotash found profitable for different crops are given in Chapter

In using complete fertilizers, or in special crop feeding, it should be
borne m mind that lands in a high state of cultivation generally
i^pond to heavy fertilization with much greater immediate profitthan
those of ordinary fertility.

Home-Mixing.
The following formulas, together with the analyses and valuations,

are taken from the Twelfth Annual Report of the New Jei^y Stati
Agricultural Experiment Station for 1891.
They prove n.ost conclusively that farmer can make even mixturesof raw matenals which in mechanical condition compare favorably

with the best manufactured brands of complete fertilizers, and that the
cost of mixing by the manufacturers may be saved without increasii^the cost of farm labor.

^-^^-^
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The results also show that in this particular instance there was a
total difference of thirty-one per cent, in cost in favor of home-made
mixtures.

*' In making these mixtures two important points were taken into
consideration. First, that the value of a complete fertilizer depends
upon the kind and quality of the essential ingredients, nitrogen, phos-
phoric acid, and potash contained in it ; and, second, that the higher
the grade of the materials used in making the mixture the less will be
the expenses of freight and handling per pound of essential ingredi
ents.

^

*' High-grade materials were used in the preparation of all of these
mixtures, and the different combinations were, as a rule, adopted after
a careful study of the plant-food requirements of the soil for different
crops.

Chemical analyses were made of all the materials used in the mix-
tures.

Formulas.
For General Crops :—

^;[;?^,f
?^^»

• • 200pounds.
touipnate of ammonia, 200 **

Peter Cooper's bone, ...... . . .

' 400 **

Bone black superphosphate, ..!... . 400 '*

South Carolina rock, .' .'
. 600 *'

Muriate of potash, ........ . . . 20O "
i(

For Potatoes :-
i.

^""^

I^^if f^' • 100 poinds.
hulpnate of ammonia, ....... 200 "
Ground fish, 200 *'

Ground bone,
!

.*
! ! 400 *'

Bone black superphosphate,
. . . . . . . 400 **

South Carolina rock, 400 **

Muriate of potash, .....! 200 **

High-grade sulphate of potash, . . . . . 100 "

2000 •*

II.

Nitrate of soda, 250 pounds.
bulpliate of ammonia, 20O **

Dried blood, 200 "
Bone-black superphosphate, . . ! . .

.'
' 900 *<

High-grade sulphate of potash, , , , \ \ 450 **

2000 **
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III.

Nitrate of soda, o^n rw.««/i-
Tankage, ..'......;: ; ; ; : ; ^ P"?."'^''-

Bone-black superphosphate, goo *
High-grade sulphate of potash, .*

. \ \\ 450 ''

2000 ''

IV.

Nitrate of soda, . ocn j
Sulphate of ammoni'a, !

.' ." .'

\ \ \ \

'

|oo "
Bone-black superphosphate

.
.' 800 "

Double sulphate of potash and mawnesia 67a "
Land plaster

.
.'

.' 500 "

2625 *'

For Peach Trees :—

Nitrate of soda, . . . r>nn j
Dissolved bone, . . . .

.'

[ j ; ; ; ;
• f^P"?."***-

South Carolina rock superphosphate, 700 "
Muriate of potash, ' ' g^w. u

2000 "

•'The mechanical condition of the mixtures was all that could be

brands of rmxed fertilizers on the market in the State."

What Was Shown by the Analyses.

falS'rt 'Sr*';'
'"'

r-','^"'
""" *" •'^*^™»«' ««»• whetherfarmers using the ordinary tools and labor of the farm could makeeven mixtures of the materials used, and, second, whether in the^t

iTm" ti "k'
•?''™«-'"--S P^-^te-J any advantages over theusual method of buying manufactured fertilizere

"In the following table the actual composi'tion of the differentmixtures is compared with the calculated composition of a ^rfecmixture in ^h case, the analyses of the raw materials and thewSs^ m the formulas serving as a basis for the calculation. tISmated^mmercml value of the mixture is also compared w th tteestimated value of an even mixture of the materials uL
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Table of Analyses and Gctabantees.

n

D

o

H
CO
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Valuation.
** In Nos. 3960 and 4002 the cost of raw materials included freight

charges to point of consumption
; in the others the average cost of

freight was $1.00 per ton. The cost of mixing was variously estimated,
ranging from 50 cents to $1.50 per ton. In the table showing cost
and value of the mixtures $1.00 per ton has been assumed as the aver-
age cost of mixing.

Station Number.

Cost per ton
Freight and mixing,
Total cost per ton . .

.

Station's value
Value exceeds cost...

3960
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the heap over from the edge outward, breaking all the lumps In the
process

;
a few turnings will suffice to answer the purpose. Screening

IS also advisable if suitable apparatus is at hand. It is not claimed
that the buying of raw materials and mixing at home is the best and
cheapest method of getting fertilizers under all conditions

; however
the imix>rtant points in favor of the system will bear repeating, viz •-

1st. That a definite knowledge of the quality of the materials is
secured

; and
" 2d. That where formers know what they want, and unite in pur-

chasing car lots, there is a decided saving in the cost of plant food "
The elaborate investigations of the New Jersey Experiment Station

plainly indicate that there is a decided saving in the cost of plant
food by buying the unmixed raw materialsand mixing them at home
Farmers and farmers' clubs should give the metho<l a practical trial."They will have the ready coK)peration of their State experiment sta-

tions in so far as it may be necessary to test by analyses the materials
to be used.

A matter of paramount importance in purchasing raw materials forhome mixture is to take advantage of market fluctuations in laying ina season's supply. Marked variations in cost occur, and a saving of
from ten to twenty per cent, is often the result of buying eariy iu^the
year before the spring work has fully begun, and there is no better
tune for mixing than during the idle winter months.

Some Good Home Mixtueks.
1. Mixture for General Use. (Connecticut Experiment St*-

tion. )

Dissolved bone-black, .... qq^ r./,„„^„
-Tankage,

, .\\ . \ \ \ \ \
666^-

Sulphate of ammonia, . onQ a •

Muriate of potash, ....!!!!!.*] 292 "

2000 "

2. Mixture for Com. (Connecticut Experiment Station.)
Ground bone, . . . mrux j
Tankage, .

'. .* .'

f ; ;
.'

;
;

J««
P»°nd«-

Dissolved bone-black, '
* '

jqoq <<

Sulphate of ammonia, ...... 300 <<
*

Muriate of potash, ........** 250 **

Double sulphate of potash and magnesia, .200 **

2950 "

h

41
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3. For Com. (Connecticut Experiment Station, 1890.)

Mnr/^^"^V -1, 500 pounds.
Munate of potash, 200 **

Sulphate of potiish,
! ! . 100 **

Dissolved bone-black, 500 **

Tankage
. .*

.'.'.'.*
350 •'

-Nitrate of soda,
. 500 **

2150 "

4. For Potatoes. (Connecticut Experiment Station, 1890.)

^,?"w ''^,^^\ 200 pounds.
oulphate of potash, 30Q n
Tankage, ......* 750 "
Nitrate of soda, *

350 <<

Dissolved bone-black, .... . . .
*

, 500 *<

2100 **

6. For Corn. (Connecticut Experiment Station, 1890.)
Dissolved bone black, iges pounds.
Tankage, 1334

^ u
Muriate of potash, 334 i<

Sulphate of potash, 668 *'

Sulphate of ammonia, *

333 *«

Fine ground bone, ..!.!. 600 ''

4837 "

6. For Potatoes. (Connecticut Experiment Station.)

Dissolved bone-black, 1668 pounds.
Tankage, 1534

^ a
Muriate of potash, 334 n

* Sulphate of potash, * * qqq u
Sulphate of ammonia, 333 **

4537 ''

7. Mixture for Turnips and Grass. (Connecticut Experi-
ment Station.)

Dissolved bone-black, 800 pounds.
Tankage, 400 "
Sulphate of potash, qqq h
Sulphate of ammonia, 150 *<

Nitrate of soda, .'.'.*
300 **

Fine ground bone, 250 * *

2500 **
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8. For Potatoes. (Connecticut Experiment Station.)

Blood, bone, and meat, 800 pounds.
ix)ne, ^QQ it

Dissolved bone-black, ......... 560 *<

Sulphate of ammonia,
! ! ! 50 **

Nitrate of soda, 50 *'

Sulphate of potash, .*.'..'
100 *^

Muriate of potash, ....*,*,.*. '. *. *, so *'

2000 "

9. Mixture for General Use. (Connecticut Experiment Sta-
tion.)

Tankage, 450 pounds.
ouipnate 01 ammonia, 170 *'

Dissolved bone-black, ....*.*.* .' ' *

looo *'

Muriate of potash, 280 **

Bone (meal),
! ! ! ! ! 100 "

2000 '*

The foregoing formulas from the annual reports of the Connecticut
Agricultural Experiment Station for the years 1889 and 1890 are allHome-made mixtures, prepared by farmers themselves. Com-
menting on these and other home mixtures analyzed at the Connecti-
cut Experiment Station, the report for 1889 says :—

'
' The mechanical condition of these mixtures is excellent, and their

chemical composition corresponds with that of the ready-mixed '* spe-
cial fertilizers " and ammoniated superphosphates of the highest
grade. *

" The actual cost in many, if not all, of these cases has been very
considerably reduced by special rates which are given where a num-
ber of farmers give a cash order for a car lot or more.
^^The average cost of materials in these home-mixed fertilizers has
been thirty four dollars and twenty-three cents per t«n delivered at the
purch^er's freight station. Two dollars will fully cover the cost of
screening and mixing. (From a dollar to a dollar and a half is the
estimate of those who have done the work.) The average valuation
has been thirty-four dollars and eighty five cents per ton. On the
basis of these figures the average difi-erence between cost and valuation
has been less than six per cent. In factory-mixed goods it has aver-
aged m round numbers eighteen per cent.

*' There is no longer any question as to the expediency of home-mix-
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ing in many cases. From such raw materials as are in our markets
without the aid of milling machinery, mixtures can be and are annu'
ally made on the farm which are uniform in quality, fine, and dry
and equal in all respects to the best ready-made fertiUzers. '»

'



CHAPTER XVIII.

FORMULAS FOR FERTILIZERS.

GENERAL FARM CROPS.

The best farmers have abandoned the idea that they can get along
with farm-yard manure. The history of agriculture in all old coun-
tries proves the utter falsity of the notion. Farm-yard manure costs
too much

;
we can produce better manures with less labor much more

cheaply. We must have chemical manures, and use them liberally.
Under the best systems of culture there is some periodic waste from

all cultivated lands, and the way to repair that waste is not by spas-
modic applications of chemical manures, not by doling out an occa-
sional scanty ration to the hungry soil, but by systematic replacement
of the natural loss. The food materials of soils are washed into
streams and rivers, crops are sold from the land, and millions of tons
of fertilizing materials taken from our fields are emptied into the
sewers of great cities, and from the sewers are washed into the sea.
The ocean is a great natural reservoir into which we are continuously
pouring the fertility of our lands, and from the ocean we should draw
no mconsiderable part of the supplies required for the maintenance of
soil fertility.

The scavenger fish of the sea feed upon the vast deposits of sewage
and on the infusorial life which it supports, and to these fish, which
annually migrate to our shores, we should look for cheaper nitrogen
and phosphoric acid. Apropos of the now threatened extinction of
the menhaden fisheries, Mr. William H. Bowker, in an address before
the Massachusetts Agricultural Society (New England Homestead
December 8, 1892), gave the following interesting statistics, which

134
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convey some significance of the importance of this industry to
farmers :

—

'^

((

Year,

1874,

1875,

1876,

1877,

1878,

1879,

1880,

1881,

1882,

Quantity of Fish

Tom.

50,976
53,625
51,245
61,144
103,096
96,622
70,795
32,619
27,581

Scrap Harvested.
Year.

1883,

1884,

1885,

1886,

1887,

1888,

1889,

1890,

1891,

Tbni.

45,166
68,863
41,135
18,395
22,630
28,044
50,218
41,512
27,677

Summaiy, Menhaden. Watte Fish. Tbtal,
Total product tons, 891,343 150,000 1041343Contammg plant food (nitrogen

i,"4i,d«

and phosphoric acid), tons, . . 106,829 27,500 134 329Value of this plant food,.
. . . 125,856,762 ^GOoioOO $30,356;762

*' This quantity of plant food is too enormous to be comprehended
readily. The 134,329 tons would supply all the nitrogen and more
than enough phosphoric acid for 700,000,000 bushels of potatoes-four
times the average crop of the-United States. Or it would be sufficient
(potash excepted) for 160,000,000 bushels of com, or 108 000 000
bushels of wheat, or 5,000,000 tons of hay. '» '

'

This great industry is now threatened ostensibly for the purpose of
protecting food-fishes and preventing the extinction of the menhaden
but those whose capital is invested, and whose interests would suffer
most heavily financially by the ruin of the fisheries, are not the men
who are asking legal protection for the fish, nor have they any feara
that the menhaden will become extinct so long as the present methods
of fishing are continued. There is a grave suspicion that the sports-
men and the bluefish will be the chief beneficiaries under the pro-
posed new laws, and until the farmer can see some tangible prospects
of cheaper bluefish for his toble, or is at least convinced that the blue
fish are worth more for food than the menhaden are for fertilizers, he
might safely frown down any proposed State or national legislation
which means to increase the cost of every pound of nitrogen and phos
phone acid which he spreads upon his fields. If all the nitrogenous
and phosphatic fertilizers used in the world were manufactured from
fish, it is doubtful if the consumption would keep pace with the
supply, and were it possible for us to use all the predatory fish for
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manures we certainly could never catch them. There is ahout as mucl?
danger of the methods of fishing as practiced in our coast waters to-day
exhausting the predatory and scavenger fish of the sea as there is like-

lihood of our clover patches exhausting the free nitrogen of the air.

Farmers can no longer depend on farm yard manure alone for plant-
food, and the sea is a cheap and inexhaustible source of supply.

" One of the most serious points at issue between science and agri-
cultural practice at present," says Professor Wrightson, ''appears to
be the comparative values of farm yard manure and artificial fertil-

izers. So far as absolute experiment goes, the evidence seems to be
in favor of the application of the latter, while, on the other hand, the
preponderating opinion among farmers is on the side of farm-yard
manure."

The author's own experience and observation, in so far as it applies
to general farming, leads him to favor a rational use of chemical and
farm-yard manures, together with systematic composting and green
manuring as the best means for maintaining a high state of soil fer-
tility.

There is some well-founded cause for the prejudice among farmers
against commercial manures.

The use of artificial fertilizers has been accompanied by an amount
of empiricism which seems incredible in this practical, matter-of-fact
age

;
and it is, perhaps, due to this fact, as much as to chronic aver-

sion to innovation, that farmers, as a class, are prejudiced against the
use of chemical manures.

Were it possible in every case, or in any case, to determine, under
the varying conditions of soil, crop, and season, just what were the
most economical forms and quantities of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, or
potash, or of other plant foods that would produce the most profitable
crop, the prejudice against artificial fertilizers would speedily die, but
unfortunately to this question an accurate or definite answer is impos-
sible.

If this be true, and it most certainly is true, farmers may with just
propriety ask :

'* How, then, are we to learn the crop-producing ca-
pacity of soils or the economic value of any given mixture of raw
materials?"

There is but one solution to this problem, and for that solution both
the farmer and the chemist must appeal to the soil.

It is by rationally conducted experiment that the food requirements
of soils and crops are ascertained ; the most carefully constructed
formulas simply indicate the best forms of raw materials for particular
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«

crops and soils, and are based not on theoretical estimations alone, but
on the known specific effect which certain forms of plant food have
upon certain plants and soils under average conditions of season
and culture. Thus we use sulphate of potash for potatoes, tobacco,
and sugar-beets, because this salt produces larger and better crops
of these products than the muriate (chloride) of potash. For the
same reason we use the nitrogen of nitrate of soda for wheat, rye,
barley, oats, tomatoes, and asparagus

; or the sulphate of ammonia for
spinach

;
the chlorides of the Stassfurt minerals for peaeh trees and

small fruits, and basic slag phosphate for grasses on meadows and wet
pastures.

The most the chemist can do is to ascertain, by comparative research,
under varying conditions of soil, season, climate, and culture, the best
forms and proportions of plant food for particular crops. The farmer
must interpret and apply these researches intelligently to his own con-
ditions

;
he must abandon the hap-hazard practice of using costly man-

ures because they contain all the required elements of plant nutrition,
or because they have produced good crops for a neighbor, or have been
recommended by an agent or a friend, or because the formulas in this
volume and others contain nitrogen for nitrogen-consuming crops, and
phosphates and potash for those requiring large rations of phosphoric
acid or potash. Farming must be regarded not as a game of chance,
but as a business, and the soil as a laboratory in which raw materials
are to be worked up into finished marketable products. We can no
longer afford to fertilize on the advice of our neighbor or depend on
his success in the use of chemical manures ; his advice and the results
of his experience should not be despised, for we may find them ser-

viceable in more ways than one, but if we wish to bring our lands to
a high state of productiveness, we must, like the chemist, find the key
to success in the soil. We must observe closely and experiment intel-

ligently.

The formulas which follow will be found helpful to the farmer in
his effort to increase the productive powers of his soil. He should not
follow blindly in the path we have marked out for him, nor hesitate

to alter the constituents of a formula to meet local field wants as
revealed by soil tests or by experience.

Agriculture is an experimental scuence not limited by strict rule, and
our best formulas are hirgely empirical. Those which follow are
drawn from the ablest sources and represent careful field studies on a
great variety of crops and soils, conducted by earnest, patient workers,
laboring for the advancement of agricultural science.
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Asparagus, per acre.—

Dissolved bone meal, lOo pounds.
Basic slag phosphate, 200 '*

Kainit, '.
*.

. 300 "

Nitrate of soda, igo pounds.
Dissolved bone meal, 120 '*

Dried blood,
! ! . ! 40 **

Dissolved bone-black,
\ \ 140 ''

Muriate of potash, 100 "
Kainit, ...

! ! ! 220 **

Barley, per acre. (Purdue University Agricultural Experiment
Station.

)

Sulphate of ammonia, 235 pounds.
Dissolved bone-black, 140 ''

Muriate of potash, .'.*,'.*.'
62J

**

Beans, per acre.—
Sulphate of ammonia, 50 pounds
Dried blood, '

' .100*'
Dissolved bone-black, ....!,!,'] 500 "
Muriate of potash, *.',*,*.*

.' 250 "

Lima Beans, per acre.—
Nitrate of soda, 50 pounds
Dried fish (ground), 300 "
Dissolved bone meal, ........ . . loo '*

Dissolved bone-black, ....!'.*.!** 200 "
Dissolved South Carolina rock, . .

.* .* .*
!

* 50 **

Muriate of potash, ,*.*.*
.200 "

1. Beets, per acre.—
Nitrate of soda, 400 pounds.
superphosphate, 400 '«

Muriate of potash, ....!... .
', * 100 "

Adapted to market gardening, generally insuring increased size of
roots, and quick maturing crops.

2. Beets, per acre.—

&^.°'"f'^''' • •• 100 pounds.
bulphate ol ammonia, 100 '*

Dissolved South Carolina rock, . . . . loO "
Dissolved bone-black,

! ! ! ! 100 "
Muriate of potash, 80 "
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Buok'wheat, per acre.—
Nitrate of soda igo pounds.
Dissolved South Carolina rock, 160 *'

Muriate of potash,
. ! 100 **

Buckwheat, per acre, when land ia to be seeded down.—
Nitrate of soda, leo pounds.
Dissolved South Carolina rock, 160 **

Basic slag phosphate, 140 **

Muriate of potash, 100 "

Cabbage, per acre. (3. Dyer.

)

Nitrate of soda, 224 pounds.
Bone meal (fine), 112 "
Superphosphate, * 443 ''

* Common salt,
'

, 335 '*

Top dress with the nitrate of soda.

Oabbage and Oaulijaower, per acre.—

Nitrate of soda, 200 pounds.
Sulphate of ammonia, 125 **

Dissolved bone meal, 200 *
*

Dissolved bone-black, 2OO "
Muriate of potash, 125 *'

Wood-ashes, uuleached, 150 '*

Farm-yard manure 10 tons.
Nitrate of soda, 100 pounds.
Sulphate of ammonia, 100 **

Dissolved bone meal, 200 "
Dissolved bone-black, 150 "
Dissolved South Carolina rock, 100 "
Muriate of potash, loo '*

Wood-ashes, 35 bushels.

Cantaloupes, per acre. (Georgia Experiment Station.

)

Cotton seed meal, 400 pounds
Superphosphate, 800 *•

Muriate of potash, 100 **

Cotton-seed meal, 400 pounds.
Dissolved bone meal, 400 **

Dissolved bone black, 400 "
Muriate of potash, 100 ''

* Kainit at the rate of 700 pounds per aero would furnish 240 pounds of
common salt and 100 pounds of potash.
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Cantaloupes, per acre, {Continued,)

Nitrate of soda, 100 pounds.
Tankage, 300 "
Dissolved South Carolina rock, 400 "
Basic slag phosphate, 300 **

Muriate of potash, IQO "

Carrots, per acre.—
Nitrate of soda, 300 pounds.
Superphosphate, 400 '*

Muriate of potash,
\ \ loo **

Nitrate of soda, 160 pounds.
Sulphate of ammonia, 100 *'

Dissolved bone meal, .'.*.'
140 **

Dissolved South Carolina rock, . . .
*. *. 100 "

Muriate of potash,
\ \ SO **

Celery, per acre.—
Nitrate of soda,

. 100 pounds.
buipnate 01 ammonia, 300 **

Dissolved bone meal, .*!!!. 300 "
Dissolved bone-black, ....'.*.

.
'.

.
* 320 **

Muriate of potash, !*.!!*. *. 100 "

Sulphate of ammonia, 200 pounds.
Dissolved bone meal, joo '*

Dried blood, ..*.!... 100 "
Dissolved bone-black, ^ . . , , \ \ , \ \ 200 *'

Muriate of potash,
! ! . ! ! 100 **

Clover and all Leguminous Crops, per acre.

Nitrate of soda, 100 pounds.
Dissolved bone-black, 300 **

Kainit, ......,, 400 "

Apply the nitrate of soda in the spring after heavy rains are over -

dissolved bone-bla<;k and kainit at planting.
'

Oow Peas, per a^re, (Georgia Experiment Station.

)

Nitrateofsoda, 80 pounds.
Superphosphate, 160 "
Muriate of potash, ....!,'.',.'* 80 **

Nitrate of soda, . »yK ^^ ^
Superphosphate,

. ;
\\\\'\'- j?^

P^??'^'

Kainit,
, .

'. 175 «
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Peas, per acre.^

Sulphate of ammonia, 60 pounds.
Dissolved bone meal, 500 **

Dried blood, !!!!!.! 100 *'

Muriate of potash, .250 **

Com, pe7^ acre, (Maine Experiment Station.

)

Sulphate of ammonia, 150 pounds
Dissolved South Carolina rock, ....'.'.* 500 **

Muriate of potash,
, , , 100 **

Soils, heavy loams in pasture from six to nine years.

Cotton seed meal, 500 pounds.
Cotton-seed hull ashes, 500 *

The following advice to farmers taken from the Report of the Hatch
Experiment Station, Massachusetts Agricultural Col-

Corn, lege, will apply to many of the New England and Mid-
dle States, or wherever farmers have devoted a large

share of their lands to the growth of pasture grasses and forage crops :

*' a. In breaking up sod land for com, particularly that which is in
fair condition, but which has been under ordinary farm management,
if fertilizers only are to be used, apply those which are rich in potash!
Use materials which will supply 80 to 100 pounds of actual potash,
from 25 to 30 pounds of phosphoric acid, and from 15 to 20 pounds of
nitrogen per acre.

*'b. If a special com fertilizer is to be used, apply only a moderate
quantity, say 400 to 500 pounds per acre, and use with it about 125
pounds of muriate of potash. It is believed this combination will pro-
duce as good a crop as 800 to 1000 pounds of ' com fertilizer ; ' and
it will cost considerably less.

"c. With ordinary bam yard or stable manure for corn use potash.
I would recommend using about four cords of manure and 100 pounds
of muriate of potash per acre.

"rf. For fodder or ensilage com use either in fertilizers or with
manures about one-fourth more potash than above recommended.

"c. In our experiments all fertilizers and manures have been
applied broadcast and harrowed in, and I believe this is the best
method.

"/. Although I recognize the danger of giving empirical directions
of a general nature, the results of our work lead me to recommend
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with considerable confidence any one of the following mixtures per acre
for corn ;

—

I.

Muriate of potash, 175 pounds.
Dissolved bone-black, 175 <*

Nitrate of soda,
! . . 100 **

II.

Muriate of potash, 175 pounds.
Plain superphosphate, 159 '*

Bone meal, .*.*.'
100 **

Dried blood, 175 '*

III.
Wood-ashes, 1500 pounds.
Bone meal, 100 **

Nitrate of soda,
! ! ! 100 **

IV.
Wood-ashes, 1500 pounds.
Dry ground fish, 499 a

V.
Munate of potash, 175 pounds.
Dry ground fish, 400 u

" The ashes, bone meal, or fish should be applied very early in
spring or late in winter. Apply all these fertUizers broadcast and har-
row m. Do not mix a long time before use, especially important in^e of Nos. Ill and IV." (William P. Brooks, Agriculturist, Hateh
Experiment Station, Bulletin, No. 14, May, 1891.)

Cotton, per acre. (South Carolina Experiment Station.

)

?^!^^!.r^ w^' 330pounds.
Acid phosphate, 160 "
Muriate of potash, ....!!! i

..*
| loo "

Cotton-seed meal, jqq rx)iinds
Dissolved South Carolina rock, 200 " *

Kainit,
! !

.'

! 300 "

S*^!^''^^^!!^^}: 150 pounds.
Basic slag phosphate, 300 *'

Kainit,
! ! . . 100 *'

Nitrate of soda, 250 pounds.
Acid phosphate, 15Q

^^^•
Muriate of potash, .......* * * *

75 u

t

I

I ,
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Cotton, per acre, (Geoi^a Experiment Station.

)

Nitrate of soda, 130 pounds.
Dissolved South Carolina rock, 4G8 "
Muriate of potash, .*.*.* 78 '*

In a series of valuable experiments conducted by the Georgia
Experiment Station, season of 1891, the foregoing formula gave the
most profitable returns. The crop was planted on land previously in
pea-vines. Apropos of results we quote from Bulletin, No. 16, Georgia
Experiment Station, February, 1892:—

'' Pea-vines furnish the most reliable and by far the cheapest means
of restoring our worn soils and of advancing them to a much higher
productiveness than they possessed when in the virgin condition. But
pea-vines will not grow luxuriantly on a poor, unfertilized soil. There-
fore the true policy of our Southern farmers should be to plant peas
and other leguminous crops, such as clover, peanuts, burr clover,
vetehes, ete., fertilizing with phosphates and pot^h ; convert the pro-
duct of these into pork, beef, butter and milk, mutton

; return the
manure to the land. Then plant in cotton or com or small grain,
using the stable manure obtained as above, supplemented by a judi-
cious application of commercial fertilizers.

*'The higher the condition into which a soil may be brought by
renovating crops, and stable manure, the more certainly and profitably
will it respond to large doses of fertilizers.^'

Cotton, per acre.—
Cotton-seed meal, 275 pounds.
Kamit, 75
Superphosphate of lime, .

.*

. !
.' .*

\

*

200

((

(<

Cotton, per acre. (South Carolina Experiment Station.

)

Nitrate of soda, 330 pounds.
Acid phosphate, \qq h
Muriate of soda^

! ! ! 100 "

Cucumbers, per acre—

Nitrate of soda, . 200 pounds.
oulpnate of ammonia, 12O
Dissolved bone meal,

! ! ! 200
Dissolved bone black,

!
.' .' 200

Muriate of potash,
. . ! 120

Wood-ashes (unleached), ,,,,[[[, 360
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Cucumbers, per acre.
( Continued.

)

Farm-yard manure, 10 tons.
Nitrate of soda, loo pounds.
bulpnate of ammonia, jqq "
Dissolved bone meal, ......'.*!,'.* 200 '*

Dissolved bone-black, ....... 1 . . 150 '*

Dissolved South Carolina rock, .'

! . ! ! ! 100 "
Muriate of potash, .'.*.*

100 **

Wood-ashes, !!!*.! 350 '*

Grass, per acre.—
Sulphate of ammonia, *

100 pounds.Dned blood, 15Q
^ n

Superphosphate, *
' 499 <<

Muriate of potash, .'.*!!.. 150 * *

For Clover-Sick Ijand, per acre, as a top dressing. (Dr. Griffiths.)

^;*"?;*^,«%«^^» 336 pounds.
bulphate of lime, 559 u
Unleached wood-ashes, 2240 **

Pasture Land, per acre.—
Raw ground bone, 200 pounds.
iJasic slag phosphate, 300 »*

Unleached wood -ashes, . . . .from 30 to 100 bushels.

Laying: Down Land to Grass, per acre.—
Coarse ground bone (steamed), 3OO pounds.
Basic slag phosphate, 300 **

Unleached wood-ashes, . . . from 150 to 250 bushels.

Meadows, per acre.—
Thomasslag 300 pounds.
jv^ainit, gQQ n

Hungarian Millet, per acre.
(j. j. h. Gregory. ^

Sulphate of ammonia, 50 pounds.
Dissolved bone, 400 '*

Muriate of potash,
! ! ! ! 150 '*

Sulphate of ammonia, 75 nonnds
Dissolved bone-black, 325 ??^

Muriate of potash, jqq h

Hemp, per acre.—
Nitrate of soda i«a ^ j
Dissolved bone-black, .:::::::*• 280

^"
Kainit, ^^q u
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Hemp, per acre. (Kentucky Experiment Station.)
Nitrate of soda, . . 1 ^n j
Acid phosphate, . ; : :

;

Jl^^^?/^^^
Muriate of potash, 160 ''

Sulphate of ammonia, . . . . . . . ion rv^nnriu
Acid phosphate, 320 ?*

Muriate of potash,
! ! . 160 "

Lettuce, per acre.—
Nitrate of soda, ... inn ^
Sulphate of ammonia, ..:;:::** 300^"^^
Dissolved bone meal, 300 *'

Dissolved bone-black, 090 "
Muriate of potash, .'.*.**

100 ''

Sulphate of ammonia, ooo Tv.n«ria
Dissolved bone meal, T^c.'^l^^'
Dried blood, '. ' *

100 "
Dissolved bone-black, 200 '<

Muriate of potash, .'.'.'
100 "

Mangels, per acre.—

Nitrate of soda, .... 040 a
Dissolved South Carolina rock, ;

.*
.*;.** ^q u

Sulphate of potash (high grade), 2OO "

Nitrate of soda, . . . oaa j
Dissolved bone-black, ...::; *.

\ \ \ 3^0
^"^

-

Sulphate of potash (high-grade), 20O *'

(Dr. Griffiths.)
Nitrate of soda no j
Superphosphate, ...'.•.; 1^4! P^^?^''

Kainit, . . . :
:::;•• no -

Common salt, '224 "
Iron sulphate, 56 **

Melons, per acre.

Nitrate of soda, 9nn nnn ^
Dissolved South Carolina rock, .

* ' * * * ^^u^'
Muriate of potash, .' 100 *»

Adapted to market gardening at the South.

Oats per acre (Georgia Experiment Station.)
Cotton-seed meal oon ^ a
Superphosphate,'. ..;:.:; * * * *

280 ^v/'
•

Muriate of potash, IfiO "
10
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Oa.t&t per acre. {Continued.)

Nitrate of soda, 120 poundfl.
Basic slag phosphate, 120 **

Dissolved South Carolina rock, 120 "
Muriate of potash, \qq "

Onions, per acre. High feHilization.

Nitrate of soda, 500 pounds.
Dissolved bone-blaek, 2OO ''

Basic slag phosphate, 2OO "
Unleached wood-ashes, 200 bushels.

Sow the wood-ashes broadcast in the fall and plow lightly into the
upper soil. Replow the ashes to the surface in the spring and give a
light dressing of very short farm-yard manure, or, better still, of
poultry manure or rich old compost. Mix the dissolved bone-black and
basic slag phosphate just before use and sow broadcast. Harrow in
the manure or compost and mixed phosphates, and when the young
plants begin to grow give them a top dressing of nitrate of soda
(applied broadcast) at the rate of 100 pounds per acre, and continue
these applications of the nitrate about once every three weeks.

Potatoes, per acre. (New Jersey Experiment Station.)

^- P"^1V^^' 280 pounds.
Bone-black, 32o <<

Sulphate of potash, iqq <»

2. ^ied blood, 280 pounds.
Bone-black, 32q u
Muriate of potash, iqq h

»

3. Farm-yard manure, 10 tons
Nitrate of soda, 100 pounds.
Bone black, 160 '*

Sulphate of potash, gO "

The three foregoing formulas from the Twelfth Annual Report of the
New Jersey Experiment Station, 1891, gave the largest returns in
bushels in comparative trials with chemical and farm-yard manures.
The results in the order of the best financial returns were : First,
with chemical manures alone (formula No. 1) ; second, chemical and
farm-yard manures (formula No. 3) ; and, third, with farm-yard
manures alone at the rate of twenty tons per acre.

Nitrogen in these experiments was more effective in the form of
dried blood than in the form of nitrate of soda. Kainit was less effec-
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tive than either sulphate or muriate of potash, nor did the sulphate
produce larger yields than the muriate. Sulphate of potash, however,
gives a rich, nutty flavor to potatoes that is not developed by the other
German potash salts.

Dr. Griffiths ("Treatise on Manures »') has obtained far better
results with potatoes on clayey soils of medium quality by using
equal parts of superphosphate and finely ground basic slag phosphate
(Thomas' phosphate) than by using twice the quantity of superphos-
phate and no basic phosphate.

Potatoes, per acre. (Maine Experiment Station.)

Sulphate of ammonia, 150 pounds
Dissolved South Carolina rock, 150 ** *

Muriate of potash,
\ \ i{^ <<

On dry, slaty loam; good potato land.

Sulphate of ammonia, 75 pounds
Dissolved bone-black, 325 **

Muriate of potash,
, . iqq u

Potatoes PoUowingr a Manured Crop, per acre.--

Dissolved lx)ne-black, 340 pounds.
Munate ol potash, iqq »

Potatoes, per acre.—
Cotton-seed meal, 350 pounds.
Superphosphate, 320 **

Muriate of potash, 30Q *«

Pumpkins and Squashes, per acre.—
Nitrate of soda, . 100 pounds.
oulpnate of ammonia, 250 '*

Dissolved South Carolina rock, . . . ! . . 500 "
Muriate of potash, 159 **

Farm-yard manure, 10 tons.
Nitrate of soda, 100 pounds.
buipnate of ammonia, jqq *t

Dissolved bone black,
. 400 <'

Muriate of potash, 159 <<

Wood-ashes, unleached, 250 **

Ry®» P^ acre.—
Cotton-seed meal 320 pounds.
Dissolved South Carolina rock, 280 **

Muriate of potash, ^60 "
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'Rye, per acre. {Continued,)

Nitrate of soda, .... ^o/^
Basic slag phosphate, . , \ \\ \ll

P^??^-
Dissolved South Carolina lock, .

.* .' .* * * Jon a
Munate of potash,

• . i ! ! ! 160 "

Sugar Oane^^^, ^^^^^^ E.^nr.ent Station.)
1. Cotton-seed meal, .... ^^ ,

^

Acid phosphate, .... r^^"?^«-
Kainit, ... ^^ *'

»
• JQQ H

On pea vine crop turned under.

2. Cotton seed meal, . . -/w^
Acid phosphate, -

-.'.'.
\ \ ', \

''* ^ pounds.

On peavine crop turned under.

3. Cotton-seed meal, . . ^^^
Acid phosphate, .

500 pounds.

Kainit, . . . . ..;;:;;;•••• ^^
;;

On pea-vine crop turned under.

sweet Potatoes, per acre. (New Jersey Expemnent Station.)
1. Farm yard manure. ... i^ ^

'

Nitrate of soda, . .
10 tons.

Bone black, .
100 pounds.

Sulphate of potash, .' .' .* .' .' .' .*

; ;
'

; ^^^ ^

3. Dried blood, ....
Bone-black, 280 pounds.

Muriate of potash,' .* .* * .' .' .* .*
;

* *

; ^|^ ^

Experiments with sweet potatoes hv fliA xr^™ t ^

**4. That organic forms of nitrogen as dripH w^^
able than nitiate of soda.

^^^^' ^^ "'^"^ ^^i^"

**6. That muriate of potash is more usefnl thar. ^u ^r,

dal forms. '

'

^^ ^^^"^ *^® ^*^er commer-

<!•

*f ^

i
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We suggest the following modification of the firet formula for sweetpotatoes, per acre :— '

Farm-yard manure, inf^r,c
Dried blood, . An ^'^

Bone-bla<;k, .... Jfin ^V?^'
Muriate of potash, ....!! i!!*. .75 a

Sweet Potatoes, per acre. (Georgia Experiment Station.)
1. Cotton-seed meal, o^ r^„„^

Superphosphate, . . . . ,
^ P^?P^«-

Muriate of potash, ....!!!!.'.' .' 120 **

2. Cotton-seed meal Q«n ,^^„ ^
Superphosphate, of^ P^?P^^-
Kainit, . . . : ::::::: 640 ^

3. Nitrate of soda, . Af\n

Superphosphate, ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
' * .' ' Z ^?P^-

Muriate of potash,
! . ! 100 »•

4. Dissolved bone meal, oca rv^nn^-
Dissolved bone black, .::...••• J^ ^^^P^'
Cotton-seed hull ashes,

[ [ 50 "

Tobacco, per acre.—
Nitrate of soda, .... -tAfi ^
Dissolved South Carolina rcick, !

[[.' 260 ^
Sulphate of potash (high grade), ...'.*.' 180 **

Tobacco, per acre. (Kentucky Experiment Station.)
Nitrate of soda, iflnr.^,,^^-
Superphosphate, ......:. .' .' .* .* ^q^"^
Sulphate of potash, ^60 "

See Appendix, page 1.

Tomatoes, per acre.—

SV^U*""'. ::::::::: •••,t^?^'^
Cotton-seed meal, \ '.

[ 300 "
Dissolved bone-black,

.
.'

. 400 **

Dissolved South Carolina rock, . ..... 400 "
Muriate of potash,

[ [ iqq u

Tomatoes, per acre. (Georgia Experiment Station.)
Nitrate of soda, . ; . A^n ,„„,„h.
Superphosphate, ...::: 800 "
Muriate of potash, e^f^Q <
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Tomatoes, per acre. (New Jersey Experiment Station.)

1. Nitrate of soda, 160 pounds.
Dissolved bone-black, 320 "
Muriate of potash, I60 "

2. Nitrate of soda, 160 pounds.

No. 2 gave the best resulte on land in a good state of cultivation
and that had previously received liberal fertilization. The results of
three years^ experiments by the New Jersey Experiment Station
lead to the following general conclusions :

—

"1. That maximum yields of tomatoes depend upon a full supply
of immediately available nitrogen.

*'2. That the nitrogen in itself is not a complete fertilizer ; and,
" 3. That to economically use commercial manures the farmer must

know the average capacity of his soil for the crop.

"

Tomatoes, per acre, (Georgia Experiment Station.)

Cotton-seed meal, 400 pounds.
Superphosphate, 800 **

Muriate of potash, 100 **

Turnips, per acre.—
Sulphate of ammonia, 225 pounds.
Superphosphate, 450 **

Cotton-seed hull ashes, 225 "

Turnips, Swede, or Ruta Baga, per acre.—

Nitrate of soda, 180 pounds.
Dissolved bone-black, 360 **

Muriate of potash, 140 "

Nitrate of soda, 200 pounds.
Dissolved bone meal, 150 *'

Dissolved bone-black, 150 <'

Muriate of potash, loo **

Wheat, per acre.'^

Dissolved bone meal, 130 pounds.
Sulphate of ammonia, go **

Muriate of i)otash, 50 ''

Apply dissolved bone and muriate of potash in the fall, and one-
half the sulphate of ammonia when the grain is sown and remainder
in the spring.

W>
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Wheat, per acre. (Georgia Experiment Station.

)

A^!*r''r^'w^^» 300 pounds.Acid phosphate, 100 ''

Muriate of potash, 25 "

Nitrate of soda, iftnr^i,«^o
Dissolved bone-Wk, . . . . ! . JgS

^

"

Muriate of potash,
\ \ qq «

One-third the nitrate of soda in the fall.

151
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CHAPTER XIX.

FORMULAS FOR FERTILIZERS.
ORCHARDS, GARDEN FRUITS, AND VEGETABLES

likelvSllf-'' ""rr*"'.":
"'' '""^ '^^'"^'"« constituents most

!m! ff . ,f * '" *^* """^ "^ "'''•'''^^ "''d of lands devoted to

nT lo n 7% '° '''' fertilization ofsuch soils mixtures contei^

ml efficient n ^^ ''"*• "^ P«*««h '^"l generally be found

IToklv rr '^ """^ '"^'^^ "^ •^'^°1^«<1 bone-black acts

Ba^ic slag phosphate, used in connection with dissolved bone meal *

?.S;s"rr ,r'"'^"'"*''
^^^^^ *° **« ^ -^^ effective fertilirL

fru.te, especially so for small fruits and peach trees affected by ye/W

Per acre.-''''^''
FoEMULAS FOE ALL Fbdit Teees.

Sulphate of ammonia, . .

'

en « j
Sulphate of magnesia,'. . .

'. !
50 pounds.

Muriate of potash, .'..
100 "

Dissolved bone-black,
; 4^ „

Nitrate of soda, . . . .
' ,„„

sXrj^of-„--S(------): fa-^t
Sulphate of liml (land plaster),' ". '.

! l
'

ll^"}?*^-Basic sLig phosphate, ••...... 200 "

Superphosphate, '.

[ ]
.' ;;.; 350

P°"°'^-

_^_Muriateof^pota3h^^
.̂

.'

!
.' .'

j
.'

; ; ^^ ^^^^^^

disllvodtllt^
phosphate should be applied alone lato in th;^7;:^

b mted before ;lr;'
'" *'"

'f
""'""' ^P"''^. These materials should no

152
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Peach Trees, per acre, {Continued.

)

3. Nitrate of soda, . . i/tn 1

Superphosphate, o^S P^^J'^'
Muriate of potash, ...!!!! 1 ! i

.* 150 '<

Strawberries and Small Fruits, per acre.^
Dissolved bone meal, 900 r.ni.*,^-
Unleached wood-ashes, .....;;;* 1^ P""

u"^^'

Apply the wood-ashes late in the summer or early in the fall andharrow in the bone meal early in the spring.

Small Fruits, per acre, {Mr. X H. Bale, of Conn^cticat, Report ofU. S. Dept. Agr., 1891.) ^ '^

Wood or cotton-seed hull ashes, 200 bushelqFine ground bone, 3o5oSundi
A method of fertilizing fruit trees, in vogue in Holstein, Germany

18 suggestive and not unworthy of trial. The trees receive no
cultivation and the fruit is said t« be large, sound, and produced in
abundance.

Every two years a few holes are dug in the ground about four or five
teet from the trunk of the tree, and about one foot deep

" These holes are filled with liquid manure about four times during
the winter months. For small trees the liquid is diluted with an
equal quantity of water, and, of course, the holes are dug closer to
the trees Small fruits of all kinds, as well as vegetables, are like-

•

wise fertilized with diluted liquid manure, using an old street sprink-
ling wagon for this purpose. If there is more liquid manure than is
required for these purposes, it is carted on the meadows, which show
the effect in a very short time." {American AgricuUurUt, February,

Strawberries, per acre. (New Jersey Experiment Station
.)

Njtrate of soda, 200 pounds.
Precipitated phosphate, 500 **

K»i°i<^»
.'lOOO '*

Kainit and phosphate applied in the fall; nitrate of soda sown broad-
cast in the following spring after the plants were well started, but
before any bloom had appeared. Care should be taken to apply the
nitrate when the leaves are dry.

Strawberries, per acre. (Georgia Experiment Station.)

Cotton-seed meal, 500 pounds.
Acid phosphate, iqqq a
Muriate of potash, ! ! ! ! 250 **
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Apply late in the summer or early in the fall. One hundred pounds
of nitrate of soda may be used in connection with this mixture, sown
in the spring.

Foe General Gaeden Peoduce.
I.

Nitrate of soda, 200 pounds.
Sulphate of ammonia, 200 "
Dried blood, \ \ . . \ loo *'

Dried fish,

*

jqO '*

Dissolved bone meal, gOO "
Dissolved bone-black, 2OO **

Muriate of potash, 400 '*

2000 *

Contains 5J per cent, of nitrogen, 9 per cent, of phosphoric acid,
and 10 per cent, of potash. May be used at the rate of from 300 to
1200 pounds per acre.

II.

JJ^^^5*t?^
««^a, 200 pounds.

Dried blood, 200 **

Dried fish,
* *

200 **

Dissolved bone black, qqq <i

Muriate of potash, .*.*.*.. 200 **

Wood-ashes (unleached), ...!!!! 400 **

2000 '*

Contains 3} per cent, of nitrogen, 7} per cent, of phosphoric acid
and 6J per cent, of potash. Use as in I.

'

III.

?^- *I!^ fif
"^^^ -1 150 pounds.

Dissolved bone meal, gQQ
^ «

Dissolved bone-black,
\ , . 350 "

Muriate of potash, 300 **

Kainit, *
' *

^q^ u
Wood -ashes (unleached), ...!.'!.*! 200 "

2000 *'

Contains nearly 2 (1.9) per cent, of nitrogen, 8 per cent, of phoe-
phone acid, and 11 per cent, of potash. Well adapted for use on
gooseberries, currants, and all fruit-bearing vines ; also for garden
vegetables in connection with composts and farm-yard manure Use
on fruite at the rate of from 400 to 700 pounds per acre

; on garden
crops from 300 to 1000 pounds per acre in addition to modemte dress-
ings of compost or farm-yard manure.
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In the preceding tables are given the proportions of nitrogen, phos-
phoric acid, and potash found profitable for the crops specified. The
tables also show the quantities of mixed chemical manures for use per
acre, and the best forms of materials for particular crops, so far as they
are now known. The writer's experience leads him to favor the use
of various forms of nitrogenous, phosphatic, and potassic materials in
mixing fertilizers for general use. This will be found a safe rule,

especially so in mixing high grade chemical manures. If we want one
hundred and twenty pounds of nitrogen for a mixture to contain six

per cent, of nitrogen it is a good plan to take the nitrogen in about
equal proportions in the three forms of nitric acid, ammonia, and
organic nitrogen. We may take the nitric acid from the nitrate of
soda, ammonia from sulphate of ammonia, and organic nitrogen from
dried blood, meat or fish scrap, or dissolved bone meal. From dis-

solved bone bla<;k, dissolved bone meal, and dissolved South Carolina
rock we may select the phosphoric acid, and use whatever form of
potash is best for the crop, always giving preference to unleached
wood ashes if obtainable at reasonable cost. Where crops show no par-
ticular preference, use whichever ingredient furnishes the required
amount of potash at the least cost.

^ I

CHAPTER XX.

SOIL TESTS WITH FERTILIZERS.

Soil tests with fertilizers are designed to enable the farmer to study
the needs of his soil and the specific action of fertilizers. By the aid
of such experimental tests the fertilizing ingredients present in soils
and those which are wanting are significantly indicated, and we also
learn, where all other factors are favorable, the most appropriate forms
of plant food for use in manuring.
The utility of such knowledge is obvious. It enables us to use

manures with true economy, that is, in the most appropriate forms
where actually needed.

The practice with most farmers is to use fertilizera without regard to
the needs of crop or soil, a practice which is not only wholly empirical
but illogical and impracticable. Not that we are to feed out fertilizera
to meet the bare requirements of plants. We should store phosphoric
acid and potash in the soil until there is present a surplus beyond the
demands of the most exhausting crops. The soil will hold fast these
fertilizing ingredients committed to its care, and respond in succeed-
ing seasons with more bountiful crops. But we have no such induce-
ment to store nitrogen. Its most valuable compounds are soluble in
water and are readily washed away. Therefore we should use only the
necessary quantities required for the production of the largest crops the
land is capable of yielding.

*' Different ingredients are deficient in different soils. The way to
learn what materials are proper in a given case is by observation and
experiment. The rational method for determining what ingredients
of plant-food a soil fails to furnish in abundance, and how these lack-
ing materials can be most economically supplied, is to put the question
to the soil with different fertUizing materials and get the reply in the
crops produced.

'' It is good farming to make the most of the natural resources of the
soil and of the manures produced on the farm, and to depend upon
artificial fertilizers only to furnish what more is needed. It is not
good economy to pay high prices for materials which the soil may itself

163
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yield, but it is good economy to supply the lacking ones in the cheap-
est way. The rule in the purchase of costly commercial fertilizers

should be to select those that supply, in the best forms and at the
lowest cost, the plant-food which the crop needs and the soil fails to

furnish." (Circular No. 8, U. S. Department Agriculture, March
1889.)

In any series of soil tests with fertilizers we cannot too strongly
urge upon farmers the importance of conducting such soil studies
under the direction of the State experiment stations. The work will

then be properly inaugurated, farmers will have the benefit of much
timely advice from the station officials, and the liability to error will
be reduced to the lowest minimum.

If, however, soil tests cannot be conducted under the guidance and
with the co-operation of the stations, then in experimenting with the
following test formulas farmers will do well to adhere closely to these
preliminary directions :

—

Select some staple crop regularly grown upon the farm, such as corn,

wheat, or potatoes, and make the trials on alternate plots of land of
one-twentieth of an acre each, or separate the plots by paths about
three feet wide. Through the intervening plots or paths run a deep
furrow to act as a drain that surface water may not run from one trial-

plot to another. If possible select level land, with soil of uniform
quality in fields worn by long cropping without manure, and let all

the experiments be subject to the same culture and to the same condi-
tions of sunlight and weather. The fertilizers can be sown broadcast
or drilled in. Nitrate of soda may be applied at planting, provided
the experiments are not on a winter crop like wheat or rye ; or the
nitrate may be sown as a top dressing when the young plants are just
above ground, or applied in fractional rations through the active stages
of growth. On a winter crop, such as wheat or rye, sow a one-third
ration of the nitrate in the fall and the remainder after the heavy rains
of early spring are past. It is important to have each trial mixture in
fine, even, mechanical condition, and to get it evenly and thoroughly
distributed through the soil. This applies not only in the preparation
of tne land for soil teste, but also in all farming where either chemical
or natural manures are used. In manuring with commercial fertilizers,

as practiced by American farmers to day, the probable average appli-
cation does not exceed 400 pounds per acre. There are about 7000
grains in a pound and nearly 6,275,000 square inches in an acre ;

* at

* An acre contains 6,272,640 square inches.

V'
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this rate there is less than one-half grain of fertilizer for each square
inch of soil.

The following general directions for mil tests with fertilizers are
taken from Circular No. 8, United States Department of Agriculture—
"Everything in Order Before Starting.-(1) Have your

plans complete and clearly in mind, and everything ready before you
start. Proper plans at the outset ; unifonn soil for all the experi-
ments

;
' wornK)ut

'
soils for the soil tests

; plots of proper size, shape
and accurately laid out

; right application of the fertilizers good
seed

;
careful measurement of crops; full notes of details

; and care-
ful observation of the effects of the fertilizers on succeeding crops are
essential to the best results.

" Convenienoes.-(2) It will be well to have at hand, in planting
a small spring balance and a light bucket or coal-hod. With these it
.8 easy to weigh out the fertilizers from the bags, divide the contents
of each bag into portions for one or more square rods each, and carry
these portions of the fertilizers to corresponding portions ofthe plot on
which they can be spread. This will greatly help in uniform spr^-
mg.* ^

*' At harvest you will need a scale, and, for such crops as potatoes
a basket holding at least two or three pecks, to determine the quantity
01 the crop. The produce on each plot can be divided by square rods
and thus weighed and measured in small portions.

'

'' A small note-book wiU be needed to take into the field during the

* On small plots, say the twentieth of an acre, the writer favors the follow-
ing method, in which there is little liability to error in preparing fertilizers for
Boil tests.

Measure and stake off the plots, and from ea.;h take a quantity of fine soil
(five or ten times the bulk of the fertilizer to be used), which put into a bag
plainly marked with the number of the plot from which taken. Do all the
weighing and mixing on the barn floor or in other suitable place ; and a^ the
fertilizer for each plot is weighed out thoroughly incorporate it with the dry
soil from the plot on which the test is to be made, return the mixed soil and
fertilizer to the numbered bag, and so proceed until all the mixtures are made
There 18 httle danger of error in weighing and numbering in this manner, and
if each fertilizer is thoroughly mixed with several times its bulk of fine dry
soil, a much more even distribution can be made over the surface of the plot
Care must be taken, however, that the bags of soil are correctly numbered,

and that each is used for the fertilizer to be spread upon the plot from which
the soil was taken.
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season and put down observations as made. From this you can copy
all you wish to preserve in a more substantial book at your leisure.
''Uniform Soil.—(3) The soil should be as nearly uniform in

quality as possible. There will be more or less variation in different
parts of the same field at best. The less there is of this the more reli-
able will be the experiment. Level land should be chosen if practicable,
but if it is sloping, let the plots run up and down the ascent, so that
wash by rains will not transfer the materials from one plot to another.
Of course, the portion chosen for experiment should be a fair sample
of the whole field.

''Kind of Soils for Tests.—(4) The action of the different
fertilizers will be most clearly shown on soils that are more or less
worn down by culture. To learn what the soil itself can do by its

own natural strength, rather than what it will do with the aid of a
store of plant food which has been accumulated by natural processes
or left over from previous manuring and will obscure the action of the
fertilizers, it is important to select wornout soils. On soils in high
condition the results of such tests are apt to be unsatisfactory. At the
same time, land which has been generously treated with certain kinds
of manures or artificial fertilizers may still be unsuited to certain crops,
and tests of soils of this class may give very valuable results.

"Lay out Plots Accurately.—(5) Layout the whole experi-
mental area and the individual plots as accurately as you can. Meas-
ure with chain or tape, if you have it ; otherwise with pole marked in
feet and inches. Drive good, strong stakes firmly into the ground at
the boundaries, so that you may be able to tell in this and coming sea
sons where the divisions are. There should be four stakes for each
plot, one at each corner. These will show the boundaries of the plots
and of the unmanured space between them. The stake for ea^h plot
can be marked with the number of the plot. The marks can be cut in
the stakes with a knife. The tag on the bag can be tied to one of the
stakes of the plot to which it belongs.

" Size and Shape of Experimental Field and of Plots.—
(6) If the seed is to be planted in rows the length of the plots can be
adapted to the distance of the rows apart. The * Condensed Direc-
tions ' give figures which will help in calcuLiting the dimensions of the
plots and field. If the soil is even, small, short plots will do. But
genemlly it will not l*c even, and long plots are therefore safer.

*' An unmanured strip at least three feet wide should be left between
each two plota, so as to prevent the plants of one from being affected
by the manure of another.
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'' Arrangement of Plot8.-(7) The diagram herewith shows a
convement arrangement of plots. It provides for farm manures and
lime in addition to the fertilizers of the experimental set. Of course,
these and other extra materials can be used at discretion. It is ver^
important that several unmanured plots should be left for comparison
Experience j ustifies the number in this schedule. An even better test
of the uniformity of the soil, however, is the duplication of fertilized
plots where that is practicable.

> >

t
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Plan of Experimental Field.—/'or One-iwcntieth of an Acre,
(Adapted from Circular No. 8, U. S. Department Agriculture.)

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Nothing.

Nitrate of soda q njg^

Dissolved bone-black \q i^s.

Nothing.

Muriate of potash s lbs.

Nitrate of soda q ik-
Dissolved bone-black .' "iiiZ '!.'.'." l5 **

Nitrate of soda q ]»,-
Muriate of potash !"..*.'.!.'.*"! 16 "

Nothing.

9. Dissolved bone-black Ifl lbsMuriate of potash .....".".!!... 8 («

Nitrate of soda RThT"
Dissolved bone-black le •*

Muriate of potash g •

Land plaster. g i^^^

Nothing.

Farm-yard manure. 2000 lbs.

Lime (air-slacked) \q ii,g

Nothing.

.^irJtijk'^^rfi!:^^^^^^^
^^^^^'-«* ^-^^ area. 43,520 .quare feet. (One

i:el'^':^^^i'^rll^^^^^^^^ « ^-^-^ area. 2176 square feet. (One-

inct^s!^'
^'^""^ ""^ """^^^ ^^ «xi>m/n«n/aZpfc<,._Length, 204 feet ; width, 8 feet 4

.Z7^^ *A^° plots here provided for (ten manured and fire unmanured) with thesixteen strips outside and between the plots, make together 40 square feet less than

fheThole wm L^4^ s'.i'"'"^' n'T ""T^^ ^ ^'^' « *"^^«^' Insteld of 3 feet 4 nihes.

®Th« W.Ik ^if'^^f ^'^".Yr
feet, or 8 square feet less than an acre.The width of the plots, 10 feet 8 inohes.has been found in practice con renlent far

wbe^tTd^grSsJ'
''' '^'^^''^^ '"'^ and' potatoes, .owing Sh^t and ha"^^^^^^^^^^^^

T P

% ir

f 9
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''^rTr^*!^^

""^ Fertilizers -(8) The fertilizers should he-

alJ^^loxtir^' ""''' ^'^ '''''' ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^-^' -^ -*

"Second. Well distributed through the soil
" Experiments with concentrated fertilizers are often spoiled just

apt to think the manure must be put close to the seed or the plaat willnot get the benefit of it. This « wrong. It is not the just-ger^nated
plantlet that needs the manure, but the plant, f:«m the tll^^T^,
!l . !ri

'^ ^'""^^ '' ''°°"- We want not only to give the crTagood start, but to help it out on the home-stret<;h L well The Zte
a'd W rtT'"' r^*^ ^"" °"* ^" ''^ -^'-^^ ---h of]Zand the fert.hzers ought to be where as many of the rootlets a« possibte^n get at hem. If we distribute the fertilize.^ as well as we .^

nature keeps m operation, will do the rest. In illustration of thUremember how well barn manure act« when applied as a top-drUSlong before the seed is put in.
"» d, top aressing

„->r<.^"*
'^ ""^ concentrate the fertilizers in one place, fewer roots will

or wftH;" r' "^ "^""' "^ "''"'"^ '» «>"*-«* -"h themor with their concentrated solutions in the soil. The roots will findtheir way t« the manure and develop more where it lies, it is true
;

hould rl ""' "^"^' *''" *" '''"'^'' *»««*''«^ - on; place, bushould rather encourage them to spread around, where, with theincreased capacity the fertilizers gives them, they can get the mo™from the soil. Roots join with other natural 'agenU in rendeSigrnert
stores of plant food available.

"^"uginen;

"Above all, do not let the fertilizers come too close to the seedA coarse, dilute material like yard manure may do the plants no harm'but such concentrated fertilizers as pot^h salts, nitiute of soda, dried
blood, or high-grade superphosphates may kill them. Since in these
experiments it U particularly important that the effect of each fertil-
izer be fair^ tested, it will be well to mix them with three orfour times
their bulk of mellow earth before applying, but this earth should be takenfrom the plot to which the fertiUzer is applied. Moist sawdust, when
obtainable, is apt to be more convenient. Do this by all means if
applied in the hill or drill. When the plots are accunitely staked outand the fertilizcra carefully applied and worked in, the plow or harrowmay be run a<;ross the plots without fear of transporting the fertilizere
from one to another, provided the surface is free from stubble, litterand clods. ' '
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** See that all is Done Rightly.—Attend to the work yourself.

Don't trust it to the hired man, unless you are sure he will do it

better than you can.

"Plans for Continuing" the Experiments in Coming
Years.—To give the experiments their proper value they should be

continued through a series of years with the same fertilizers on the

same plots, and with either a rotation of crops or with the same crop

year after year. It is hoped that a considerable number of the experi-

ments may be thus repeated. For this the stakes bounding the plots

must be kept in place.

''This Programme is not as DiflQoult as it Seems.—This

may seem a pretty heavy programme for ordinary farmers. Of course,

the circumstances in which you work will require changes which your
own good judgment will regulate.

" Good things are not to be had without cost, and to those who have
the spirit of the investigator—and there are very many who have that

spirit—the task is pleasant and not burdensome. Some of the most
accurate, thorough, and valuable field experiments ever made in this

country have been carried out by farmers.
*' The following * condensed directions ' are for use in the field :

—

"Condensed Directions.— (1) Have your plans all made and
everything ready before you start. Remember that worn-out soil for

the soil tests, uniform soil for all, plots long and narrow and accurately

measured and staked out, and right application of the fertilizers are

essential to the best success. Don't forget the tape or pole for measur-
ing the plots, the scales for weighing, the pail for carrying the fertil-

izers, and the stakes (four for each plot).

" (2) Select a fair average portion of the field to be tested and lay it

out as accurately as you can. Leave an unmanured strip at least three
feet wide between each two plots, to prevent the roots of the plants
from feeding on their neighbors' fertilizers.

*'
(3) Designate each plot by a number, as suggested in the diagrams,

and corresponding to the number of the fertilizer. Put a strong stake
firmly into the ground at each corner of each plot, and mark it with
the number of the plot. If the plots are not staked and marked l)efore

the fertilizers are applied, you will risk making mistakes. When the
fertilizer is applied to a plot, take the tag from the bag and fasten it to
one of the stakes for a label.

" (4) Distribute each fertilizer evenly over its plot, and do not let it

get outside. Lay your i^lans for doing this in advance, otherwise you
may find the fertilizer all used up before you get to the end, or have
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some left over. Remember what was said about mixing well with the
soil, especially when it is put near the seed. If you do not, you may
kill some of the seed and injure the growth of the rest.

*'
(5) Be as systematic and accurate as you can, not only in starting

the experiments, but in carrying them out, harvesting and measuring
the produce, and noting the results.

"The following figures will be of service in calculating the dimen-
sions of the experimental plots and field. To calculate the size of plot
of one-twentieth of an acre, find in the left-hand column, 'Width,'
the figure for the width decided upon ; the opposite figure in the right-
hand column wiU represent the length. Or, given the length in the
right-hand column, the opposite figure in the left-hand column will be
width. For one tenth aere plots, of course take double the given
length for same width, or double the given width for same length.

One Twentieth-Acre Plot, Width And Length.

Assumed Width.

Rods :—
One-third, .

Two- fifths, .

One-half. . .

Three-fifths,
Feet :—

6 . . . .

6^ . . . .

7 . . . .

7' .:.
s\4 . . . .

9 ...
9J4 . . . .

10 . . . .

io»^ . . . .

11 . . . .

Required
Lemqtu.

/brt Jio<U. F\.
896 «= 24 00
330 = 20 00
264 = 16 00
220 = 13 5%

363
335
312
291
273
257
242
230
218
208
198

22 00
20 5
18 14
17 10
16 8
15 9
14 10
15 15
13 4
12 9
12 00

Assumed Width.

Rods:—
Two-thirds, .

Three-fourths,
Four-fifths, .

One
Feet :—

11^
12

12J4
13

13^
14

14^
16

15J^
16

165^

Required
Length.

Feet. Rods. Ft,

198 = 12 00
176 — 10 11
165 = 10 00
132 « 8 00

189 =
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plot gives a yield of thirty bushels of wheat per acre, and the other
gives a yield of thirty-four bushels, then the average yield of the two
is thirty two bushels, and ± two bushels, the difference between the
average yield of the two plots, represents the probable error.

Special Nitrogen Experiments.

The object of these experiments is to ascertain how plants respond to

the use of nitrogen in different forms and amounts when added to a
basal mixture of phosphoric acid and potash.

By a basal mixture we mean a specified amount of fertilizer (in this

case it being the mixed minerals, phosphoric acid and potash) used as
a basis for comparison in studying the effect of some other fertilizing

constituent or constituents (in this case nitrogen) in different forms
and amounts upon crop production.

In this case we compare the produce from the basal mixture with
that obtained when nitrogenous compounds are added to it, the in-

creased yield being regarded as due to the action of nitrogen.

Phosphoric acid and potash are supplied in about the proportions that
occur in a corn crop of from fifty to sixty bushels, and nitrogen is sup-
plied in one-third, two- thirds and full rations. The nitrogen is applied
at the rate of twenty six pounds per acre in one-third rations, fifty-one

pounds per acre in two-third rations, and seventy-seven pounds per
acre in full rations. Nitrogen is used as nitric acid in nitrate of soda,
as ammonia in sulphate of ammonia, and as organic nitrogen in dried
blood. *

Twenty plots are provided for in the field plan, eighteen of which
receive the experimental manures, and two receive none.
Three plots, Nos. 10, 14, and 18, are duplications of No. 6, which con-

tains the basal mixture. This duplication of the plots receiving the
basal mixture serves a threefold purpose, viz., 1st, in testing the uni-
formity of the soil, 2d, in replacing unmanured plots, and 3d, in
showing with greater accuracy the effects of nitrogen.

* The quantities of fertilizers in these and all subsequent test-mixtures, are
made to conform to those in use by the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

i .
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Special Nitrogen ^XYJSSums,^-!^.—For one-twentieth of an aere.

Field Plan I.

0.

1.

3.

4.

04

p 6.

O

e.

7.

Id 8.

O

O

9.

No manure.

Nitrate of soda 8 lbs.

Dissolved bone-black 10 lbs.

Muriate of potash 8 lbs.

Nitrate of soda 8 lbs
Dissolved bone-black 16 "

Nitrate of soda 8 lbs
Muriate of potash 8 "

Dissolved bone-black le lbs
Muriate of potash » "*

Nitrate of soda 8 lbs
Dissolved bone-black 16 **

Muriate of potash 8 *'

Nitrate of soda .^........ , 16 lbs.
Dissolved bone-blaok 16 "
Muriate of potash 8 •*

Nitrate of soda 24 lbs
Dissolved bone-black 16 *•

Muriate of potash 8 **

aa

.Q

a
<D

a

o

o

I

o

eS 4

00 0)

U
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u

Special Niteogen Experiments.--

10.

11.

U 12.

O

o

13.

14.

15.

>

gie.

PI

o

17.

18.

0.

For one-twentieth of an acre.

Field Plan 1,—Concluded

.

Duplicate No. 6.

Sulphate of ammonia fi i ih«
Dissolved bone-black le »«

Muriate of potash q •«

Sulphate of ammonia... 12 2 lh«»Dissolved bone-black le -
Muriate of potash ,'.' g "

Sulphate of ammonia is 3 lbsDissolved bone-black le ••

Muriate of potash s ••

Duplicate No. 6.

Dried blood n « ik-
Dissolved bone-black..'.'.'.".'.*.*. le "
Muriate of potash '..*.' § "

Dried blood oo o iko
Dissolved bone-black....!;.'.*.'*."'" i« •?

Muriate of potash ." § ••

Dried blood 34 ^ ir,_
Dissolved bone-black *'

le »•

Muriate of potash '.'.'.! § ••

Duplicate No. 6.

No manure.

"

is

aj
*

So

Mr—

I

I

o
u

^ o

*!-
«*^

OS
e8

o ©
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Special Phosphoric Acid and Potash Experiments.
Special ph(«phoric acid and potash experimente may be arranged onthe plan of the foregoing special nitrogen experimente, starting, as inthe a.e w.th n.trogen, from the soil test experimente as a basi;. Inthe foUo^ng plan for special phosphoric acid experimente we haveused as a basal mixture 160 pounds each of nitrate of soda and muriateof potash. Soluble phosphoric acid is supplied in the form of dis-

solved bone-b ack at the rate of 160, 320, and 480 pounds per acre,which amounte are regarded, respectively, as one-third, two-thirds, and
tu

1 rations In any series of experimente where the acid phosphate is
objectionable the precipitated pho.sphate maybe prepared and used bytaking a high-gra^e acid phosphate containing thirty-two per cent, ofsoluble phosphoric a^jid (Keystone concentrated phosphate, for in-
stance), and abiding an equal weight of lime. Insoluble phosphoric
acid ,n the form of finely ground bone or South Carolina rock (floate)may also be used in quantities furnishing the same amounte of phos-phone ac^ as are contained in the rations of soluble and precipitated
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Special Phosphoric Acid ExPEBiMENTs.-/br one-twentieth

of an acre.

Field Plan II.

0.

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

8.

9

10.

[.

0.

No manure.

Dissolved bone-black q lbs.

Nitrate of soda g ^^g

Muriate of potash g lbs.

4.

1

Dissolved bone-black q ii,,
Nitrate of soda "*..!!.......!;..'".*.'.'.'. 8 *'

Dissolved bone-black o iv,«
Muriate of potash

.;;;;;;; g ••

Nitrate of soda o iv.-
Muriate of potash ^^"^"!!!! !".*.*! ".'.*.'! 8 **

Dissolved bone-black o iv,«
Nitrate of soda o ids.

Muriate of potash '..'.'.'.*.*.'."!!*.!'.'.".!!'.!!". 8

Dissolved bone-black la ik-
Nitrate of soda S ^°®*

Muriate of potash ^"T.**.!.*.*.".*.!'.'.!!! !.'.'.'.*! 8
«•

Dissolved bone-black 04 ih«Nitrate of soda o
^°®*

Muriate of potash *.*.*.!'..*!!'.*.*'.'.!.'!!"!*..!*.".*.* 8
««

Nitrate of soda o iv,.
Muriate of potash !..V.V.T...'.*!.*! 8 "

No manure.
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Special Potash Expeeiments.
In the special potash experiments, we have used 160 pounds of nitrate

of soda and 320 pounds of dissolved bone-black for a basal mixture
and to these have added muriate of potash at the rate of 80, 160 and
320 pounds per a^^re, which are regarded as one-third, two-thirdsi and
lull rations. Other materials may be used in quantities furnishing the
same proportions of potash.

Special Potash Experiments.-/'or ane-twentieth of an acre.

- Field Plan III.

0.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

0.

12

No manure.

Muriate of potash
: 4 n,g

Nitrate of soda 8 lbs.

Dissolved bone-black 10 ny^^

Muriate of potash a ii,«
Nitrate of soda .......'..'.'.'*

* I "

Muriate of potash 4 1^0
Dissolved bone-black .'!.*.'".' iq «.

Nitrate of soda o i>,.
Dissolved bone-black !..'.*.'.*.'.*'.'."!"*."'

le •«

Muriate of potash a 1^..
Nitrate of soda | «"*
Dissolved bone-black ..^.y..^. ....... iq «

Muriate of potash o iu«
Nitrate of soda g .*

Dissolved bone-black ...!..!..*.!! 16 ••

Muriate of potash le iba
Nitrate of soda 2 "
Dissolved bone-black ""!. la ••

Nitrate of soda a iKg
Dissolved bone-black .'.'**"'

iq ••

No manure.
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Field plans (ti and ill), for special phosphoric acid and potash experi-
ments correspond to groups I, ii, and iii in the special nitrogen experi-
ments. Plots 1, 2, and 3, in field plans ii and in, show the effects of
partial feri:ilization where each ingredient is used separately, numbera
4, 5, and 6 show the effects of pariiial feri:ilization where the same in-

gredients are used two-by-two, and 7, 8, and 9 show the effects of com-
plete fertilization in which phosphoric acid and potash are used in one-
third, two-thirds, and full rations.

It will be observed that the plan of field i provides for twenty plots,

of which eighteen receive the experimental manures and two receive
none

: 6, 10, 14, and 18 are used for the basal mixtures, for the pur-
pose of comparing the crops produced from the use of this mixture
with those obtained from it on other plots with the addition of nitrog-
enous materials. There are four plots containing the basal mixture,
one on each side of the groups iii, iv, and v, the plots on which the
effects of nitrogen are tested.

With field plan i as a guide, fanners can increase the number of
plots in the special phosphoric acid and potash experiments to test the
effects of different phosphatic and potassic fertilizers. In extending
plans II and in the same general arrangement of i should be adhered
to.

In the following field plan for soil tests, we start with a basal mix-
ture containing over 8 per cent, of available phosphoric acid and over
13 per cent, of potash, to which nitrogen is added in the three forms of
nitric acid, ammonia, and organic nitrogen. We begin by adding
nitrogen in each form, at the rate of between 3 and 4 per cent. By
referring to the tables on pages 155-161, it will be observed that these
test mixtures may be used in experimenting on a large number of farm
crops. In fact, by substituting for dissolved bone-black or muriate of
potash, other forms of phosphatic or potassie manures known to be
more favorable to particular plants, we may use this field plan for

many crops requiring over 3 per cent, of nitrogen for maximum pro-
duction.

In substituting other ingredients in these or other test mixtures, the
same proportional amount of phosphoric acid or potash should be used.
The excess of phosphoric acid and potash above the requirements of
crops wiU not be lost, but safely held by the soil for the use of future
vegetation.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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Soil Tests.*—Jbr one-twentieth of an acre.

Field Plan IV.

179

Farm-yard manure 2000 lbs.

No manure.

Nitrate of soda q i^^

Dissolved bone-black 10 j^^g^

Muriate of potash q i^^^

Nitrate of Soda « ih«
Dissolved bone-black .*!!!*.*.*.*.'.'.'.!!!!!!!! 10 ••

Nitrate of soda o ik-
Muriate of potash .7.!.'.!.".!.' 8 **

Dissolved bone-black ifi iko
Muriate of potash ..';;;;.' q "

Nitrate of soda .*..
.

o iv,.
Dissolved bone-black ."'..7.'.'.!" 16 "
Muriate of potash 7...* S *•

Nitrate of soda \a iv,»
Dissolved bone-black 7.7 le ••

Muriate of potash ** g ««

Nitrate of soda 94 ikq
Dissolved bone-black *.7.7. 16 "
Muriate of potash

,
"..7 8 ••

Duplicate No. 6.

*\ ^^/"Kgested that a series of tests be made with wheat, oats or rye. usine inst
le-half the quantities ol nitrogenous and potaasic ingredients givei in Field

one
Plan IV.
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13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.
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Soil Tests.—iTsr one-twentieth of an acre.

Field Plan IV.—Concluded,

Sulphate of ammonia q \ jbs
Dissolved bone-black 16* ••

*

Muriate of potash 8 '•

Sulphate of ammonia 12 2 lbs
Dissolved bone-black 16* •«

Muriate of potash 8 "

Sulphate of ammonia 18 3 lbs
Dissolved bone-black le* *»

'

Muriate of potash 8 **

• II

Duplicate No. 6.

Dried blood
, \\ q \\y^

Dissolved bone-black 16 **
*

Muriate of potash
.'."i." 8 **

Dried blood qq o lbs
Dissolved bone-black '" le "
Muriate of potash *.'.'..*.'. 8 "

Dried blood S4 O ibn
Dissolved bone-black le ••

Muriate of potash *.'.'""* 8 "

Duplicate No. 6.

No manure.

Farm-yard manure 2000 lbs.

Dissolved bone * 8 "
Muriate of potash ...V....V. ..'...*

...... ... 4 "

T^tJ'J?;!^''
manure looo lbs.JMitrate of soda 8 **

Dissolved bone-black 16 "
Muriate of potash

'"* § "

1

i
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The preceding plan (iv) for soil teste contains all the groups of fieldplan I and, ,n addition, plote for studying the effects of f^r^-yaldmanure alone, along with farmyard manure to which vaiyingTatio^of complete chemical fertilizers have been added

^

in'J?r*'^!l°'
*^* experiment is to ascertain the effecte of nitrogen

ih. f", JT' """^ '""°°"*' "P°° '"'P^ '^'"1 inferentially toleam if

tamed in the test mixtures
: also to test comparatively the effecte ofchemical and farm-yard manures alone and together invaryingttfonsWhat the Tests Will Show.-If nitrogen only is nLedfomaximum crop production, plot 3 wiU show ite deficfency

; if phi
of the SOI will be made manifest ; if any two of the constituente areneeded, plote 6, 7, and 8 will give us decisive indications of the needed

11 '<rtr' Tt""
^" "'^ «»»stituente are deficient we will h^ve inplotB 9, 10, and 11, not only an unequivocal answer te our test but t^^r^ulte WiU also show how the crop responds te dffferent^lons ofnitrogen, as nitric acid in the form of nitrate of soda

Plote 13, 14 and 15 will show the effecte of different quantities ofniteogen in the form of ammonia salte, and plote 17, 18, and 19 will
indicate the effecte of simihir fertilization with organic nitrogen In theform of dried blood. In addition to these groups we also have for
comparative study teste with farm-yard manure alone and with farm-
yard manure to which complete chemical fertilizere are added
From the data given in the foregoing pUns for soil teste with fertil-

IT^nr^"
°^^ ^^^^ """"^ "^^"^ *""' '*"'^^'°^ ^^^ ""^^ "^ <''"°P»

The writer would impress on all tillers of the soil the urgent needof such investigation and the importance of ite being carried on by
professional farmers. "'

There is nothing practicable about feeding to crops manures which
they do not need, and yet that is often the practice with many so called
practical men. We need to know the wanteof plante and soils and
then to fertilize understandingly. And this knowledge we obtain by
carefully conducted soil teste.

The farming of the future must be so conducted. It will be a bu.siness
founded on comprehensive experimental knowledge. As our science
broadens and we learn more about the u.se of chemical manures and
the needs of crops and soils, the true significance of nitrogen-gatherin-
plante in their relations to systemic crop rotation will become apj^rent"We will then learn to appreciate in some degree the inscrutable
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wisdom and lar reaching beneficence of the Divine Author of naturem prov.d.ng us with a class of plants whose office it is to restore the \Zfertihty of our fields. Not by creating something out of nothing asmuch of our past farm literature might seem to infply, but by he"pin«us to help ourselves, -by gathering into the tissued o^ plants the freemtrogen of the air by converting into organic forms the cnide foodmatenals of our mmes, and by rendering available for crop absorptionhe treasures of potential plant food locked up in the surface and lower
soils. We w,Il then learn that it is j ust as possible to enrich lanrbygrowing crops on them (is it is to make them poor
"The entire art of manuring, " says Dr. Wagner, " is dependent upona rational and exact application of nitrogen "

"em upon

Herein lies the secret of successful farming. We have in mineraldeposits and in soils inexhaustible treasures of phosphonc JdTdpotash
;
nor have we reason to anticipate increased cost with themcre^d consumption of these materials. With improvem nts Lmanufacturing and mining, and with the discoveiy and devXpmen"of new sources of supply, the cost of phosphoric Jd and poteTh w nm all probabUity, slowly decline, but nitrogen la its best fo^, '

cost^ us from |300 to $350 per t<;n with noTJon We proSty oTlower cost, unless drawn from atmospheric sources. wrc^nLof.etalong without nitrogen
;
how, then, are we to get it at lis e'penlfNo manure costs the farmer so little as that elaborated by legureLand these pLants are gathered of nitrogen. True we mi^rfrf^?!?w t, phosphoric a.id and potash, and they res^n'd«, "t*^

more.^gen, which they have the ;:::TX^,^TZ
Let us see what Dr. Wagner, the foremost agriculturist of Germanyhas to say on the most profitable use of comLi^ial InurS - iT;once present this question

: Under what conditions is U Zslblc toessentially increase the return from the soil by the applidtEJartt

potential plant food is released Zf^^ ' ''"^ *^^''^"S^ ""^^"'•«'

able for root absorption.
""^"'^^ combinations and made avaU-
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ficial fertilizers? The answer is: Wherever hungry plants grow
wherever the earth produces plants which hunger for nitrogen, phos-
phoric acid, or potash, there the application of commercial n^nures
should be made.

"The cause for small returns is not always a la^k of plant food
Often the plant suffers from thirst ; from insufficient porosity of the
soil, whereby the root development is checked

; from caking of the
soil, which works harmfully

; from impenetrability of the soil, by
which stagnant water with all its attendant evils is entailed

; from
deficiency of lime, of humus, etc.

; in short, there are very many
physical and chemical relations of soil or unfavorable conditions of
weather, which prevent the plant from a healthy development, and
which diminish the crop.

" In such cases, generally, the plant has no need of a large addition
of food

;
it does not hunger. The small quantities of nutriment

present in the soil suffice to produce the crops possible under so unfav-
orable circumstances. Here the establishment of better conditions
must be made by irrigation or draining, deep culture, better plow-
ing, harrowing, hoeing, marling, mucking, etc. The plants will then
attain a development requiring, for the production of the harvest then
possible, a greater food supply than the unenriched soil can yield.

"Deep, well-tilled, humus loam, under good atmospheric conditions,
offers, therefore, relatively the best pledge for a sure effect from com^
mercial manures

;
and every means which improves the quality of soil,

advances the success of the same. Luxuriant plant growth and
intensive soil culture are synonymous with intensive conversion of
plant food into crops. The demand for, and consumption of, plant
food must therefore always be greatest where the greatest yield is pro-
duced or producible. In a given r^se, the more favorable the condi-
tions, aside from those relative to nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash,
the faster will be the consumption of, and the quicker the hunger for|
those substances, and just so much earlier can an addition of plant
food, beyond that barely necessary to appease hunger, be made to the
crops

;
that is, the crops can be, as it were, fattened.

" In intensive cattle feeding, something more is sought to be accom-
plished than the satisfying of the mere needs of the animals. Were
it simply a question of appeasing hunger, food could often be saved.
But a further end is sought ; namely, an intensive conversion of fodder
constituents into animal matter within the animal organism

; namely,
a production of milk, muscle, fat, which shall be considerably greater
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than that actually demanded by the animals, and which can only beaccomplished by increasing the appetite, by the use of specially palata-ble and easily digestible food.
j p ^k*

"But the same order holds in crop production. When feasible
plants should be cultivated which possess prominent productive powera'as It were, great fattening capacity

; and these plants should be stimn^
lat«d to more intensive assimilation and work of transmutation thancorrespond to their normal necessities, by being supplied with easily

^llT°r- f """^^ '****^' *"« "^^ P^^iWe results are L
conditions. Still, it would be a grave mistake to assume tRat artificialmanures can be used advantageously only on better grades of soilThis would be absolutely incorrect ; for large, and under favorXe

Xtt""" '*'"" '""'*^ ''^ ^""«^ ^-"^ *•>« application ofartificial manures on poor and even neglected and exhausted soils. Insuch cases the application of fertilizing material must be made withgreater precaution and intelligence
; for it demands far greater attention to^special conditions, and entails grater risk than wltt SSr

c^^Zl^T
slow to learn that the land must produce food forcrops ,n order to provide the greatest abundance for oureelves. A fewprogr^ive farmers have learned this secret of growing raanurct Byintensive culture, by a discrete and liberal employment of a^t fic2

~"Ld fh?TT *'^ T "'—«°« -P«. theset™ ™
lJL3 f !k •

^^^ ^''*"''- ^""^ ^''«' is tl'e lesson to belearned from their success? Is it not the necessity among farmers ofa broader knowledge of plant and soil wants, of careful expTrlmen

.8 ^tisfled only with the highest attainable truth? We are slow yStLl n^ '''"' "' •^'^"'•"^ ""*""- -'^ t^« importance 0?

uouX t"; Si °
T™"^^""'^

- »"«g°'- applications, but contin-uously the ntihty of green manures and the true significance of deenthorough, and constat culturo slowly but surely iLm^ more ^ndmore apparent. By the <»njoint action of thJ agenci^-^hlSand green manures, and perfect cnlture-we have^learned thirthproductive powers of soils not absolutely barren may be ^eatlvincreased
;
and hence in all the older States where lands havfwn

% «

• t

.
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worn down by exhaustive culture the manure problem presents tofarmers questions of vital economic importance
In the soil conditions of the Atlantic seaboard and trans-Apm-

n the°ZTsy^ '
'T''

*'*' ^* '^ ^ ^ '"'^' wilirt l^^ton the farmers of this country,-* lesson not for those in the olderSta es alone, but for farmer cultivating the virgin soils of the wS

wi
^•' .f! **' *'"' "°'"^'"°° «" ^h*^ is ««» object lesson a^dwarning that appeals for thoughtful, mtional culture wh ch shTata toretain, unimpaired the natural wealth ofrich prairie soils. Other^tproblems are pressing to the front, problems which farmers mast ZTt

In th 7 .*'^°"ff"y --i -* -i* skepticism or intolZceIn the farming of the future men who disregard the teachings of

the rest of the world mere hewers of wood and drawers of water

the relative cost of manuring will probably decrease. Our fields willbe kept growing crops continuously, and much of the indispensable
nitrogen which ,s so elusive and costly now, will be harvested fromthe exhaustless stores of the atmc«phere. The precise significance ofatmosphene nitrogen to future systemic soil management and to theregular transmutation of dead matter into living forms is beyond eventhe realm of rational conjecture, but as the horizon of our knowledge
broadens we shall find underlying the pracHcal teachings of our sciencethe evidences ofsupremely beneficent law.

tl w n ^^ *''" ''""'• ^"* "^ ^^'^''y •>" ^^y« foitWully ani
thoughtfully, and endeavor to make her method our own.

M^rrrrir'' """"^'"'" ''''-'- '•'-'^' -"-"



APPENDIX.
ORGANIC NITROGEN ON TOBACCO.

In 1890 Major R. L. Ragland, of Halifax County, Va., the well-
known authority on tobacco, conducted for the Virginia Agricultural
Experiment Station a number of experiments with fertilizers on
tobacco. This valuable series of trials was carried out in accordance
with a plan furnished by Col. W. B. Preston, who was then in charge
as director, of the Station.

'

The results of these interesting and suggestive experiments are
important to toba<?co growers, and are in full accord with the experi-
ence of many planters who have compared the effects of organic nitro
gen in such forms as flesh, dried blood, or fish scrap, with nitrates or
ammonia salts on tobacco.

We condense the following from the report of the results publishedm Bulletin, No. 12, January, 1892, Virginia Agricultural and Mechani-
cal College, Agricultural Experiment Station :—

*' The tests were intended to ascertain the effects of nitrogen phos-
phoric a^id, and potash on the yield and quality of tobacco, and the
form or forms in which nitrogen can best be applied to this crop.
"Every application contained the same amounts of potash and

phosphoric acid, and practically the same amount of nitrogen, but in
different forms, thus giving at the same time all the fert;ilizing con-
stituents required and full effect to the nitrogen employed.

''The tests occupied six plots of one acre each, contiguous to one
another, and as nearly alike as possible in exposure, situation, physical

condition, and fertility. The field selected was
Soil. typical yellow tobacco land, only one year from

the forest, on which tobacco had been cultivated
the preceding year. A sample of this soil, analyzed by Prof Walker
Bowman, formeriy chemist to the Station, gave as follows :—

AiR-DRiED Soil.

?J^'«*"^^'
• • 577 Magne.sia, 03qOrganic matter, 2.982 Potash, . . 019Phosphoric acid, P2.O5, . . .019 Soda, . . . . q'^

i^"^?' •. • . 076 Nitrogen, . ^Ferncoxideand alumina, . 1.550
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Commenting upon this analysis Professor Bowman remarks • ''The
soil IS remarkable for the small amount of mineral matters which it
gives up to acids. Judging from the foregoing figures it would un-
doubtedly, for ordinary farm cn)ps, such as wheat, corn, oate, etc., be
called poor. It is a matter of interest, however, to determine to what
extent Its favorable physical properties and climatic surroundin-s
together with the application of suitable fertilizers, will render it" agood soil for the growth of tobacco. It appeal^ to be of easy tilth and
drainage, and of fair, but not veiy great, water holding power »»

The plots were carefully surveyed and staked off by an a&sistant of
the Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station. The land was well
prepared by several plowjngs and harrowings during the winter and
spring.

The fertilizers were applied by sowing half the quantity allowed
each plot broadcast, and by drilling in the remainder. The tobacco
Long Leaf Gooch, was planted three and one third feet by three
feet, on May 28. Thorough cultivation vvas given throughout the
season. It is scarcely necessary to add that all the plots received
exactly the same treatment, except in the matter of fertilizarion An
almost perfect stand was secured. The first tobacco was cut September
5, the last September 20.

At each cutting one hundred selected sticks were taken from ea<5h of
the fertilized plots and placed in one room of a barn containing five
rooms, so as to keep the product of each plot separate, in order to^'give
all the same treatment in the barning and curing. The tobacco on the
unfertilized plot. No. 6, ripened from ten days to two weeks later than
that grown on the manured plots, showing that fertilizers hastened ihe^
maturity of the tobacco to that extent.

The year 1890 was favorable to tobacco. Somewhat too much rain
fell during the growing season, but the rains ceased in a measure after
July, and the weather during August and September proved excep- '

tionally favorable to the barning and curing of the crops. A full crop,
over the average in quality, was in consequence obtained.
The details of the experiments are given in Tables I and II. Table

No. I shows the kinds and amounts of ferrilizers applied on each plot
and the weight and value of the various grades of tobacco taken from it.
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Table I gives in detail the financial results of the several teste.

Table II.—Financial Results of Tests.

189

s

O
6

6

Sulphate of ammonia,
Dried blood
Sulphate of potash
Acid phosphate
Nitrate of soda
Dried blood
Sulphate of potash . .

.

Acid phosphate
Dried blood
Sulphate of potash. . .

.

Acid phosphate
Nitrate of soda
Sulphate of potash.. .

.

Acid phosphate
Sulphate of ammonia
Sulphate of potash...
Acid phosphate
No fertilizer

Cost of
Fertilizer
Per Acre.

Value of
Tobacco
Per Acre.

Value of
'

Increased Profit Per
Yield Per

Acre.
Acre.

It was observed on July 14 that the manured plote were beginning
to gram, and that the color of No. 3 was decidedly the yellowest>-a
difference which was maintained throughout. The product of this plot
also showed up brighter when cured.
In comparison with Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, it appears that the unma-

nured plot gave the poorest returns.

Of the nitrogenous fertilizers used the dried blood gave the largest
yield and also the largest financial returns.
The yield and value of the crops of plote Nos. 1 and 2 were nearly

ahke, and, while the yield of No. 4 was less than that of either of the
others, ite value was slightly greater thai^that of No. 2, and but little
under that of No. 1.

In weight and value the crop of No. 5 was the lowest of any of the
fertilized plote. The tobacco on this plot suffered more from field-fire
than on any of the others. This injured the yield and reduced ite
value. There was some field-fire on plot No. 1, on which less sul-
phate of ammonia was used.

Dried blood gave good resulte on the three plote on which it was
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used, and where combined with nitrate of soda, in plot No. 2 the
results were also good. This plot, unlike Nos. 5 and 2, showed no
field-fire.

Where dried blood and nitrate of soda were used in combination or
separately there was scarcely any field-fire—much less than where no
fertilizers were applied.

There was also more stalk-rot (called by some planters ''hollow
stalk") on the unmanured plot than on all the fertilized plots put
together. This is suggestive. If verified by future tests it will point
planters to the remedy.

The results of the tests, to sum up, appear to indicate that nitrogen
was most effective in the form of dried blood, and that the nitrogen of
nitrate of soda was more available than that of sulphate of ammonia.
Also that fertilizers can be made to pay, and to pay well, if com-
pounded of materials suited to the tobacco crop and adapted to the
thin silicious soils of Middle Virginia.

IRON SULPHATE AS A MANURE.
Sulphate of iron or copperas has been used with some success as a

manure in France, England, and Germany. Griffiths, in his '
' Treatise

on Manures," gives some highly interesting results from experiments
conducted by himself during the years 1883, 1884, and 1886. He says
of experiments upon bean crops :

*' Many of the experiment^ were per-
formed in the vicinity of Bromsgrove, Worcestershire, where the soil
consists chiefly of clay and loam derived from the lias or the upper
members of the new red sandstone formations, and may be looked
upon as a good soil for the growth of leguminous crops, especially
Deans*

IRON SULPHATE AS A MANURE, 191

The analysis of the soils used in these experimental investigations
gave the following composition :

—

Silica and insoluble matter
Organic matter
Ferric oxide
Alumina
Magnesia
Lime carbonate
" sulphate

Potash. . )

Soda j

Phosphoric acid

Moisture
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yielded only thirty-five bushels of grain, a marked difference in the
weights of the produce of the two pieces of land.

** The bean crop of 1884 was grown under similar conditions to those
of 1883. The crop grown with iron sulphate yielded forty four
bushels of dry grain, while the crop grown without the iron sulphate
yielded only twenty-eight bushels.

'' During the season of 1886 bean crops were once more grown upon
two plote of land of the same size (an acre ea<;h). There was a point
of difierence here from the crops of 1883 and 1884, for both plots of
land were treated with the same weight of farm-yard manure, whereas
the plots m the previous experiments received no farm-yard manure

'' Upon each plot (1886 crops) was sown the same number of beau
seeds, and after the plants were about six inches above ground one
plot was treated with one-half hundredweight of commercial iron sul-
phate io the acre, and the other did not receive any top dressing. The
results obtained at the harvest were as follows :—

Total weight of crops—grain
and straw, per acre

Grown with Iron
Sulphate.
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In the trials with mangel-wurzel, plots of one acre each of well-
drained land, subject to the same atmospheric con-

Experiments with ditions, were planted with the Orange Globe variety
Mangel-wurzel, of mangel.

During the previous winter each plot was ma-
nured with ten tons of farm-yard manure.
"In the spring," says Dr. Griffiths, "the following mixture was

applied broadcast to each plot :

—

Kainit, 1 hundredweight.
Nitrate of soda, i **

Superphosphate of lime, 4 "
Common salt, 2 **

" On each plot five pounds of seed was planted, and when the young
plants were ready they were 'singled,' the distance between plant
and plant being about twelve inches. A month after 'singling' a top
dressing of one hundredweight of nitrate of soda and one-half hun-
dredweight of iron sulphate were aj^plied to plot A, whilst one hun-
dredweight of nitrate of soda only was used on plot B. At the end
of the harvest (October) the following results were obtained :—

(a) Mangel-wuezel Crops op 1886.

Weight when gathered (root and leaf).

.

Plot A.
Grown with

Iron Sulphate.

97,682 pounds.

Plot B
Grown without
Iron Sulphate.

78,369 pounds.

"The crop grown with iron sulphate yielded thirty-two tons of
roots, while the crop grown without iron sulphate yielded only
twenty-six tons of roots.

"An analysis of the roots showed that in those crops grown with an
iron manure the albuminoids and soluble carbohydrates are increased.

I
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thereby giving a higher value to the roots as 'feeding stuff.' The
following table (h) gives the composition of these crops :—

'(b) Manoel-wurzels.

Plot A.
Grown with

Iron Sulphate.

Albuminoids
Soluble carbohydrates
Woody fibre

Fat
Ash
Water

2.89

11.21

1.98

0.25

1.52

82.15

Plot B.
Grown without
Ikon Sulphate.

100.00

1.90

9.32

2.05

0.21

1.00

85.51

99.99

" The ashes of the roots and leaves of the crops showed, on analysis,
an increase of ferric oxide and phosphoric a<;id in the crops grown
with iron sulphate."

In trials on the potato crop three plots of one acre each were
chosen. The land was of good quality, and of

Iron Sulphate about the same chemical composition, and wason Potatoes, exposed to the same climatic conditions. The
first plot (A) received no manure. The second
plot (B) was manured with—

Kainit, 1 hundredweight.
Nitrate of soda, 1 *«

Iron sulphate, J
<«

Superphosphate of lime, 2 **

The third plot was manured with the above manure less the one-
half hundredweight of iron sulphate.

On each plot seven hundredweight of good potatoes were planted.
The following results were obtained :

—

Plot A. No manure, 3 tons.
Plot B. Manure containing iron sulphate, . . . 8J "
Plot C. Manure without iron sulphate, . . . . 6J

"

The percentages of ferric oxide and of phosphoric acid were highest
in the ashes of the crop grown on plot B containing iron sulphate.
During the next year (1886) two plots of land (each one acre) were

'.3UBB.tJL91SEfW& ..
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manured with fifteen tons each of farm yard manure applied in the
previous autumn. Upon each plot six hundredweight of tubers were
planted. When the young plants were fairly above ground one plot

(A) received a top dressing of one-half hundredweight of iron sul-

phate, and the other (B) two hundredweight of kainit (containing six

teen per cent, of potash). The harvest was as follows :

—

Tuhert.

Plot A. Grovm with J hundredweight iron sulphate, . 9 tons.
Plot B. Grown with 2 hundredweight kainit, .... 6 **

In this experiment Dr. Griffiths does not attribute the great increase

in the crop of tubers solely to the direct manurial value of the iron

sulphate, for it is known that this salt of iron retains ammonia and
phosphoric acid in the soil, and hence it may be that some of the
properties of the farm-yard manure were retained to a greater extent in

the soil treated with iron sulphate than in the soil on which kainit

was spread.

From the experiments of Griffiths and others iron sulphate cannot
be considered of high manurial value upon cereals, but there is t)ne

well-ascertained advantage in using this salt of iron on the wheat crop.

The plants dressed with one half hundredweight of iron sulphate
when six to eight inches high are always healthier, and completely
resist the attacks of the wheat mildew, rust, and smut.

In addition to the crops previously named iron sulphate has been
used with success on barley, onions, cabbage, and tobacco. Griffiths

gives the following formula for tobacco manure used with excellent
results on English soils :

—

Snlphate of potash, 4 parts.
Sulphate of iron, 1 <*

Sulphate of ammonia, 1 <*

Iron sulphate should be applied to the soil as a top dressing after
rain. It must never he used upon dry, parched land. The soil must
always be wet, and, in spreading, the powdered iron salt should
be mixed with from five to ten times its weight of soil or sand, in
order to secure a more uniform distribution. If an overdose of iron
sulphate should be applied to the land, a light dressing of lime will
correct the evil.

It should not be forgotten that iron sulphate is an antiseptic and
germicide

;
that is, it has properties which destroy certain micro-

scopic organisms known as mildews, fungi, bacteria, etc., and the
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spores of these micro-organisms are always present in the air, water,
and soil.

The manure pile is a prolific source of fungoid diseases. The spores
of these organisms are introduced into the manure heap with the
straw and litter of previous crops, and, after hibernating through the
winter under the most favorable conditions for their future develop-
ment, with the opening of spring are spread broadcast over the farm.
To kill the spores of parasitic diseases. Dr. Griffiths has used with sue
cess a solution made by dissolving a half pound of iron sulphate in
one gallon of water and sprinkling the solution over the manure before
plowing into the land. Iron sulphate not only kills the spores of
micro organisms destructive to farm crops, but also prevents the evapo-
ration of ammonia from soils and manure heaps. Crew, in his work
on '* Manures," recommends that farm-yard manure be sprinkled with a
solution of iron sulphate made in the proportions of one pound of the
salt to one gallon of water.

From what has been said in the preceding pages it will be seen that
soluble iron salts, in small quantities, are decidedly beneficial to crops
developing a large amount of leaf-green or chlorophyl. On beans,

peas, cabbage, mangels, grass, potatoes, and tobacco the value of iron
sulphate is established beyond all controversy. It increases the solu-

ble carbohydrates and albuminoids (the flesh and fat forming con-

stituents of crops), and, therefore, enhances their feeding value. Iron
sulphate furnishes iron and sulphur to plants and holds ammonia and
phosphoric acid in the soil. As an antiseptic, iron sulphate destroys

the germs or spores of parasitic vegetable diseases, kills mosses on
pasture lands and promotes the growth of useful agricultural grasses.

Farmers must not, however, lose sight of the fact that iron sul-

phate, if used in excess, is an energetic plant poison. If, by accident,

an exceas has been spread upon the land, a dressing of lime will correct

the evil. In the use of this comparatively new artificial manure care

should be taken not to overdose the land or to apply it to crops under
any conditions but those in which practical experiment has proven
its usefulness. Not more than from one half hundredweight to one
hundredweight per acre should be used, and, if spread as a top dress-

ing, the iron sulphate should be thoroughly mixed with five to ten

times its bulk of soil or sand, and should be spread after rain or when
the soil is wet. The French experimenters recommend that this

salt be used in solution with water as a top dressing to crops. Iron

sulphate is not a stimulant, but furnishes food both directly and
indirectly to a great variety' of farm crops.
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W

AMOUNTS OF MANURE PRODUCED BY FARM ANIMALS.
From Bulletin S7, Cornell VniversUy Agricultural Experiment Station,

Cows.—In the experiment with cows eighteen Jersey and Holstein
grades in milk were kept in their places during the whole twenty- four
hours, and the manure carefully collected as it was excreted, and a
sufficient quantity of bedding and absorbents of known composition
and weight were used to make the collection complete.
The cows consumed 114 pounds of hay, 893 pounds of ensilage, 186

pounds of beets, and 154 pounds of a mixture of 12 parts wheat bran,
9 parts cotton-seed meal, 3 parta com meal, and 1 part malt sprouts.
The other details of the experiment are shown in the table.

Weight of cows, pounds

.

Food consumed, pounds.
Water drunk, pounds..
Total excretion, pounds..
Nitrogen, pounds
Phosphoric acid, pounds.
Potash, pounds
Value of nitrogen
Value of phosphoric acid
Value of potash
Total value

Eighteen
Cows FOR
One Day.

20,380

1,347

876
1,452.5

7.35

5.01

7.40

$1.10
.35

.33

1.78

Averaob
Per Cow
Per Day.

1132
75
49
81

.41

.28

.41

$ .06

.02

.02

.10

Composition of the mixed excrement :

—

Nitrogen, 51 per cent.
Phosphonc acid, 35 **

Potash, *5j «<

Value per ton, $2.46

A few days later a second trial was made with four of the same cows
and the solid and liquid excrement carefully collected and analyzed
separately. The conditions of food, water, ete., were almost identical.

First Tn'al. Second Trial
Average weight, 1132 1178
Average food eaten 75 7^
Average water drunk, 49 49
Average total excrement voided, .... 81 82

The four animals yielded in twenty-four hours 255 pounds of solid
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and 72.25 pounds of liquid excrement, which had the following com-
position :

—

Solid. Liquid. Mixed.

^y.. Percent. Percent. Percent.
Nitrogen, 26 1.32 .49
Phosphoric acid 28 . . .22
^^otasti, 20 1.00 .38

Value per ton, $2.08

The average of the two trials shows that well-fed cows, yielding
milk heavily, may be counted upon to return neariy ten cents' worth
of valuable fertilizing materials per day, and the last trial shows that
the liquid excrement is of equal value with the solid.

Horses.—The determination of the amount of excrement was
made by carefully collecting the manure made by the ten horses in
the University barn during the time they were in the stable, for a
period of eleven days including one Sunday. During this time the
bedding used was also weighed and separately analyzed. The horses
were mostly grade draft horses of about 1400 pounds weight, doing
heavy work and liberally fed on oats and hay. During the eleven
days of the experiment 34G1 pounds of clear excrement of the follow-
ing percentage composition was voided :—

Per cent.

Nitrogen, 47
Phosphoric acid, .39
Potash, 94

Value per ton, $2.79

The amount and value of the fertilizing materials would, therefore,

be:

—

10 Horses /or Average per
11 days. horse per day.

Nitrogen, pounds, 16.27 .15
Phosphoric acid, pounds, 13.50 .12
Potash, pounds, 32.53 .30

Nitrogen, value, $2.44 $ .02
Phosphoric acid, value, 81 .01
Potash, value, 1.46 .01

Total, $4.71 .043

The horses, therefore, returned in the manure during the time that
they were in the stable rather more than four cents each per day in
about thirty two jwunds of excrement.

Sheep.—For this trial tight galvanized iron pans, covering the
whole surface of the pen, were used : the sheep were kept continu-

ously upon them, and enough weighed straw bedding of known com-
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position waa used to keep them dry and clean. The sheep were grade
Shropshires, of medium size, and were fed on grain, beets, and hayThe experiment lastod for thirty three and two-thirds days with three
sheep, durmg which time 723 pounds of clear excrement of the follow-mg percentage composition were obtained :—

XT'A " P^^ cent.
Nitrogen,

i aa
Phosphoric acid, .... XX
Potash, ','.

\
'.','.

\
' '

121
Value per ton, %A\Q

The other details of the experiment were as follows :—
5 She^ for A verage per

ar . , , _ , 93% days, af^ep per day.
Weight Of sheep, 43^ 143

^
Food consumed, cofj f „
Water drunk, .... f^. I'lm . I

' Too 7 .'5

Total excrement, 733 70
Nitrogen, pounds,

•
• • • /.^

Phosphoric acid, pounds, . , ,
', \\ eo nAJ

Potash, pounds, . , ,\ sj, .'^
Nitrogen, value, ji no

jj ^^
Ph^phoriea.id, value ; ^'f, ^ Z>,^'**^*''

39 .004

'^°*^>^''l»e ^KM '^
The most striking thing in regard to the sheep manure is the ex-tremely low percentage of phosphoric acid. It will be noted that weobtemed, in valuable fertilising materials, about one and one-half cento-worth per sheep per day.

Swine—The determinations of the amount of manure producedhyswme were made in the same general way as the sheep i e bvkeeping the swine continuously upon tight galvanized iron^ans'andweighing and analyzing the bedding separately. Two determinationwere made with two loto of swine fed on different rations
; one loTknown as the carbonaceous lot, was fed nothing but corn meal' theother lot known as the nitrogenous lot, was fed a ration of two iarte

ZtTft"".
""' ^''* *'''' '^'^'- " '^'^ ^ •'°*«d that the excre.ment differed very materially both in amount and quality, as isshown by the following analysis :—

I""""-/, as is

NUrogmoiu. Oarbonacemu. Average.
Ks-i

-nreenl. Percent. Percent.
Nitrogen

93 74 «,
Phosphoric acid 06 .01 m

Value per ton, 13.41 ^3.94 |3.18

• *

«' •

<' *

* •

• «

• •
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Other details of the experiment :—

201

NlTROOEN-
OUS.

Four Pies
in

Seven Days.

Carbon-
ACEOUS. Average.

Four Pigs
in

Seven Days

Weight of Bwine
Food consumed.
Total excrement
Nitrogen

'

Phosphoric acid, pounds
Potash, pounds
Nitrogen, value
Phosphoric acid, value
Potash, value
Total value

600.

122.

146.

1.34

.09

.93

$ .20

.006

.04

.25

Four Pigs
in

Seven Days.

Per Pig
Per Day.

Summary :

—

426
78.

48.

.36

.007

.28

$ .05

.005

.01

.07

513.

100.

97.

.85

.05

.61

$ .13

.005

.03

.16

128.

3.6

3.5

.03

.002

.02

$ .005

• • • •

.001

.006

Horse *

Horse f

.

Cows. .

.

Sheep.

.

Swine.

.

Value
PfcR Ton.

12.79

• • • •

2.27

4.19

3.18

Value Per
Animal
Per Day.

$ .044

.073

.093

.015

.006

Value Per
Thousand
Pounds
Live

Weight
Per Day.

$ .031

.052

.082

.106

.047

Value Per
Thousand
Pounds
Live

Weight
Per Year.

$11.47
19.12

29.82

38.55

17.11

J

* Manure voided while at work not included.

t Total excrement calculated on the basis that three-fifths was collected in
the stable.
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ANALYSES OF COMMERCIAL FERTILIZING MATERIAI^.

Name of Substance.

/. Phosphatic Manures.

Apatite
Bone ash
Bone-black
Bone-black (dissolved) .

Bone meal
Bone meal (free from fat)

Bone meal (from glue factory)
Bone meal (dissolved)
Caribbean guano
Cuba guano
Mona Island guano
Navassa phosphate
Orchilla guano
Peruvian guano
S. Carolina rock (ground)
S. Carolina rock (floats)

S. C. rook (dissolved)
Thomaa slag (American),
Thomas slag (English)
Thomas slag (German)

//. Potath Manuret.

Carnallite

Cotton-seed hull ashes
Kainit
Krugite
Muriate of potash
Nitrate of potash
Spent tan-bark ashes
Sulph. potash (high grade)....
Sulph. potash and magnesia..

.

Sylvinite

Waste from gunpowder works.
Wood-ashes (unleached)
Wood-ashes (leached)

///. Nitrogenous Manures.

Ammonite
Castor pomace
Cotton-seed meal (decort.) ....
Dried blood

Dried fish *.

Horn and hoof waste
Lobster shells

Meat scrap

.9
o

7.00

4.60

7.47

24.27

12.52

7.60

7.31

14.81

1.50

7.33

3.20

4.82

2.00

1.93

6.31

1.25

4.75

7.25

2.75

12.00

5.88

9.98

7.75

12.50

12.75

10.17

7.27

12.09

a

t

6

12

20

70
60

67

76

85

13 09

43

11.33

5.56

7.10

10.52

7.25

13.25

4.50

10.44

2

13.68

23.80

13.54

8.42

52.46

45.19

2.04

38.60

23.50

16.65

18.00

5.50

1.10

12

80

45

Phospuoric Acid.

Avail-
able.

Insolu-
ble.

16.70

8.28

• •

13.53

• •

7.55

• •

8*.36

0.60

11.60

6*09

3 05

0.30

15.22

4.07

• •

14.33

• •

6.90

27.43

3.60

13.31

20

Total.

36.08

35.89

28.28

17.00

23.50

20.10

29.90

17.60

18.90

13.35

21.88

34.27

26.77
15.26

28.03

27.20

15.20

21.37

19.40

30.51

8.50

t •

1.61

1.85

1.40

3.43

2.16

3.10

1.91

8.25

1.83

3.52

2.07

ANALYTICAL TABLES. 2o3

Ana^yses_of Commercial Fertilizing UxTKmAi.s.-Qyntinued.

Name of Substance.

///. Nitrogenous Manures.—
Continued,

Malt sprouts
Nitrate of soda \'

\\
Nitre-cake *

]

Oleomargarine refuse
Sulphate of ammonia
Tnnkage
Tobacco stems
Wool waste

IV. Miscellaneous Materials

Ashes (anthracite coal)
Ashes (bituminous coal)
Ashes (corn-cob)
Ashes (lime-kiln)
Ashes (peat and bog)
Gas lime
Marls (green sand)
Marls (Massachusetts)
Marls (North Carolina).. ....
Marls (Virginia)
Muck (fresh)

Muck (air-dry)

Mud (fresh water) .*

Mud (from sea-meadows ) .

Peat
Pino straw (dead leaves
pine needles)

Shells (mollusks)
Shells (crustacea)
Shell lime (oyster shell) .

.

Soot

Spent tan
Spent sumach
Sugar-house scum
Turf.

or

S
9

o

7.40

1.25

6.00

8.54

1.00

13.20

10.61

9.27

15.45

5.20

4.40

1.73

18.18

1.50

15.98

76.20

21.40

40.37

53.50

61.50

7.80

19.50

5.54

14.00

30.80

50.20

19.29

a

2

4.04

15.75

2.30

12.12

20.50

6.82

2.29

5.64

0.30

0.30

1.30

1.37

0.20

0.75

0.30

0.10

6.20

0.20

1.00

2.10

1.94

&

2.20

0.40

6.44

1.30

0.10

0.40
23.20

0.86

0.70

3.53

o'.oi

0.49

0.22

0.20

0.10

0.04

0.20

0.04

1.83

0.10

0.30

Phosphoric Acid.

Avail-
able.

Insolu-
ble.

5.02 6 23

Total.

1.70

0.88

11.25

0.60

0.29

0.10

0.40

ill's

0.50

• •

1-4

1.05

0.56

0.09

0.26

0.10

0.20

0.03

2.30

0.20

0.04

0.10
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Analyses op Farm Manubes.
Taken ckieflyfrom reports of the New York, Massachusetts, and Connecticut B^periraeni

ANALYTICAL TABLES. 205

Stations,

Name of Substance.

/.

Cattle (solid fresh excrement).
Cattle (fresh urine), . .

Hen manure (fresh), ,
* *

*

Horse (solid fresh excrement)".
Horse (fresh urine), .

Human excrement (solid)
Human urine, . .

Poudrette (night eoil),
Sheep (solid fresh excrement)'.
Sheep (fresh urine)
Stable manure (mixed),
Swine (solid fresh excrement)!
Swine (fresh urine), .

Moisture. Nitrogen.

77.20
95.90

73.27

0.29
0.58

1.63
0.44

1.55

1.00
0.60

80
0.55
1.95

0.50
0.60

0.43

Potash. Phosphor-
ic Acid.

0.10
0.49
0.85
035
1 50
0.25

0.20
30

0.15
2.26
0.60
0.13
0.83

0.17

i.54

0.17

1.09

17

1.40
0.31

001
0.30
41

0.07

ANALYSES OF FERTILIZING MATERIALS IN FaRM PRODUCm
^^^^^^^ ^f^i^y and Dry Coarse Fodders,

Name op Substance

Hungarian grass,
Italian rye-grass,
June grass, . . .

Lucerne (alfalfa),
Meadow fescue,
Meadow foxtail.
Mixed grasses,
Orchard grass,
Perennial rye-grass.
Red -tup,

Rowen, . .

Salt hay, ...'''
Serradella,
Soja bean.

//. Baj/ and Dry Cbarse Fodders
Blue melilol, ....
Buttercups,
Carrot tops (dry).
Clover farsike),
Clover (Bukhara), ...'*''
Clover (mammoth red)

* * *
'

Clover (medium red)
* '

*

Clover (white), . .

' ' * "

Corn fodder, •
• •

.

Corn stover, ......,''
Cow-pea vines, . .

Daisy (white), .

Daisy (ox-eye),

ANALYSES OF FERTILIZING MATERIALS IN FARM PRODUCTS.—
Continued,

Name op Substance.

//. Hay and Dry Cbarse Fodders.
—Continued,

Tall mesdow oat,
Timothy hay,
Vetch and oats,
Yellow trefoil,

///. Green Fodders,

Buckwheat,
Clover (red),

Clover (white),
Corn fodder,
Corn fodder (ensilage), ....
Cow-pea vines,
Horse bean,
Lucerne (alfalfa),

Meadow grass (in flower), . .

Millet, . .

Oats (green),
Peas,
Prickly comfrey,
Ryegrass,
Serradella,
Sorghum,
Spanish moss,
Vetch and oats,
White lupine,
Young grass,

Moisture.

IV. Straw, Chaff", Leaves, etc.

Barley chaff.
Barley straw,
Bean shells
Beech leaves (autumn), . .

Buckwheat straw,
Cabbage leaves (air-dried),

.

Cabbage stalks (air-dried), .

Carrots (stalks and leaves),

.

Corn cobs,
Corn hulls,

Hops,
Oak leaves,

Oat chaff,

Oat straw
Pea shells ...
Pea straw (cut In bloom), .

Pea straw (ripe),

Potato stalks and leaves, . .

Rye straw,
Sugar-beet stalks and leaves,
Turnip stalks and leaves, . .

Wheat chaff (spring), . . .

Wheat chaff (winter), . . .

Wheat straw (spring), . . .

Wheat straw (winter), . . .

V, Boots, Tubers, etc.
*

Beets (red),

7.52

11.98

82.60
80.00
81.00
72.64
71.f)0

78.81

7471
75.30

70.00
62 58
83.36
81.50

70.00

82.59

60.80
86.11
85.35
80 00

13 08
13.25
18.50
15.00
16.00
14 60
16.80

80.80
12.09

11.50
11.07
15.00
14.80

28 70
16.65

77.00
15 40
92.65
89.80
14.80

10 56
1500
1036

87.73

Nitrogen.

1.16

1.26

1.37

2.14

0.51

53
0.56

056
0.36

0.27

0.68
0.72

044
0.61

0.49

0.60
0.42

0.57
0.41

0.40
0.28

0.24
0.44

050

1.01

0.72
1.48

0.80
180
0.24

0.18
0.61
0.60
0.23
2.53

80
0.64
0.29
1.36

2.29

1.04

049
0.24

0.35
0.30
0.91

101
0.64

0.82

24

Potash.

1.72
1.63

090
0.98

0.43
0.46
0.24

62
33

031
187
0.45
0.60
0.41
0.38
0.56
0.75
0.53
0.42
0.82
0.26
0.79
1.73

1.16

0.99
1.16

1.38

0.30
2 41

1 71
3.49
0.37

0.60
0.24

1 99
015
1.04

0.88
1.88

2.82
1.01

0.07

076
0.16

0.24
0.42
014
0.44
0.32

44

Phosphor-
ic Acid.

082
0.46

0.58
0.43

0.11

0.13

0.20

0.28
0.14

98
0.33
0.15
0.15

19

0.13

0.18

0.11

0.17

0.14

0.08
0.30
0.09
0.35

0.22

0.27

0.16
0.66

0.24

0.61
0.76

1.06

0.21

0.06
0.02
1.76

0.84

0.20
0.11

0.55

068
0.35

0.06

0.19

0.07

0.18
0.26
0.19
0.18

0.11

0.09
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Analyses of Fertilizing Materials in

Continued.

Farm Products.—

Namk of Substance.

V. Roots, Tubers, etc.—Con-
tinued.

Beets (sugar),
Beets (yellow fodder), . \

Carrots, _
Manjfolds, ........
Potatoes, ........
Ruta bagas, ......
Turnipa,

.
'.

.

VI. Grains and Seeds.

Barley,
Beans,
Jiuckwheat. .......'
Corn kernels, ........
Corn kernels and cobs(cobmeai)
Hempseed,
Linseed,
Lupines,
Millet, .*.'.*.*'

Oats, "

Peas, . . . . \ \ , \

' '

'

^y\ .'.'.'

ooja beans,
Sorghum, ....
Wheat rspring), .;;:;:
Wheat (winter),

VII. Flour and Meal.
Corn meal,
Ground barley, .....'
Hominy feed, .....'
Pea meal, ....
Rve flour
Wheat flour, ...
VIII. By-products and Refuse.
Apple pomace, ....
Cotton hulls, .' * '

Cotton-seed meal (unih^cort.)
*

Glucose refuse
Gluten meal, .......*
Hop refuse, .......'.*
Linseed cake (new process)
Linseed cake (old process)

*

Malt sprouts,
Oat bran,
HyemiddlingH, .....**'
Spent brewer's grains (dry),
Spent brewer's grains (wet). .

Wheat bran,
Wheat middlings,

. . , . . \

IX. Dairy Products.

Milk,
Cream, ....
Skira-railk,

. .
!

Butter, '.'.'.''

Moisture. NiTBOGEN.

84.65
90 60
90.02

87.29
79 75
87.82
87.20

1542

1*4.10

10.88

10.00
12.20

11.80

13 80
13.00
20.80
19 10

14.90
18.83

14.00
14.75

15.40

13 52
13.43
8 93
8.85

14 20
9.83

80 60
10.63

8 io
8 63
8.98
612
7.79

10.28
8.19

12 64
6.98
7601
11.01

9.18

87.20
68 80
90.20
13.60

0.25
19

0.14

0.19

0.21

0.21

0.22

2.06

4.10

1.44

1.82

1.46

2 62
3 20
652
2.40

1.75

4.26
1.76
6.30
1.48

2.36

2.83

2 05
1.65

1.63

3 08
1.68

2.21

0.23
0.76
4.30
262
6.43

98
6.40

6.02
3 67
2.26

184
8 05
89

2.88

2.63

0.58

0.5H
0.58
0.12

Potash. Phosphob
ic Acid.

1

0.29
0.46

0.54
0.38
29

0.50

0.41

0.73
1.20

0.21

0.40
0.44
0.97

1.04

1.14

47
0.41

1.23

0.54

1.99
0.42
61

0.50

0.44
34
49

0.99
0.66
0.64

13
108
1 ..'lO

0.15
006

11

1.16

1.16

1 60
066
0.81
1.65

0.05

1.62

0.08
0.09

0.10
0.09
0.07
0.13

0.12

096
1.16

0.44
0.70
0.60
1.76

1.80

0.87
91

0.48

1.26
0.82
1.87

0.81

0.89
0.68

071
66

0.98
0.82
0.85

0.67

0.02
0.18
3.10

0.29
43

020
142
1.66

1.40

1 11

1.26

1 26
31

2 87
0.63
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Table Showing the Number of Pounds op Nitrogen. Phos-phoric Acid, and Potash Withdrawn Per Acre by anAverage Crop. -Con<iwM6rf.

Name of Crop. Nitrogen.

Oats,
Onions, ....'*'*'
Peas (pisuni sativum),* .*

Poppy, '\
^

Potatoes, ....'..'.
Rape, .......
Rice,
R.ve,

; ; ;
;

Seradella,
Soja bean, . . . . . \

Sugar cane, ...*."*•
Sorghum (sorghum saccharatum)
Suffar beet (beet-root), .

'

Tobacco, ....
Vetch (visiasativa*.!
Wheat, '. ;

89
96
153
87

119
154
39
87

128
297
518
446
95
127
149
111

Phosphor-
ic Acid. Potash.

o

oM
H
H
CO

1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1098
1100
1103
1108
1109
1117
1131

1132

Analyses of Hay.
{Fr<m Bulletin 15, 1889, Vermont Experiment Station.)

Kind op Fodder.

Fertilizing Ingredients.

Timothy hay, ....
Hay with much clover.
Hay, early cut, . .

Hay, late cut, ...
gay

:Hay
Rowen,
Hay, early cut,' '.'..'.

Hav,
Upland hay,
Low meadow hay, i

'.

[

S*^' • • • • • • •
•

Hay,
Early cut hay
Late cut hay.
Hay, . .

.^'.
: :

:

•

Hay from new seeding,
Hay from old stocking,

Nitrogen. Phosphoric
Acid.

Average,

1.26

1.54

1.68
1.28

1.00

I.IG

2.02
1.26

0.97
1.63

1.56
1.44

1.25
1.40

1.88

0.97
1.23

1.89

1.58

1.42

0.500
0.5S0

0.312
0.179
0.302

0.207
0.353
0.291

0.255
0.329
0.223
0.355
0.253
0.345
0.512
0.359
0.329
0.:i47

0.336

0.311

ANALYTICAL TABLES,

Fertilizer Experiments on Meadow Land.
{Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin, No. 23, February, 1890.)

On low and decidedly wet land,

English Blue Grass,

209

85
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ON UNCULTIVATED LIGHT OR MEDIUM SOILS.

Exhausted Per cent, remaininfj in the soil unex-
Kind of Fertilizer. {in years). hausted at the end of each year.

Lime, 10 75 60 40 30 20 15
Bone meal, 4 60 30 10 00 00 00
Phosphatic guanos, 4 50 20 10 00 00 00
Dissolved bones and plain super-

phosphates 3 20 10 5 00 00 00 00
High grade ammoniates, guanos, 3 30 20 00 00 00 00 00
Cotton-seed meal 4 40 30 20 10 00 00 00
Barn-yard manure, 4 CO 30 10 00 00 00 00

ON UNCULTIVATED PASTURE LAND.

Lime, 15 80 70 60 50 45 40 35
Bone meal, 7 60 50 40 30 20 10 00
Phosphatic guano, 6 50 40 30 20 10 00 80
Dissolved bone, etc 4 30 20 10 00 00 00 00
High grade ammoniated guanos, .4 30 20 10 00 00 00 00
Cotton-seed meal, 5 40 30 20 10 00 00 00
Barn-yard manure, 7 60 50 40 30 20 10 00

** Sulphate of ammonia, nitrate of soda, sulphate, nitrate and muri-
ate of potash are generally held to be entirely exhausted by the crops
grown the season of their application.

** The figures given above are always used in fixing the price for new
tenants. In this country no such careful estimates have been made,
but the proportions probably vary but little from those in other coun-
tries.

Amounts of Nitrogen, Phosphoric Acid, and Potash Found
Profitable for Different Crops Under Average Condi-
tions Per Acre.

{Taken chiefly from New Jersey Experiment Station's Reports.)

Nitrogen. Phosphoric Acid. Potash.

„^, ^ ,
Pounds. Pounds. Pounds.

Wheat, rye, oats, com, 16 40 30
Potatoes and root crops, 20 25 40
Clover, beans, peas, and other legu-
minous crops, 40 (50

Fruit trees and small fruits, ... 25 40 75
General garden produce, 30 40 60
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The Various Potash Salts and their Composition.

{From Potash and Paying Crops.)

A. Natural Products op the
Mines.

Kainit, .

Carnal lite,

Kieserite,

Sylvinite,

I
(A

a,

a
CO

{I

21.3

B. CONCENTBATED PRODUCTS.

a. Sulphates of Potash.

1. Sulphate of potash, high.graded,
*'"'•»

2. Sulphate of potash, high-graded,
^^t

8. Double sulphate of potash and
sulphate of magnesia (double
manure salt),

4. Calcined kieserite,

b. Muriates of Potash.

„ .
r90-95f(, .

Muriate of potash, . . ^ 80-85^. .

(70-751!^, .

Calcined manure salt, high grade,
Calcined manure salt, low grade, .

7.1

17.2

16.3

0)

97.2

90.6

50.4

2.0

15.5

11.8

24.7

11.1

14.0

t)
|<2g

I ^ -S l,-5 a

9

« 5
08

0) .

• .=5 o«

3^ JQ*^ jq^ g^-" S'*^
M U O (2 »5

14.5

12.1

21.5

5.8
11.8

11.8

0.3

1.6

L7

0.7

12.4

21.5

17.2

4.0

8.1,

9.3

0.4

91.7
83.5

72.5
44.6
25.6

2.7 1.0

34.0

65.8

0.2
0.4

0.8
22.5

31.1

0.2

0.3

0.6
4.6:

6.3

34.6

224
26.7

46.2

38.2

84.9

0.2

1.2

25
0.9

7.1

14.5

21.0
12.4

10.3

1.7

1.9

0.8

1.9

3.6

3.6

0.3

0.4

09
6.5

0.8

0.5

1.3

1.9

0.3

1.8

at

£

a

2sj

a

^

0.2

2.9

3.5

0.2

0.3

0.6

15.7

0.2

0.2
0.5

5.3

10.6

12.7

26.1

20.7

8.4

9.7

8.3

0.7

2.2

12.8

9.8

7.5

19.4
16.3

17.6

I"

62.7

49.9

28.6
35.5
89.5

11.7

23.5
24.7

11.6 27.2 34.9
11.1 . . 72.3

0.6

1.1

2.5

7.8

12.6

57.9

52.7

46.7

28.1

16.2

30.0

40.6

ROTATION OF CROPS.
In the changed conditions of agriculture elaborate systems of crop

rotation are no longer necessary. With the help of chemical manures
and the judicious use of renovating crops farmers are no longer sub-
ject to rigid rule, but may adapt rotations to the varying demands of
local market conditions.

Some American Rotations.

1

.

Potatoes.
2. Wheat.
3. Clover.

4. Clover.

6. Wheat, oats, or rye.

1. Potatoes.

2. Wheat.
3. Grass, timothy, and clover.
4. Grass, timothy, and clover.
6. Com.

//
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1. Roots.

2. Wheat.
3. Clover.

4. Clover.

5. Corn, oats, or rye.

APPENDIX.

1. Roots.

2. Wheat.
3. Clover.

4. Clover.
5. Wheat.
6. Oats.

(

w »..;

The following English rotations are given by Dr. Griffiths in his

"Treatise on Manures" :

—

East Lothian System.

1. Oats.

2. Beans.
3. Wheat.
4. Roots.

6. Wheat or barley.

6. Seeds.

Dundee System.

1. Wheat.
2. Turnips.
3. Oats.

4. Potatoes.

5. Wheat.
6. Seeds.

7. Oats.

8. Potatoes.

Bedfordshire System.

1. Wheat.
2. Roots.

3. Wheat.
4. Barley.

5. Clover.

Norfolk System.

1. Wheat.
2. Turnips or roots.

3. Barley.

4. Clover.

Cumberland System.

1. Oats.

2. Roots.

3. Wheat, barley, or oats.

4. Clover.

5. Grass.

Ayrshire System.
1. Oats.

2. Turnips.
3. Wheat.
4. Beans.
5. Wheat.
6. Seeds.

Derby Eight-Years'
System.

1. Oats.

2. Wheat.
3. Beans or green crop.
4. Wheat.
5. Roots.
6. Barley.
7. Clover.

8. Clover.

South Lancashire System.
1. Potatoes.

2. Wheat.
3. Barley.
4. Clover or grass.

5. Clover or grass.

Modified Norfolk System.
1 . Turnips or roots.

2. Barley.
3. Clover.

4. Clover.

6. Wheat.

Yorkshire Wolds' System.
1. Wheat.
2. Roots.

3. Barley.
4. Peas.
5. Roots.
6. Oats.

7. Seeds.

ROTATION OF CROPS,

Wiltshire System,
(a) On Strong Land.

213

1. Wheat.
2. Beans.
3. Wheat.

Vetches and mangels.
Wheat.
Clover (twice cut).
Clover (once cut, then fed).

ih)

4.

5.

6.

7.

1. Wheat.
2. Swedes and turnips.
3. Barley.

4. Beans or peas.
6. Wheat and oats.
6. Clover (twice cut).
7. Clover (once cut, then fed).
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A.
Acid, aprocrenic, 66.

carboQic, 29.

crenic, 75.

feic, 75.

umic, 75.

hydrochloric, 14.

nitric, 15, 96.

phosphoric, 38.

snlphuric, 23.
ulniic, 75.

Acids, 22.

obtained from humus, 76.
Aerobic ferments, 63.

AKrieultural value, 86.
Alkali composts, 65.
Aluminium, 18.

Ammonia, 33, 98.

atmospheric, 98.
chloride, 98.

sulphate, 99.
Ammoniacal or gas liquor, 99.
Ammonite, 106.

Amount of nitrogen profitable for differ-
ent crops, 210.

withdrawn by
crops, 207, 208.

phosphoric acid profitable for
crops, 210.

potash profitable for crops.
210.

phosphoric acid withdrawn
by crops. 207, 208.

potash withdrawn by crops.
208.

Anaerobic ferments, 63.

Analyses of commercial fertilizing ma-
terials, 202, 203.

of dry, coarse fodders, 204.
of farm manures, 204.
of fertilizing materials in farm

products, 204—207.
of hay, 204, 208.
of home mixtures, 127.
of poultry manure, 54.

Apatite, 117.

Artificial or chemical fertilizers, 86, 94.
Ashes, coal, 119, 121.

cotton seed hull, 121.

substitute for leuclied wood, 119.
wood, manuring with, 120.
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Ashes, wood, unleachcd, 118.
Azotin, 106.

B.
Bases, 23.

Barium, 18.

Blood, dried, 105.
Bone ash, 106.

black, 110.

dissolved, 110.
ground, 110.
meal and wood ashes, 113.
raw, 110.

Bones, 109.

fermenting with manure, 112.
reduction of, 111.

of, with acid, 113.

„ ^ , ,
of, with lime, 000.

Broad kelp, 84.

C.
Calcium, 18, 19, 44.

oxide, 44.

phosphate, 38.

insoluble, 39.

reverted or precipitated, 38.
soluble, 38.

sulphate, 45.
Caprolites, 117.

Carbon, 18, 19, 26.

dioxide, 26.

Carbonic acid of manure, 29.

of the soil, 29.
Carnallite, 122.
Carragheen, 84.

Castor bean |K)mace, 106.
Chemical elements, 17.

Chloride of sodium, 43.

(muriate) of potash, 121.
Chlorine, 18, 19, 43.
Chlorophyll, 48.
Coal ashes, 121.

Commercial valuation, 86.
Composition of farm-yard manure, 52.
Composts, 61.

alkali, 05.

concentrated, 69, 70.
cotton, 70.
fish, 65.

guano, 103.

guano and peat, 65.

•\
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Composts, lime and suit, 66.
Cotton seed, 105.

hull ashes, 121.
Cow manure, 53.

Composition of jwtash salts, 211.
Crop rotations (American), 211, 212.

(English), 212 213.

D.
Decomposition of carbonic acid in leaves
of plants, 27.

Determined as nitrogen, 34.
Dissolved bone, 110.
Dried blood, 105.

E.
I^'^^nomy in the purchase of fertilizers

123—133.
Eel grass, 84.
Electric light in horticulture, 27.
Electro-horticulture,27.
Elements derived from the air, 19.

soil, 19.
inorganic, 19.

organic, 19.

F.
Farm-yard manure, 52.

v^^'i' «« « fermentation of, 55.
Fertilizers, 22, 23.

direct, 24.

experiments on meadow
land, 209.

incomplete, 25.
indirect, 24.
for asparagus, 138.
for barley, 138.
for beans, 129, 138.
for beans (lima), 138.
for beets, 138.
for buckwheat, 139.
for cabbage, 139.
for cantaloupes, 139, 140.
for carrots, 140.
for cauliflower, 139.
for celery, 140.
for clover, 129.
for clover and all legumin-
ous crops, 140.

for clover-sick land, 144
forcorn, 130, 131, 141,142.
for cotton, 142, 143
for cow peas, 140.
for cucumbers, 14;j, 144
for fruit trees, 129.
for garden produce, 129, 154.
for general use, 125, 130, 134.
for grass, 131, 145.
for hemp, 144, 14.5.

for Hungarian millet, 144.
for lettuce, 145.
for meadows, 144.
for melons, 145.
for oats, 145, 146.
for orchards, 152.
for pasture land, 144.

INDEX,

Fertilizers, for peach trees, 152, 153
for peas, 129, 141.
for potatoes, 125, 129, 131.

132,148,149.
for pumpkins, 147.
for ruta bagas, 150.
for rye, 148,
for squashes, 149.
for 8trawl)erries and small

fruits, 153.
for sugar cane, 148.
for sweet potatoes, 148, 149.
for tobacco, 149.
for tomatoes, 149, 1.50.

for turnips, 131, 1.50.

for wheat, 150, 151.
tables of proportions, 155-

161.
Fish chum, 106.

composts, 65.

guano, 106.

meal, 106.
scrap, 106.

,
quantity harvested, 135.

Fluorine, 18.

Formulas for fertilizers, 126, 152, 161.
for home mixtures, 128.

Gas-lime, 46.
Gas or ammoniacal liquor, 100.
Green manuring, 77.

plants used in, 78.
with borage, 83.
with buckwheat, 81.
with Hungarian millet.

83.
'

with Indian corn, 83.
with lupines, 81, 82.
with rape, 83.
with rye, 81, 82.
with sea weed, 82.
with spurry, 83.
with turnips, 82.
with white mustard. 82.Ground bone, 110.

'

Guano, 100.

bat, 104.

Caribbean, 202.
Chincha Island, 102.
composts, 103.
Cuba, 202.
fish, 106.

Ichaboe Island, 102.
Mona Island, 202.
Peruvian. 202.
phosphatic, 102, 114.
and peat composts, 65.
rectified, 104.
substitutes for, 104,

H.
Home-mixing, 124.
Horse manure, 53.
Humus, 75.

Hydrogen, 18, 19, 32.

>- •# INDEX.
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Inorganic elements, 18, 19.
Iodine, 18.

Iron, 18, 19, 48.

sulphate, 190-197.
as a manure, 190, 197.
on mangel-wurzel, 194.
on meadow hay, 193.
on potatoes, 192.
on turnips, 193.

Kainit, 121.
Kelp, broad, 84.

ribbon, 84.
Kieserite, 122.
Krugite, 122.

K.

L.

»^ I

Lime and salt in composts. 66.
Litter, 56.

f
, .

M.
Magnesium, 18, 19, 50.
Management of farm-yard manure, 56.
Manganese, 18, 19, 51.
Manure produced by farm animals, 198.

201. ' '

Manuring with wood ashes. 120
Marls, 46.

Materials used in making chemical fer-
tihzers, 96, 108, 118, 124.

Metalloids, 22.
Metals, 22.

Mixing raw materials, 90, 93.
Muriate (chloride) of potash, 121.

N.
Natural manures, 52, 61.
Night soil, 57.

how to dispose of, 58.
Nitrate of potash, 98.

of soda, 96.

XT.. ^ ,
^^^ ^^^> 97.

Nitre beds, 72. .

Nitric acid, 96.

Nitrification, 74.

Nitrogen, 18, 19, 32.

collectors, 77.

consumers, 77.

determined as, 34.
equivalent to ammonia, 34.
total, 36.

O.
Organic elements, 18, 19.
Oxides, 23.

Oxygen, 18, 19, 31.

P.
Peat, composts, 64.

preparation of, 64.
Pea-vine and clover, 78.
Pig manure, 53.

Plant food, 22, 23.

available, 25.

unavailable, 25.
i>otential, 182.

Phosphate, basic slag (Thumas), 116.
of calcium available, 38.

insoluble, 39.

T>K^ , , .
soluble, 38.

Phosphates, mineral, 115.
Phosphatic guano, 114.
Phosphoric acid, 38.
Phosphorites, 117.
Phosphorus, 18, 19, 37.
Potash, determined as, 40.

muriate (chloride), 121.
nitrate of, 98.
sulphate of, 122.

Potassium, 18, 19, 40.
Poultry manure, 53.
Poudrette, 58.

R.Raw bone, 110.
Ribbon kelp, 84.
Rotation of crops (American), 211, 212

(English), 212, 213.
Avrshire system,

Bedfordshire sys-
tem, 212.

Cumberland sys-
tem, 212.

Derby eight years'
system, 212.

Dundee system.
212.

East Lothian sys-
tem, 212.

Norlolk system.
212.

Norfolk system
(modified), 212.

South Lancashire
system, 212.

Wiltshire system.
213.

Yorkshire system,
«1a.

8.
Salts, 23.

Sea ware, 82.

weed, 82.

Sheep manure, 53.
Silicon, 18, 19.

Sodium, 18, 19^ 48.

chloride, 43,
sulphate, 49.

Soil tests with fertilizers, 163.

arrangement
of plots, 167.

application of
rertilizers,

169.

condensed di-
rections, 170

conveniences.
165.

y
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Soil tests with fertilizers, dimensions of
plots, 171.

kind of soil, 166.
laying out plots, 166.
plan of experimental

field, 168.

size and shape of field, 166
of plots, 166

special nitrogen experi-
ments, 172, 174.

special phosphoric acid
experiments, 175, 176.

special potash experi-
ments, 177,

^ ,
uniform soil, 166.

Solvent action of carbonic acid, 30.
Spirits of hartshorn, 33.
Sulphate of potash. 122.

of sodium, 49:
Sulphur, 18. 19, 42.
Sylvanite, 122.

T.
Tankage, 106.
Thomas phosphate, 115.
Time required for the exhaustion of fer-

tilizers from soils, 209, 210.
Tobacco, organic nitrogen on, 186, 190.

etems, 121.

Total nitrogen, 36.
Trade values of fertilizing materials, 94.

Unit system, 94.
U.

V.
Valuation, commercial, 86.

of home-mixtures, 128.
how to make of nitrate of
soda. 87.

how to make of muriate of
potash, 88.

W.
Wood ashes, 118.

caution in the purchase of.
120.

imitation of leached, 119.
for cucumbers, 120.
for corn, 120.
for lawns, etc., 120.
for melons, 120.
for oats, 120.
for onions, 120.
for rye, 120.
for strawberries. 120.
for wheat, 120.

»'
I

Horticultural Books.
WHY WE PUBLISH THEM.

In the success of the planter is the germ of our suc-
cess. First, the best Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants ; next,
the plainly told practice of accepted experts in garden-
ing and farming.

Books Free as Premiums. ^^'^'' *^^ standard high and
„ . ,

prices low we go further,—bvallowing a credit of ten cente on every dollar sent for seeds, plante, or bulbs

Th ^^S"":^"^
""^ ^"^ ^^ ^' P"^^^^*^ *^^* t^« P^-^haser may desire.

Ihus, a $2.00 order with 10 cents added, can select any book offered for 30 cents
;with 30 cents added, any book offered for 50 cent^ Or, a $3.00 order can select en-

tirely free any book offered for 30 cents ; or a $5.00 order any book offered for 50
cents

;

and so on, we more than meeting our customers half way in our desire to
give them FREE the best books for the Farm and Garden.
43rlt will 1)0 noticed that these premiums are entirely free, and do mt pre-

vent the selection of $1.25 worth of seeds in packets for each $1.00 sent us for^^^ in packets. If the purcha..er's order is all for seeds by weight or measure,
on which we do not allow this discount, he is still entitled to the selection of any
of our books. '

JUST PUBLISHED.

POTATOES FOR PROFIT.
BY F. B. VAN ORNAM.

The autlior lias for more thau thirty-five years been one of the
leading Potato growers of the country and is the originator of some
of our best varieties, including Burpee's Extra Early ami The Great
Divide. He has given to his readers the results of his long experi-
ence as a successful Potato grower in a most readable and helpful
nooK.

Synopsis of Contents :-History of the Potiito-Soil and Pre-
paration-Manures and Chemical Fertilizers—Planting-Culti
tion - Insect Enemies—Fungous Diseases-Harvesting-Storin«r a
Marketing—The Seedling-Growing Seed Potatoes.

Price, Postpaid, 30 Cents.

CAN BE ORDERED FROM THE PUBLISHERS, OR
ANY BOOK STORE IN THE UNITED STATES.

va-

aud

PUBLISH FD BY
W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

\



THE BEAUTIFUL FLOWER GARDEN.
By the well-known Boston Artist, F. SCHUYLER MATHEWS

In Collaboration with ARTHUR FEWKS, the Professional Grower.

A book on artistic gardening, by
a trained artist and enthusiastic
amateur gardener. The pages over-
flow with pen-and-ink sketches
from nature, while the subject mat-
ter is drawn from the best in the
artistic world of gardening, show-
ing the influence of the formal
English style, the Italian renais-
sance, and the art of the Japanese
upon gardening.
An important part of this valu-

able book is devoted to descriptions
of flowers easily procured and
grown from seeds, bulbs, and cut-
tings, with bright sketches show-
ing their form of growth. The
closing chapters comprise careful
cultural directions by Mr. Fewks,
the professional grower. The pre^
vailing idea in th^ book is to teach
harmony in the arrangement of
flowers and plants. To introduce
this book, the price per copy has
been put at 50 cents, postpaid,
which is actually less than the cost
of production for the first edition.

f

AH About SWEET PEAS.
REVISED AND ENLARGED. PRICE 20 CENTS.

A Book of 131 Pages, with 42 Illustrations.

siSif o ^® ^^^ published a little monograph Ai i AnorrSweet Peas. It was so enthusiasticallv received thai 62^577
copies were sent out the first season. From the conSmnTence that followed we estimate that fun/SSmS lE?.

"

sons read this monograph. This wonderful faet em-phatically called for a book. We therefore had a
beautifully illustrated volume prepared wTthtSe
nf thi'V';^^'?

""^ furnishing a complete epitomeof the iterature of this fragrant flower 'J'heauthor is, of course. Rev. w't. Hutchins. a most
enthusiastic and successful grower, and an SiThoritrupon the subject. Our new l)Sok is complete ?xhaui^
a^F^oirDHooflJnJ

'^^*^- .'/«°^ ?,"' huMlo??riri,
nnr 1.^. ? A?"V''°'P*'**"^« »«" ^^sts Conducted byour chemist, Mr. Skmpers. in several sections of thecountry, we can safely say tliat cultural directions adfertilizers suggested are authoritative. ImS centeor Free as a premium with a 82.00 order.

"''*'"'*'

CAN BE ORDERED FROM THE PUBLISHERS, ORANY BOOK STORE^N THE UNITED STATES.

PUBLISHED BY
W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

:)
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Injurious Insects
AND THE USE OF INSECTICIDES,

A NEW BOOK.

By frank W. SEMPERS,
Director of Fordhook Chemical Laboratory

; author of MANURES •How to Make and How to Use Them.
"'**^"'^'='» •

A very complete and convenient treatise on insects destruc-
tive to Fruit, Field, and Garden crops. Contains the latest and
best methods for preventing insect injuries and gives reliable for
mulas for making insecti-

cides. This book is plainly

written for the million,

and is filled with life-like

illustrations which will

greatly aid the farmer in

identifying his insect foes.

Synopsis of the Con-
tents : — Natural and
Artificial Methods of De-
stroying Insects—Insect-

icides, with Full Direc-

tions for Making and
Using Them — Insects

Injurious to Orchard and
Garden Fruits— Insects

Destructive to Vegetable
Crops and to Grains and
Grasses — Those which
Annoy Domestic Animals
—Insects of the House-
hold.

\hH

J
A book badly needed by every one who has a Farm or Garden.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 60 CENTS.
CAN BE ORDERED FROM THE PUBLISHERS, OR
ANY BOOK STORE IN THE UNITED STATES.

PUBLISHED BY
W. ATLEE BURPEE 6i CO., PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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ONIONS FOR PROFIT.
A Pull artrM r*A...^f~^- _ . .A Full and Complete Hand-book

PUBLISHED

PHILADELPHIA,

of Onion Growing.
At last we publish a really

complete hand-book on Onion
growing; it is by Mr. T.
CiREiNER, author of the New
Onion Culture, of which
book he says :

—

"The New Onion Culture
was intended mostly to present
a new phase of the business,
and to encourage further re-
searches in an entirely new
direction. As a ' liand-buok of
Onion Growing' it has short-
comings and is far from beinir
complete. It leaves Ux) much
room for personal inquiries. 1
have looked the field of horti-
cultural literature in America
over pretty closely, and am un-
able to find a hand-l)ook for the
Onion grower the teachings of
which are base<l on modern
methods and einlwdy (as thev
should in order to justify any
claims of being ' uij-tb-th^

V?^ I •© two systems, the
old and the new, in profitable
combination."

Fully illustrated.

Price 50 Cents.

CELERY FOR PROFIT.
Lll agree that Celery offers .rraaf^. ..i .

old methods of^gr^;",,7^;owIve/ S*'*^ encountered by the
sure only with coraparath-eIv few eCrf* '""'"•^ unoertain, and
talnty is now a thing of the mJ ^^^P*""^' Rrowers. All this nncer-
able Celery growl glssillT'-m f'T'n-"

"'««'»'''"nake profit-

the.same /re^ whicijS give «U)",*^"!r' '^'t'r^''-
^'"">

you may take $400.00 or ev!u $5( im? ;. o '^
""'JP'"

vegetable,
how. This new book was sZim! "J" ?'''*">'' ^'^ >'"" ^»ow
author of Onions FOE Pkofit

^ ^ ""*° '^' "' ^^ '^- Gkeinkb,

naer therieht eultiiro Q.wi ^^^.isx" ""'*^ inc Duslness nav roallv hi» profits

Celeri

«aryin Celery grow'^a^d how t*^"*^'' ''^^ Ja>>or generally thoueh t
.Under the ri/ht^ultirf'a.ufcomlTtion?'^^^^^^^^^^ r/ally '/^'Vrofitsean be raised on a sinele aorp rii i!^ T i^^.,

thousand do fars' worth of rXrt
and is embellished J^Hh^'anytefLVJ'^''""?^^^"^^^allows us to eive hut « „i5J""Z. ...^'^"'1 ""d original illuKtrafinn- nL 5i_ ''

.-.. ^ laiBuu ou a single acre THa hi^y iZ\T """":•""* """ars- worth of Celorrand is embellished with miny helr?^? oVJ '^^^^^

r.„ =^
''"'"' !'""*"'<"• P^'ce 30 Cent..

STORE IN THE UNITED STATES.

Vs

JUST PUBLISHED.

Cabbage and Cauliflower
FOR PROFIT.

Me Lu^v^;"'*:." 'T ' '"'=*=^^^"' S'O'^^^'^ point of viewME. LUPTON, the author, has made the study of th^e imnn^! i

from our press. It is a
lucid exposition of facts
set forth in a clear, prac-
tical manner,—the results
of years of experience and
study, which cannot fail

to interest and prove a
valuable aid to the farmer
and gardener.

Synopsis of Contents.
— Introduction,—Soil and
I'reparation,^ Planting
and Cultivation,—Fertiliz-

ers, with Formulas Adapted
to these Crops,—Insect Ene-
mies and How to Deal with
Them,—Storingfor Winter,

— Marketing,— Profit and
Loss,—Notes on Varieties.

With this new treatise, complete in everv detail wifi, ^ • •
i

..lust^tio., f„,™ photographic views take7iu tt 'fi!ITu^'in growing these profitahle crops is reasonably assured
'

Fully Illustrated. Price 50 Cents.
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BURPEE AOOOOStlOllOS

FARM ANNUAL.
The Leading American Seed Catalogue.-

For truth, knowledge, and fairness Burpee's Farm Annual is
looked to as the model seed catalogue of America.

Its mission is to place the best seeds that grow within the reach
of all.

Seed planters everywhere believe in it. Our brethren in the seed
trade pay it and us honor by quoting from its pages ; the editors of
influential papers—whose good opinion we all value—compliment
it highly.

The following" extracts from five reflect hundreds of reviews :—

I

Waverly Magazine, BosUm, Mass., January g7, 189L
Burpee's Farm Annual offers everything worth having in vegetables

and flowers. The amateur gardener makes no mistake in relying upon
It as a guide.

The Philadelphia Inquirer, Philadelphia, Pa., Februarys, 189L
Full of the popular science of agriculture and horticulture, the com-

panion of the successful husbandman and the text-book of the amateur
grower.

Western Farmer and Stockman, Sioux City, Iowa, January 11, 189U,
Burpee's Farm Annual for 1894 is before us, and is, we believe, the

handsomest and most complete one ever sent out by that standard old
seed house.

Orange Judd Farmer, Chicago, III., February 10, 189k,
Prominent among the educational class of seed catalogues is that issued

yearly by W. Atlee Burpee & Co., of Philadelphia. Their Annual, re-
cently issued, surpasses all their previous efforte.

The Daily Examiner, Lancaster, Pa., February 6, 189U,
Mr. Burpee's catalogue, like his business, is the result of an evolution

or development toward a higher and ever better ideal. We have studied
his catalogues with considerable care for some years past, and notice
that each year makes a decided advance along the safest progressive
lines. The ordinary seed catalogue bewilders the reader with its lone
list of names of old and new Varieties, vague descriptions, and indis-
criminate words of praise, until one is utterly at sea as to the real merits
and demerits of the different varieties. Mr. Buri>ee'8 catalogue on the
contrary, is a positive and reliable help to the man who really wants toknow the facts.

The new edition is issued January 1st and mailed promptly to
each one of our customers, beginning with the far South and West.
Any seed planter is welcome to a copy free. Others should enclose
ten cente, which is less than cost in quarter-million editions.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Aaron BIdg.




